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Abstract

The service provision in traditional Machine-to-Machine Communication (M2M) ecosystems relies on commercial service providers. Their services are implemented using centralised infrastructures and focus on specific business processes. Recently, the role of end-users and their personal environments became interesting in terms of service provision. Intelligent devices located in the end-user's environment can be used to create M2M services. These services enhance the competition in the M2M marketplace and provide more service variety. The end-user integration creates a decentralised network of service providers, coming with benefits such as energy efficiency or platform independence. However, inexperienced end-users and missing authorities monitoring the service creation workflow can lead to unreliable M2M services. Decentralised environments also increase the risk of uncontrollable behaviour and untrustworthy activities. In such scenarios, trust relationships are essential to protect these networks and render them a perspective. Trust positively affects the overall security of decentralised systems and should be maintained using suitable trust management systems.

The aim of this thesis is to optimise the overall trustworthiness in decentralised M2M communities. This research initially identifies limitations related to three topics: decentralised M2M service provision, service testing, and trust approaches. Decentralised M2M service platforms suffer from a lack of trust. Existing M2M service testing concepts are not end-user-friendly, use centralised architectures, and do not follow end-user-based service provision aspects. Current trust management systems are using incomplete trust models not covering several attributes of an entity. They are also not considering the trust scores of new M2M services or service providers. This aspect allows malicious nodes to join the community and harm other members. Another drawback is that existing trust approaches do not provide a secure storage system for all the computed trust data. Overall, the review highlights the need for a new framework addressing these issues.

This thesis proposes a novel framework for trust evaluation and corresponding functional testing of decentralised M2M services. It presents a comprehensive trust approach that considers several aspects such as the trust status of new M2M entities, secure trust data storage, and reliable decision-making among the nodes. In order to overcome the lack of trust information about new M2M entities, service testing is incorporated within the trust evaluation process. Additionally, this research utilises blockchain technology to increase data integrity and optimise different parts of the framework. In terms of blockchain, this thesis also identifies drawbacks to existing consensus protocols and proposes a novel trust-based one. Furthermore, all M2M community members maintain the various trust activities using a community-based approach that relies on blockchain principles. Finally, this thesis also presents a prototypical proof of concept evaluation of the proposed framework components. The evaluation results confirm the benefits of this approach and its resilience against attacks in comparison to others. Overall, the combination of blockchain, service testing, and trust optimises the security in decentralised M2M communities.
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1 Introduction

Traditionally, central commercial marketplaces like Google or Amazon provide services to the community. The Big Tech focuses on various specific business processes, continuously expanding their product range, and ever increasing their influence on their customers. At the same time, the number of smart devices within the end-user's environment is growing, providing new opportunities to create different Machine-to-Machine Communication (M2M) services that cover business cases that were previously not considered or only superficially. These alternative services also increase the diversity of services on the market and promote competition between service providers.

The integration of the end-user into the service provision process is necessary to implement the integration of local devices and make them accessible to external entities. The end-user integration creates a decentralised network of service providers. This alternative network or marketplace becomes very relevant for consumers in times of rising issues with global commercial service providers acting as “Big Brother”, such as data hoarding, privacy, or activity tracking. There is also a call of independency from supervisory authorities or specific platform rules. End-users respectively consumers want to control their identity, activities, and data. Decentralised marketplaces have the power to solve these issues. They provide an open market where service providers and consumers can join and operate with low fees (e.g., due to the missing of intermediaries). They also enable restrict-free self-organisation at all levels of service provision and use.

A major advantage of a decentralised approach is that local communities can easily be formed to meet specific needs. An example of such a community is a neighbourhood
where different households share their smart devices to cover the specific use case for building and street monitoring. The monitoring application is a composed (multi-owner) service which integrates different single services, such as temperature, humidity, motion, camera, evaluation, alarm, or notification services. These are provided by individual end-users within the local community using the several available devices (actuators, sensors) within their personal environment. In the local monitoring application, a camera service could detect a certain motion in the neighbourhood and trigger the alarm service, which turns on the siren and blue light. Then the alarm service activates the notification service, which sends short messages to the people concerned. There is no controlling authority and nodes are connected peer-to-peer in the network. A central commercial approach for this use case would mean higher acquisition costs and handing over personal data to less trusted entities.

The literature review shows that there are various M2M service platforms (as described in (Kim et al., 2014)) used for different purposes. However, analyses have shown that most of the existing approaches do not rely on decentralised architectures and do not integrate end-users in the service provision process. Some projects (Lopez et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2013; Steinheimer et al., 2017a) introduce alternative approaches where end-users and their personal environments are part of M2M service provision. For instance, the approach in (Steinheimer et al., 2017b) presents a user-friendly service platform. The service platform manages all available devices and services present in the personal environment of the end-user and integrates remote services provided by other end-users. It allows end-users to graphically combine devices or services and create complex M2M services that can be made available to other end-users. The project also proposes a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network for communication and
information storage to avoid centralised entities. All participating peers (service providers and service consumers) are part of an M2M community for social networking purposes.

However, fully decentralised environments, where only end-users take responsibility for service provision, increase the risk of failures and malicious behaviour of the participants. There is no controlling entity that ensures that the created services meet the conditions for being deployed. Less technical knowledge or inability to police the behaviour of the end-users could lead to serious problems such as wrong, malicious, or not working services. These failures could happen intentionally or accidentally from the end-user side. Other limitations include the lack of trust in the network, missing access control schemes for joining/leaving service providers, and untrustworthy mechanisms for deploying M2M services. Existing approaches for decentralised M2M service provision do not consider these problems, nor do they provide an approach for testing such services. Moreover, they do not include concepts for creating trust relationships among end-users and services in the M2M community. Overall, trust in decentralised M2M communities is overlooked by existing approaches.

The inherent challenges of an end-user-based and decentralised M2M service provision approach lead to two main issues addressed in this research work. The first issue focuses on missing trust relationships among all M2M entities, including M2M service providers and M2M services. The aim is to optimise the overall trustworthiness in the M2M community. The second one includes the correct functionality of end-user-based M2M services as an essential element of decentralised M2M service provision.

The aims and objectives of this research thesis are presented in section 1.1, followed by an outline of the thesis structure in section 1.2.
1.1 Aims and Objectives

The aim of this research is to propose a framework for trust evaluation and corresponding functional testing of decentralised and end-user-based M2M services. This work produces an approach for evaluating the trustworthiness of M2M entities part of a decentralised network. It leads to the overall optimisation of trust in the community. Moreover, concerning the decentralised nature of the M2M community and the network of end-users (with possible less technical knowledge) acting as service providers, this research work also provides a methodology to test the functionality of M2M services. The overall research work results in a comprehensive framework covering both issues – trust and testing.

The main objectives of this research are subsequently outlined:

1. To analyse end-user-based and decentralised M2M service provision approaches, highlight their limitations, and define initial requirements for optimisation in terms of testing and trust.

2. To review existing approaches for service testing in M2M, highlight their benefits and limitations, and derive specific requirements for optimising the testing process.

3. To review existing approaches for ensuring trust in M2M communities, highlight their benefits and limitations, and derive specific requirements for optimising the trust evaluation process.

4. To define the architecture and associated methodology of the proposed framework for trust evaluation and corresponding functional testing of decentralised and end-user-based M2M services.
5. To specify a concept for end-user-friendly service testing by enabling community-based test activities.

6. To design a concept for evaluating the trustworthiness of new services or service providers joining the M2M community without previous history.

7. To design an overall trust evaluation framework considering different trust aspects such as service quality, end-user behaviour, or community task participation.

8. To specify a data management system enabling secure and trustworthy storage of computed and collected service and trust data in the M2M community.

9. To propose the integration of trust for service or service provider relationships and optimise different aspects of end-user-based and decentralised M2M service provision. These aspects include the admission control for the M2M community, the registration of M2M services, and cooperative M2M services.

10. To produce a proof of concept implementation to verify and evaluate the proposed framework for trust evaluation and corresponding functional testing of decentralised M2M services based on defined scenarios.

The key idea of trust optimisation in this research is to present a decentralised and end-user-based environment where all nodes provide reliable services to each other, service and trust information is stored in a tamper-proof way, and the whole community is maintained by all members actively participating in different tasks.

The order of objectives declared above corresponds to the general structure of this thesis, as presented within the following sections.
1.2 Thesis Structure

Chapter 2 describes the theoretical background of this thesis by introducing the principles of Machine-to-Machine Communication (M2M) systems and the Internet of Things (IoT). It also provides an overview of the concept of end-user-based and decentralised M2M service provision. The overview is given by describing the approach in detail and highlighting its limitations.

Chapter 3 presents existing approaches, which are related to the research field. First, relevant approaches for testing M2M/IoT services are reviewed. Then, several trust evaluation/management approaches in M2M/IoT are evaluated. This chapter concludes with the definition of requirements for a novel framework for ensuring correct services and trustworthy M2M entities in a decentralised M2M community.

The requirements identified in chapter 3 are used to propose a novel framework for trust evaluation and corresponding functional testing of end-user-based and decentralised M2M services in chapter 4. Moreover, this chapter introduces an architectural overview of the proposed framework and briefly explains its components.

Chapter 5 starts by introducing blockchain technology and presents a novel trust-based consensus mechanism used throughout the proposed framework. Additionally, this chapter highlights the relevance of integrating service testing in the trust evaluation process and introduces a novel approach for evaluating the trustworthiness of new services based on functional and performance test results.

Chapter 6 presents a comprehensive trust evaluation system by including several trust-related aspects in the process. The trust evaluation is supported through a new trust
computation and aggregation scheme. This chapter also proposes a novel blockchain-based approach for optimising the overall trustworthiness of the trust evaluation and management system.

Chapter 7 discusses the proof of concept implementation of the proposed framework components and the evaluation of the proposed framework.

Chapter 8 summarises the research work by highlighting achievements and limitations. Moreover, this chapter includes potential areas for future research and development.
2 Decentralised Service Provision in Machine-to-Machine Communication Systems - Limitations

As indicated in the introductory chapter, the main objectives of this research are ensuring trustworthiness and functional reliability of decentralised and end-user-based M2M services. Therefore, section 2.1 gives an overview of M2M communications/Internet of Things systems and provides necessary information regarding M2M system architecture and terminology. Moreover, section 2.2 describes the variety of M2M service platforms and highlights the focus of this research on end-user-based service provision approaches. Furthermore, section 2.3 introduces the foundations for service provision with end-user integration in a decentralised environment. Section 2.4 highlights identified limitations which serve as a basis for optimisation purposes conducted during this research.

Some parts in this chapter have been published in (Shala et al., 2018; 2019a; 2019c; 2020b; 2020a).
2.1 Fundamentals of Machine-to-Machine (M2M) Communication and Internet of Things (IoT)

Nowadays, the number of intelligent devices is growing and emerging technologies are enhancing the quality of life in the world. A connected world of devices or so-called things often is associated with the terms of Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications and the Internet of Things (IoT). In this context, various valuable services are created and part of daily activities. These services are made available to consumers via different available service platforms using different service provisioning approaches. This section provides the basics about M2M and IoT and clarifies other related concepts relevant to this thesis.

The literature is often using the terms M2M and IoT interchangeably. According to (ETSI, 2010; Holler et al., 2014; Hassan, 2018), M2M communications can be described as solutions allowing communication via wired or wireless communication networks between devices (same devices are also considered in IoT) without direct human intervention. M2M solutions cover a wide range of application fields such as telematics, metering, remote monitoring, fleet management, security, ATM (Automated Teller Machine), and POS (Point of Sales) (Holler et al., 2014). M2M communications support the optimisation of productivity gain or cost reductions. One example is industrial production facilities where relevant sensor data are captured (e.g. temperature sensor), forwarded to other entities, and used to trigger other related business processes (Holler et al., 2014; Hassan, 2018). The essential elements of M2M reinforce the statement that
M2M can be seen as the forerunner of IoT. The IoT can be viewed as a more generalised term used to cover a broader range of application fields. Furthermore, the IoT is defined as “a set of technologies, systems, and design principles associated with the emerging wave of the Internet-connected things” (Holler et al., 2014). According to (Cirani et al., 2018), IoT “encapsulated a vision of a world in which billions of objects with embedded intelligence, communication means, and sensing and actuation capabilities will connect over IP networks”. In general, the difference between M2M and IoT is that the former relies on point-to-point communications (using hardware modules and dedicated protocols), whereas the latter depends on IP-based networks (using open protocols) (Hassan, 2018). However, this difference has no significance in this research as the focus is on the service layer. Thus, M2M and IoT are used synonymously in this research thesis when providing a literature review of existing approaches. Moreover, this thesis will use the terminology of M2M for providing more information on service provisioning, existing limitations, and presenting an optimisation approach.

Figure 2.1 shows a general high-level layer model highlighting the different components and their relationships within M2M/IoT systems. The reference models defined for M2M (ETSI, 2013b) and IoT (ITU-T, 2012) show similarities. The layer model consists of the device layer, network layer, service capability layer, and application layer. The device layer consists of the devices used to run M2M/IoT applications, the device capabilities including, for instance, direct or indirect interactions of devices with the communication network, and the gateway capabilities providing, among others, multiple interface support (Boswarthick et al., 2012; ITU-T, 2012; ETSI, 2013b; Holler et al., 2014). The network layer consists of networking and transport capabilities. The first one focuses on network connectivity issues, and the second one on transportation, control, and management.
information (Boswarthick et al., 2012; ITU-T, 2012). The service and application support layer consists of capabilities providing different functions derived from core network functionalities and used to support applications (ITU-T, 2012; ETSI, 2013b). Finally, the application layer of the layer model contains the M2M/IoT applications (ITU-T, 2012; ETSI, 2013a). Permission to reproduce Figure 2.1 has been granted by ITU.

The (ETSI, 2013a) and (oneM2M, 2019) present a collection of technical terms related to M2M. Thus, according to (ETSI, 2013a), an M2M service provider provides M2M services to other M2M application service providers or end-users. M2M application service providers use these services to create/operate M2M applications. The service logic of M2M applications is used to implement M2M application services provided to others for consumption. This research will not distinguish between the terms “application
service”, “application” and “service” as specified in (ETSI, 2013a; oneM2M, 2019). For simplicity, the generalised term “M2M service” is used in the following chapters.

Service platforms play an essential role in an M2M/IoT system. They provide services and ensure connectivity between devices in a system. Other tasks include the management of participating nodes and the information exchange between entities. The detailed functionalities of service platforms in the context of M2M are specified in (oneM2M, 2016d) and (oneM2M, 2016b). According to (oneM2M, 2016c), the M2M ecosystem consists of end-users, service providers, and network providers. Similarly, (ITU-T, 2012) identifies different business roles in the IoT ecosystem: application customer, application provider, platform provider, network provider, and device provider. The (ITU-T, 2014) highlights that the roles of end-users and service providers are different.

The following sections provide general information on existing service platforms focusing on decentralised ones with end-user integration in the service provisioning process.

### 2.2 M2M/IoT Service Platforms

An increasing number of M2M/IoT service platforms address different fields of interest and business models. Several publications survey existing platforms focusing on specific characteristics based on their research scope (Castro et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2014; Guth et al., 2018; Hejazi et al., 2018; Fridelin Panduman et al., 2019). The analysis of various approaches concludes with centralised and decentralised architectures used in existing service platforms (Mocnej et al., 2018; Asemani et al., 2019). However, limitations of
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centralised approaches are large resource requirements for service development and maintenance, high costs for platform operation, and single points of failure of centralised entities. The integration of the end-user and its M2M environment in the service provisioning process enables flexibility, decentralisation, service variety, and energy efficiency to the community. Thus, smart environments can be supported by the integration of intelligent devices as part of end-user environments. This integration provides great potential to complement existing services and create new complex ones accessible to other end-users. Therefore, in the following, some relevant decentralised platforms with end-user integration are briefly described.

The literature review identifies a collection of some relevant M2M/IoT service platforms aiming to be decentralised (Kim et al., 2012; Kitagami et al., 2014; Shih et al., 2014; oneM2M, 2016a; Steinheimer et al., 2017a), to include end-users in the service creation/providing process (Lopez et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2013; Steinheimer et al., 2017a), and to use the devices part of end-user environments for service creations (Xiaocong and Jidong, 2010; Lopez et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2012; 2014; Doukas and Antonelli, 2013; Lin et al., 2013; Padilla et al., 2013; Steinheimer et al., 2017a). However, only the approaches in (Kim et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2013; Steinheimer et al., 2017a) provide a fully or partially decentralised and end-user-based service platform. Table 2.1 summarises the evaluation of the different M2M service platforms.
Table 2.1: Evaluation of M2M service platforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Service Platforms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Kim et al., 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decentralised</td>
<td>o o - o - o - o - +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-user-based service provision</td>
<td>o - - - o o - - - +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal environment integration</td>
<td>+ - - - + + + + + +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support trust building</td>
<td>- - - - - - - - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support service testing</td>
<td>- - - - - - - - -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assessment notation: + satisfied, o partial satisfied, - not satisfied

The authors in (Kim et al., 2012) introduce an enhanced Dynamic Service Overlay Network (e-DSON) platform focusing on distributed service provision. The presented platform supports the provision of individual user services and operates on distributed servers on the internet. Moreover, it allows the combination of decentralised device resources and services for complex service implementation. However, the platform is maintained by a centralised operator and does not involve the end-user directly in the service composition process. Next to them, the authors in (Lin et al., 2013) present a decentralised and end-user friendly M2M service platform. The end-user has access to the local devices and can be integrated into the application design via the platform. However, the approach introduced in (Lin et al., 2013) is limited only to end-users inside their specific smart home and services are not made accessible to external entities. The approach in (Steinheimer et al., 2017a) relies on a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network for communication and information storage to ensure a completely decentralised
The end-user-based service provisioning is enabled through a user-friendly web interface where the service logic can be graphically designed.

The review concludes that most of the reviewed M2M service platforms are not (entirely) decentralised as they include centralised system elements or single service platform providers in their concept. Besides them, many approaches exclude (partly) the end-user from the service creation/provision process. Only the work in (Steinheimer et al., 2017a) provides a fully decentralised architecture and involves the end-user in the service provision process. Therefore, it serves as a basis for further investigations in this research thesis.

The review also highlights that none of the reviewed approaches supports trust building between the entities. Moreover, they do not consider service testing in their approaches. Thus, trust and service reliability in end-user-based and decentralised service provision communities are neglected. Both issues are addressed in this research thesis and lead to a novel framework for trust evaluation and corresponding functional testing of M2M services.

The next section describes the foundations of decentralised and end-user-based M2M service provision. Additionally, identified limitations and problems supplemented with initial requirements are presented in section 2.4.
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As derived in the previous section, the authors in (Steinheimer et al., 2017a) present an entirely decentralised M2M system architecture where the M2M service platform itself is not provided by a platform operator but by end-users of the platform itself. End-users can design individual services and make them available for other end-users or central service providers. It is also possible for end-users to cooperate in the provision of complex M2M services. The approach distinguishes between technical peers (e.g. device) and non-technical peers (e.g. human). An end-user can provide services to others using the M2M service platform running on a technical device (e.g. DSL router, personal computer, smartphone).

M2M Service Platform

The M2M service platform consists of a local Service Creation Environment (SCE) and a Service Delivery Platform (SDP) (Steinheimer et al., 2017b). Moreover, the service platform (illustrated in Figure 2.2) includes all available devices (actuators, sensors, combined) and services present in the personal environment of the end-user and integrates remote services provided by other end-users. The SCE provides a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for designing the behaviour of an M2M service (service logic) graphically and for combining building blocks representing the M2M service components, M2M devices, and multimedia service components. The SCE automatically transforms the service logic into a formal service description that can be parsed, interpreted and executed by every underlying execution environment. Thus, the designed service can be provided
as a service to other end-users via the SDP. Permission to reproduce Figure 2.2 has been granted by the author of the referenced publication.

![Figure 2.2: Service creation and provision process (Steinheimer, 2018)](image)

**Decentralised Architecture**

The information exchange and communication between the peers for service utilisation and generation signalling is done directly (end-to-end) using M2M communication protocols. The information storage is implemented through a distributed data storage using a P2P overlay network (e.g. Chord - Distributed Hash Table (DHT)) formed by all existing end-user nodes (peers).

An M2M community (Steinheimer *et al.*, 2013) serves for social networking between all the nodes and shows the linking of end-users at the interest level. Furthermore, the M2M community can address different application fields or geographical locations. End-users and the services they provide can be part of several sub-communities at the same time. The M2M community provides the possibility to release services for a specific user group or restrict it to a specific geographic area. Moreover, the M2M community forms the legal basis for operating a decentralised platform. Any node is voluntary joining the M2M
community and accepting the usage conditions for data processing. Figure 2.3 shows the structure of P2P connected peers within an M2M community, where some of them are acting as service providers by providing services to other peers (service consumers). Permission to reproduce Figure 2.3 has been granted by the author of the referenced publication.

![Figure 2.3: M2M community (Steinheimer, 2018)](image)

**Service Types and Descriptions**

In principle, the service provision process produces single and composed M2M services (Kim et al., 2012; Reetz, 2016; Steinheimer et al., 2017a). Single M2M services can be used locally in the personal environment of an end-user. They are implemented by single M2M devices consisting of input/config and output parameters. It is also possible to make them available for external entities (as remote M2M services). The combination of different single M2M services forms a composed M2M service which can also be used locally or by other M2M community members. All available M2M services are made visible for every end-user via the GUI.

The service behaviour is defined using state machines and described through a platform-independent model (PIM). An end-user creates the services by designing an abstract
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behaviour model of M2M services. The abstract modelling allows the end-user to
describe the system without specific knowledge about the execution platform.

For describing the M2M service logic, a formal service description language is used
(Steinheimer et al., 2019). The service description is deployed in the local environment
of the end-user, which is responsible for the service execution. Specifically, M2M
services are described by machine-readable State Chart extensible Markup Language
(SCXML) (W3C, 2015). They are consumable for others via their Interface Descriptions
(IFD).

**M2M Service Registration**

The service registration process starts with the service provider who stores the interface
description (also containing service ID and contact information) of the new M2M service
in the DHT database (called service/application registry (SAR)). Every M2M community
member has access to the DHT and can request one of the available M2M services by
first acquiring the corresponding interface description. In some cases, several service
providers offer the same services in the form of identical IFDs but with different contact
information. The same services acting as individual instances are stored with the same
service ID in the SAR. Service consumers can use a keyword to find specific services and
freely select a service instance for usage.

**Cooperative M2M Services**

Cooperative M2M services are created by the composition of different single M2M
services provided by various service providers. Usually, an end-user acting as a service
designer creates the logic of a cooperative M2M service by combining the different
building blocks (service components) in the GUI. The service logic is created based on
the personal interests of an end-user, and in cases of a cooperative service, it has the form
of a service chain (see Figure 2.4). The created service logic is represented in the form of
an SCXML service description which is sent to all community members for
configuration. The configuration process includes selecting the different service instances
responsible for a specific position in the service chain. However, the M2M community
consists of several same or different M2M services. Multiple end-users can offer different
instances of the same M2M service. The fact that there are multiple instances of the same
service makes the configuration and implementation of the cooperative M2M service
challenging. The authors in (Steinheimer et al., 2017a) suggest a random selection of the
available service instances for composition. However, this is not a secure method and
could lead to selecting insecure or low trusted M2M entities. This could lead to unstable
and inefficient M2M services as the service chain could contain unwanted components.

![Figure 2.4: Service chain for cooperative M2M service (Shala et al., 2018)](image_url)

**Example**

An example of a modelled M2M service is shown in Figure 2.5 and can be explained as
follows: Service 1 receives sensor values from the M2M gateway. Based on predefined
configurations, it detects a specific sensor value and forwards this information to the next
service, in this case, service 2. Service 2 is providing a service for determining the
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consumer that should get be alarmed. Service 2 receives the information from service 1 and does the determination process based on predefined criteria. These results with contact information about the consumers are sent to service 3. Then, service 3 informs the relevant consumers about the temperature values by sending a text message.

Figure 2.5: Use case temperature surveillance

2.4 Trust- and Test-Related Issues

The end-user integration into a fully decentralised M2M environment for service provision is a promising alternative to traditional approaches. However, there is a risk in terms of trust among the participating entities and the service reliability. The reviewed approaches in section 2.2 do not consider how decentralised M2M services will be tested and do not provide strategies to handle trust relationships within the M2M community. This section identifies existing limitations with a focus on service/peer trustworthiness.
and service functionality. The limitations are classified in trust- and test-related issues. These issues are used to derive initial requirements serving as a basis for optimisation purposes in this research.

**Trust-Related Issues**

- Joining and leaving the M2M community: One issue in decentralised M2M communities is the way nodes join or leave the network. Misbehaving nodes could harm the system when entering the community. They could try to withdraw from the system unresponsively or unexpectedly whenever a request is received. The same also appears for new services as they can be registered without any functionality or security considerations. Others have no information regarding the trustworthiness of these services or service providers.

- Providing M2M services: Untrustworthy peers may also pretend to offer services in order to confuse other peers. Moreover, a peer can provide several services, some of which are trustworthy and some of which untrustworthy. In this context, it is important to know the trust scores of all M2M entities, either if they are new or existing ones.

- Selecting M2M service instances: Multiple service providers can also offer different instances of the same M2M service. Decentralised networks avoid centralised coordination entities for selecting specific service instances to create a cooperative M2M service, and relying on random or manual selection of service instances is not fair and secure. It can lead to a selection of insecure or untrusted services building up an unreliable cooperative service provided to the M2M
community. Therefore, a trust selecting principle is essential to assign peers to an M2M service based on their trust scores.

- Storing information: Another issue in decentralised networks is the way nodes store information among themselves. P2P storage approaches suffer from the falsification of entries by malicious nodes. The probability of receiving wrong information from different P2P-based entities is very high (as there is no controlling authority and malicious peers could falsify information).

Trust evaluation of the entities (services and peers) in the M2M community is crucial to mitigate the above-mentioned trust-related issues.

**Test-Related Issues**

- Unreliable M2M services: Missing centralised entities make the process of service provision uncontrollable. No one can ensure that newly created services meet the necessary conditions to be provided to service consumers. End-users acting as service providers can link wrong services with each other or do wrong service configurations. As a result, wrong or not working M2M services are made available to the M2M community.

- Inexperienced service providers: End-users may have little technical knowledge for creating M2M services. Additionally, they are also facing difficulties in performing testing activities in the M2M community.

- Not complete service information: The service creation process follows not the traditional lifecycle. Services are created based on the personal requirements of end-users (service providers) and not in consultation with other service consumers. Thus, there is no natural language description and requirement
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specification of M2M services presented. The main issue is the generation of tests from existing information such as service descriptions and interface descriptions of distributed M2M services.

These issues reveal the necessity to test M2M services and provide an end-user friendly service testing platform.

**Initial Requirements**

The different trust- and test-related issues lead to the definition of initial requirements serving as a starting point for this research. Figure 2.6 summarises the conditions and problems in a decentralised community with end-user integration in the service provision process. Moreover, it shows the starting requirements derived from these conditions and problems.

![Figure 2.6: Overview of general conditions and requirements](image-url)

**End-User-Based and Decentralised M2M Service Provision**

**Conditions**
- Novice end-users
- P2P infrastructure
- End-user-based service provision

**General Problems**
- Weak storage system
- Untrustworthy peers
- Not correct working services

**Starting Requirements for Optimisation**
- Decentralised Architecture
- Peer Integration
- Secure Data Storage
- Ensuring Trustworthiness
- Service Reliability

**Figure 2.6: Overview of general conditions and requirements**
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The starting requirements for a new framework are briefly explained in the following:

- **Ensuring trustworthiness**: The framework should evaluate the trustworthiness of all M2M entities. Trust should be used to build relationships among the nodes. The trust status should be considered for new and existing M2M entities. For instance, the trust score of new M2M services should be computed to support that service consumers do not use untrusted services and possible malicious services are avoided in advance.

- **Service reliability**: Every M2M service should be tested to ensure that only the correct working ones are operated and provided to the M2M community.

- **Secure data storage**: All information in the M2M community, including the trust data, should be stored trustworthy among the nodes.

- **Decentralised architecture**: The framework should use a completely decentralised architecture to avoid the limitations of centralised ones.

- **Peer integration**: All peers of the M2M community should be involved in trust and testing activities. The involvement is necessary to maintain the decentralised structure and enable reliable service provision, trust evaluation, and test execution outcomes. The integration and interaction of peers should be incentivised through challenging activities.

- **Trust-based service selection and composition**: Only trusted M2M services should be selected for service consumption or for creating more complex (composed) M2M services.

Two factors influenced the research performed for this thesis. The basic factor is the limitations and requirements of decentralised service provision approaches described
above. The core factor is the drawbacks of existing trust and testing approaches identified in chapter 3. This thesis will lead to an overall framework for trust evaluation and functional testing that overcomes current limitations and optimises the overall trustworthiness in the M2M service provision process.

2.5 Conclusion

As stated in chapter 1, this thesis aims to ensure reliable and trustworthy M2M services and service providers. It considers end-user-based M2M service provision and decentralised M2M communities as the main objects of this research. Therefore, this chapter investigated the general environment and the main principles of M2M/IoT, service testing, trust, and blockchain.

Section 2.1 introduced M2M/IoT fundamentals and provided useful information on service platforms (section 2.2) focusing on decentralised ones. In this context, decentralised and end-user-based service provision approaches in M2M were discussed in section 2.3. Furthermore, potential limitations leading to initial requirements for optimisation in terms of trust and testing were identified in section 2.4.

The following chapter will identify relevant existing approaches in the fields of testing and trust management in M2M/IoT. Furthermore, the highlights and disadvantages of these approaches will be determined. The outcomes of the review will be used to derive the main requirements for defining a novel framework enabling trust evaluation and functional testing in end-user-based and decentralised M2M service platforms.
3 Challenges for Reliable, Trusted, Decentralised, and End-User-Based M2M Service Provision

This chapter starts (section 3.1) by presenting an overview of existing test approaches within the M2M/IoT field and other potential related works. The review includes the identification of existing limitations. Section 3.2 briefly summarises existing trust management and evaluation approaches in M2M/IoT. Their deficits are also highlighted in the section. Finally, section 3.3 summarises the findings of the conducted review and presents the derived requirements used in this research work for a novel framework for trust evaluation and corresponding functional testing of end-user-based and decentralised M2M services.

Some parts in this chapter have been published in (Shala et al., 2019b).

3.1 Related Work on Current Test Approaches in M2M/IoT

One of the aims of this research work is to optimise the service reliability in M2M communities. Therefore, new and existing M2M services have to be tested continuously with a focus on functionality. According to (Wacht, 2017), service testing plays an essential role in avoiding errors during service development and preventing failures during service consumption. Functional testing can be described as a process that verifies and validates the functional behaviour of a system based on predefined functional
requirements. For more information on functional testing see (IEEE, 1990; Baker et al., 2008; Pezzè and Young, 2009; German Testing Board, 2014).

The literature review shows only a few existing test approaches within the domain of M2M/IoT. Moreover, it also points out that functional testing in IoT systems is overlooked as only a few existing publications can be found. Therefore, the following review also covers some non-functional testing approaches that include aspects relevant to this research. Different existing approaches are identified, and the highlights are presented in the next paragraphs. Figure 3.1 presents a classification of these approaches based on their main characteristics. The outcomes of the review are presented at the end of this section.

The authors in (Reetz et al., 2012) introduce a business-oriented service composition approach of IoT services and a formalised integration of semi-automated testing. They propose to use a comprehensive model-based testing approach to automate the test design/execution process and introduce a test-driven life cycle management to merge the service creation process with the testing phase. This cycle starts with the modelling phase, where the service is created based on functional specifications. Afterwards, the composition of different simple services builds composed services and generates service and interface descriptions. Then, metadata are identified for service provisioning, including semantic descriptions of the service contract and the run-time service environment where the service is to be deployed. The service and test execution happen in a sandbox environment. The execution phase is used to monitor and evaluate the running service based on its semantic description. For efficient test case generation, a
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A semantic test model is introduced. This model contains the service description, which includes the service interface description and the resource interface description.

![Diagram of test approaches](image)

Figure 3.1: Main characteristics of existing test approaches in M2M/IoT

The authors in (Pontes et al., 2018) suggest a test automation framework based on patterns used for integration testing in IoT. First, the authors propose a feature model to present the plurality of components and features within an IoT ecosystem. The feature model can support testing processes by selecting appropriate test patterns based on the functionality that will be tested. The authors also state that recurring behaviours of IoT systems could be described as test patterns. These patterns are used to check the capability of whether
readings and measurements are performed, commands are executed, alerts are sent, or actions are executed by the corresponding IoT entity. Another feature of the patterns is that users with less technical knowledge can easily instantiate them. Thus, specifications, such as SUT and data source settings, trigger information, and expected outcomes are required to operate the proposed framework.

An acceptance testing approach for IoT systems is proposed in (Leotta et al., 2018). The authors apply their approach to a diabetes mobile health use case scenario consisting of sensors/actuators, smartphones, and a cloud system. The proposed approach focuses on system level testing and relies on three key elements. First, they introduce the formalisation of the system behaviour to be able to apply model-based techniques for test case derivation. Therefore, they use Unified Modelling Language (UML) state charts to model the behaviour of the system. Second, they propose to virtualise the whole IoT systems (physical devices) to overcome testing limitations under real conditions (more expensive and complex). The third element includes the definition of the test scenarios and test cases using the information from the UML charts (defined transitions and assertions). To define the number of test cases, the authors propose to apply the ad-hoc path coverage criterion, which allows defining more interesting scenarios using fewer paths. Finally, the authors define the implementation of the test cases where the main point is the localisation and interaction with the user interface (UI) components.

The authors in (Kuroiwa et al., 2019) analyses regression tests on IoT systems to verify that system configuration changes do not produce functionality failures of the system under test. Therefore, they propose a so-called hybrid testing environment consisting of emulators, a test case generator, and a model checker. The emulators serve as a system
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under test and are used to implement different system configurations. Moreover, using emulators, the problems with reconstructing IoT systems in the laboratory, such as cost and space restrictions, are avoided. Key elements are the system configurations written in the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) and the test scenarios written in Promela (model description language used for the model checker SPIN). The test case generator uses both to generate executable test cases for the regression tests. These tests are performed by the test execution unit called SPIN in all possible execution orders of communication.

The authors in (Bosmans et al., 2019) present a different testing approach combining simulation and real-life testing for IoT systems. They focus on testing the functional requirements of IoT systems at the system level and integrate the impact of the behaviour in the process. The authors identify that modelling human behaviour is not as simple as for other local entities and review two modelling techniques: explicit (agent-based) modelling and data replay (datasets to replay entity behaviour). The proposed hybrid test system uses simulation or real-life testing depending on the development phase. Thus, at the beginning of the development, the testing mainly relies on simulation and is substituted by real-life testing during other steps. The approach presented in (Bosmans et al., 2019) provides an interesting point by incorporating different IoT entities such as human actors and their behaviour in the testing process.

The authors in (Amalfitano et al., 2017) highlight the benefits of integrating the x In the Loop (xIL) approach to the IoT domain. The approach enables virtualised testing of systems at model, software, and hardware level. The authors propose to use a model-driven approach to verify and validate IoT systems. Moreover, they state that an IoT
application is a composition of different so-called Things. First, their proposed approach starts with the so-called Model in the Loop (MiL) testing, where the model of the Thing is tested in the early stages of its development. This step also includes the simulation of the Thing and the context in order to test the functionality. Afterwards, in the second step, the generated source code of the Thing model is tested against the simulated context (Software in the Loop (SiL). It concludes with the outcomes of whether the software of the Thing interacts well or not with the context. The last step includes the Hardware in the Loop (HiL), where the Thing is deployed on real hardware to test its behaviour when interacting with the simulated context. These steps are part of the proposed Thing in the Loop (TiL) approach. The abstract test cases are automatically generated based on the defined test model. These test cases are used in a later step to generate specific test cases under the different proposed loop techniques.

The approach described in (Wacht and Trick, 2016) defines a methodology for testing the functional behaviour of value-added services. Therefore, the authors introduce a specific description language called Service Test Description for value-added services. This description is used as a basis for test case generation and is a combination of service and test specifications. The Service Test Description is divided into two parts. The first part is the architectural perspective which contains general information about the value-added service. The second part is the behavioural perspective which includes requirements specifying the functionality of the value-added service. In order to create and execute tests automatically, a so-called Test Creation Framework is introduced. It consists of different components. These components are used to graphically specify test description instances, create reusable test modules, generate behaviour models based on state charts, and generate abstract and executable test cases.
For testing IoT platforms, the authors (Ahmad et al., 2016) present an approach called Model-based Testing as a Service (MBTAAS). MBTAAS is a combination of model-based testing (MBT) and service-oriented solution. The whole process starts with the test architect, which defines test objectives derived from specific requirements. These objectives are used to model the SUT, which contains static and dynamic views of the system. This test model is the basis for test generation using a coverage-based test selection criterion. The test generation, test publication, and test execution are automated processes. The MBTAAS process includes the implementation of web services. Through the communication between web services, all testing steps are implemented. There is also a publication service that produces a customised test description file from the MBT results file. An execution service is used to get this test description for test execution. A reporting service collects and sends the test results to the database, where also input data for test execution are stored. In connection with the database, the web front-end service provides the results from the reporting service to the end-user and is also used to configure/launch test campaigns. For test case derivation, the specific test description is used, which contains the MTB model, the configuration file, and test data.

The authors in (Rosenkranz et al., 2015) propose a test system architecture that can be used for open-source software development. They highlight the importance of ensuring interoperability in distributed IoT systems and propose a test approach for interoperability testing using crowd computing principles. Therefore, they introduce a test architecture consisting of a centralised entity called continuous integration (CI) broker and a test cluster (distributed element) consisting of different clients. The CI acts as a coordinator, triggers test executions, and reports the resulting test outcomes. The test cluster builds test sources and performs test executions on test platforms. Multiple scripts are used for
the test execution of the derived test cases. These scripts also contain information about the SUT and the test configuration (information about the build environment and test platform requirements). The interaction between test scripts and the test platform is implemented using a newly introduced abstraction layer and its unified Application Programming Interface (API). Moreover, the authors highlight the benefits of using the Network Experiment Programming Interface (NEPI) as a description language in the platform abstraction layer.

The authors in (Malik et al., 2019a) propose an automated testing model for distributed IoT systems. The introduced approach uses model-based principles and can be used for different types of testing. These testing methodologies are incorporated within a so-called IoT testing as a service model. The authors use a distributed cloud service to support automated testing. The first test service of their model is the distributed interoperability testing. It is based on distributed remote devices and enables automated interoperability and conformance testing. Instead of using test case suites, the authors propose to use distributed test plugs containing quick test case responses. The next test service is the conformance testing based on oneM2M where test plugs are used to test different system specifications. The third test service is securing IoT using distributed systems analysis. It is used to identify system vulnerabilities and increases system reliability. Finally, semantic and syntactic validation is used to validate the semantic/syntactic correctness of corresponding data using different ontologies. The authors provide some specific details on each of the different test methodologies in their work.

The review of the approaches mentioned above has conducted the following outcomes.
- **Architecture:** Most of the reviewed approaches are missing to provide details regarding the level of centralisation/decentralisation (Amalfitano *et al.*, 2017; Leotta *et al.*, 2018; Pontes *et al.*, 2018; Bosmans *et al.*, 2019). Others propose different optimisation elements within traditional testing methodologies where test developers act as centralised entities (Reetz *et al.*, 2012; Wacht and Trick, 2016; Kuroiwa *et al.*, 2019). In (Ahmad *et al.*, 2016) and (Rosenkranz *et al.*, 2015), a decentralised architecture is intended. However, using centralised entities/brokers leads to a more centralised architecture.

- **Test Generation:** The authors in (Reetz *et al.*, 2012) present an approach for test generation using semantic descriptions which contain information for functional and non-functional testing. The limitation of the work is that there is no possibility of deriving test cases for cooperative services composed of distributed services. Moreover, the authors provide less information on the functional and non-functional description of services. In (Wacht and Trick, 2016), a comprehensive test description used for test generation in value-added service environments is presented. However, the approach leads to an enormous amount of generated test cases. It does also not provide the possibility of filtering relevant information on distributed system models to build a relevant test model used for the test generation process. Another drawback is missing information in the so-called Service Test Description. For instance, non-functional properties are not included, which could be used to generate security tests or figure out possible security concerns. The authors only mentioned non-functional properties within their framework without specifying the details. In (Kuroiwa *et al.*, 2019), only a few details are provided. Test cases have to be manually generated, which add more
complexity to the whole test process. The authors in (Pontes et al., 2018) and (Ahmad et al., 2016) neglected to provide more details on test description and test case generation.

- **Test Automation:** The authors in (Reetz et al., 2012) proposed a test architecture used for semi-automated service testing. The authors in (Pontes et al., 2018) claim to provide automated testing but lacks full automation by requesting manual generation of test configurations. The work in (Amalfitano et al., 2017) contains some interesting points, such as the so-called in the loop test phases and the test automation. In (Rosenkranz et al., 2015), the test cases have to be defined individually by each tester by themselves. Similarly, in (Kuroiwa et al., 2019), test cases have to be manually generated, adding more complexity to the whole test process.

- **Other identified limitations:** The limitation of the work in (Reetz et al., 2012) is that they focus on testing IoT services running on centralised servers. Classical centralised service providers create the IoT services in (Reetz et al., 2012) without the participation of end-users in the service creation process. The authors in (Ahmad et al., 2016) do not support end-user-based M2M services. Some other approaches are not end-user friendly, and the testing activities, including the specification of the whole system, have to be done by specialised test developers (Leotta et al., 2018; Kuroiwa et al., 2019). These facts make the presented testing approaches useless in end-user based M2M environments.
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Decentralised M2M networks contain several distributed and heterogenous nodes connected P2P. Trust plays a very important role in enabling fairly collaboration between nodes. Based on trust relationships, many attacks can be mitigated in the system. Missing trustworthiness in the M2M ecosystem has a high impact on the overall security of the system, and the design of appropriate trust management systems considering the special nature of the M2M community is seen as a necessary countermeasure against trust limitations. The principles and importance of trust provisioning are highlighted in (ITU-T, 2016; 2017b).

The main focus of this research (as stated in chapter 2) is to enhance the overall trustworthiness in the M2M community and among the community members. Therefore, this section provides a selection of the most relevant and recent trust management approaches in M2M/IoT. The literature review shows that there are trust approaches proposed for general purposes (general systems) or for specific use cases in IoT (specific systems). In the following, a brief overview of each of the existing works is given, and identified limitations relevant for decentralised and end-user based M2M services are presented.

3.2.1 Trust Approaches for General M2M/IoT Systems

This section briefly describes different identified trust approaches used for general purposes in M2M/IoT systems and highlights the outcomes of the review. Figure 3.2 shows an overview of general characteristics derived from existing trust approaches and
to which of these approaches they belong. The outcomes of the review are presented at
the end of this section.

The authors in (Mendoza and Kleinschmidt, 2015; 2016) propose a distributed trust
management system where participating nodes locally assess the trust value of their
neighbours. Moreover, the authors highlight the problem of nodes trying to harm the
system by performing selective attacks or on-off attacks. Selective attacks are performed
when a node tries to save its resources by providing services with minimal computational
requirements. On-off attacks are attacks where nodes switch back and forth from good
behaviour to bad behaviour to confuse the system and remain with good trust scores.
Their approach aims to overcome these problems. The authors state that the trust
evaluation should be made based on the context in which a service is provided and the
resource capabilities of the service provider. The trust evaluation is separated into
different phases and done based on direct experience information between nodes.

The authors in (Chen et al., 2016) introduce a trust management approach focusing on
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)-based IoT systems. Moreover, they aim to provide
a solution to support trustworthy service compositions. Therefore, they propose a
distributed trust approach where every user of the network can do the evaluation and store
trust information in high-end devices. Users are socially connected using a social
network. Direct interaction experiences and recommendations are used for the trust
evaluation process. For instance, a direct interaction experience is when a user performs
ratings based on non-functional characteristics, such as response time, failure probability,
or prices. In order to get trustful recommendations for indirect interactions, a user
considers “social similarities” with other users. The social similarity metrics include
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friendship, social contact, and the community of interest perspective. The authors in (Chen et al., 2016) solve the problem of limited storage space of IoT devices by proposing a storage management system that only considers trust values of nodes “with the highest trust value and recent interacting nodes as these nodes are most likely to share common interests”.
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**Figure 3.2: General characteristics of existing trust approaches**
In order to handle several attacks in IoT and to detect malicious behaviour in the system, the authors in (Asiri and Miri, 2016) introduce a distributed and recommender-based trust management system. To distinguish trustworthy nodes from malicious ones, the authors integrate a probabilistic neural network. The peers themselves do the trust evaluation process. The presented trust model separates the nodes in the network into so-called alpha nodes and normal nodes. Alpha nodes are nodes with a high level of “computation, communication and other available resources” and configured “once at the model’s setup”. These nodes act as supernodes maintaining the whole trust evaluation process by “assigning jobs and distributing processing among” other nodes. Nodes are rating their completed transactions with each other and store this information in their rating tables. The trust score of a node is then calculated from these entries (taking into account the corresponding weighting). New nodes without previous interactions will get an average rating score.

Considering the different IoT characteristics, the authors in (Saied et al., 2013) propose a centralised trust management system where different trust management servers are responsible for specific geographical locations. They evaluate the trust scores of IoT nodes based on the history of past behaviours. The system assumes that all peers are trustworthy from the beginning. The trust level is assessed using recommendations and the quality of recommendations. The trust evaluation process is separated into several operation steps. Reports will be used to rate the trust level of other nodes. In order to fill the gap of missing ideal reports, the authors propose to calculate the context similarity with a focus on the type of service and node capabilities. Further, the significance of the reports is computed to determine the most relevant reports for the trust evaluation process.
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The only work explicitly considering the notion of M2M in connection to trust management systems is found in (Boustanifar and Movahedi, 2016). They propose a trust management system for mobile M2M communications, aiming to decrease the overhead of communications between nodes and reduce energy consumption. The authors identify the problem of malicious nodes trying to break the functionality of the system by increasing the job completion time and energy consumption. The presented trust approach considers the interaction history between the nodes and the quality of service they provide. A reinforcement learning algorithm is introduced to reward/punish nodes based on their interactions. All the nodes are considered to have the same initial trust score at the beginning. Tasks are finished by the initiator node or, in the case of lower capabilities, by a neighbouring node. The difference between the “local execution time” and “remote execution time” of a task is used to rate the interaction between two nodes.

The authors in (Awan et al., 2019b) propose a trust management model for different IoT domains based on multilevel central authorities. Therefore, the IoT domains are divided into different communities and roles based on the similarities and interests of the participating IoT nodes. Thus, a dedicated community server is responsible for calculating the trust score of IoT nodes inside the community. The IoT nodes do not have the capability to store trust information. The domain server deals with coordination issues among the communities, other domain servers, and the trust server. As the main point of the proposed architecture, the trust server is responsible for domain trust evaluation and the generation of trust certificates. The trust score calculation of IoT nodes includes direct and indirect trust. Direct trust is evaluated based on the estimation of compatibility, honesty, and competence of IoT nodes. Indirect trust is evaluated based on recommendations from other interacting nodes.
Another trust approach is presented in (Awan et al., 2019a), where devices are made capable of distributing trust among other nodes. The trust score is aggregated from direct observations and recommendations. A decentralised architecture is used for the trust evaluation process. Every node computes the trust score about another node (trustee) locally. Trust is classified into three levels. Level one is the knowledge of a node towards another node and is conducted by computing compatibility, integrity, and feedback. Level two is the reputation of the interacting nodes based on honesty, reliability, and cooperativeness. For each interaction (level three), the experience of the nodes is assessed based on recommendations, competence, and credibility parameters. Moreover, past information is used to assess all parameters and scale the evaluation based on trustee performance. The overall trust score is conducted by using the summation function on the results of the direct observations and recommendations. To overcome storage limitations in IoT devices, the authors propose a storage strategy where only scores about past experiences are stored for the future.

The authors in (Pal et al., 2019) propose a trust management framework that tries to improve the access control scheme, including decision-making processes in IoT systems. The system model is separated into different domains consisting of device managers and user devices or service providing devices. Each domain consists of a so-called trust authority (trust manager and evidence database) used for trust value calculation and data storage. Direct, recommended, and derived trust are used to evaluate the trustworthiness of entities. These trust types are used in the trust evaluation process for a given context, category, and relationship. Furthermore, the total derived trust considers all contexts, categories, and relationships between two entities. Trust is represented in (Pal et al., 2019) as an opinion metric, where belief, disbelief, and uncertainty are used as parameters for
given trust relationships. Opinions between entities are expressed through positive, negative, and uncertain experiences one entity has with another one. For the trust score calculation, the authors propose to use subjective logic and highlight its benefits for modelling and analysing uncertainty in IoT systems.

The authors in (Li et al., 2019) present a trust management system for distributed IoT applications considering different contexts in which a service is requested. Direct and indirect observations are used to evaluate the trust score of an entity. Direct observations have a higher importance in the trust evaluation and are only supported by recommendations when direct information is limited. First, direct and indirect observations for a specific service are collected. Afterwards, an entropy-based trust evaluation with a focus on a target context is started. Based on the trust evaluation outcomes, the decision for proceeding or not the transaction is made. Each participating device stores trust information about its contacts locally. To conduct context-aware computations, the authors introduce the concepts of weighted-average context and context distance. Also, they propose to enable context-based trust estimation to predict the trust score of a service/service provider based on past trust information for a given context.

The review of the approaches mentioned above has conducted the following outcomes:

- **Architecture:** Centralised, semi-centralised and decentralised approaches are presented for trust management and evaluation. For instance, the authors in (Saied et al., 2013) design a centralised trust management system with servers covering trust activities in specific geographical places. The centralisation level is improved in (Awan et al., 2019b) and (Asiri and Miri, 2016). Here, supernodes
are performing different trust activities. Other reviewed approaches (Mendoza and Kleinschmidt, 2015; 2016; Chen et al., 2016; Awan et al., 2019a; Li et al., 2019) use the benefits of decentralised architectures. They propose different approaches to distribute the different trust tasks among the network. These tasks are conducted locally by every participating node and, in some cases, only for direct neighbours (Chen et al., 2016).

- **Trust evaluation:** In general, direct and indirect trust information (as also described in (ITU-T, 2017b)) is used for the trust evaluation process. The differences of the approaches consist of the level of priority for either direct or indirect trust and for the specific attributes used. It has to be pointed out that some of the reviewed approaches did not specify the attributes used for direct or indirect trust information. For instance, the authors in (Li et al., 2019) only define a higher importance for direct interactions, but do not provide more details. The approach in (Saied et al., 2013) utilises only recommendations and their quality to assess indirect trust. In summary, the reviewed approaches are not providing a trust evaluation scheme covering different aspects of a service or node.

- **Trust assignment:** Except of the approach in (Asiri and Miri, 2016), all others focus on getting the current trust scores of already deployed services and nodes in the network. They are missing to provide trust details for new services and peers joining the community.

- **Storage:** Some rely on centralised storage systems (Saied et al., 2013; Awan et al., 2019b; Pal et al., 2019), others on decentralised ones (Chen et al., 2016; Li et al., 2019). For instance, in (Saied et al., 2013) and in (Awan et al., 2019b), all trust information is stored by the responsible cluster trust managers. Other
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approaches, such as in (Chen et al., 2016; Li et al., 2019), prefer to store relevant trust information locally at each participating node. However, only the authors in (Awan et al., 2019a) consider a storage strategy to handle storage limitations in IoT devices. Further efforts to improve the storage systems in existing approaches are not present, and the integrity of trust data, whether stored centralised or decentralised, is almost neglected.

3.2.2 Trust Approaches for Specific M2M/IoT Systems

This section briefly describes different identified trust approaches used for specific purposes in M2M/IoT systems and highlights the outcomes of the review. Figure 3.3 shows an overview of general characteristics derived from existing trust approaches and to which of these approaches they belong. The outcomes of the review are presented at the end of this section.

The authors in (Benkerrou et al., 2016) present an honest- and credit-based trust management system to enable trust relationships in cooperating hierarchical IoT systems. The IoT environment consists of community managers (supervision role) and other normal nodes (service requester and service provider). The normal nodes do not have an initial trust score. The community manager acting as trust manager, forwards the requests among the nodes and coordinates their collaborations. Credit is used to start a collaboration between two nodes. For instance, a service requester pays for a service and this amount is refunded by the provider based on a specific agreement. After using the service, the requester will rate the provider based on its own experience. Then, a recommendation is sent to the community manager, who evaluates the credibility of the
recommendation based on previous honesty values and the credibility of the collaborator's rating. Finally, these trust parameters are used to evaluate the trust level of a node in the network.

Figure 3.3: General characteristics for specific trust approaches in M2M/IoT
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The authors in (Nguyen et al., 2017) introduce a trust model for assessing the trust level of new IoT devices before interactions with others happen. Their trust model is applied in a personal space IoT system consisting of implanted and wearable devices and smartphones. To determine the initial trust level of a new device, the authors in (Nguyen et al., 2017) use the challenge-response mechanism. This mechanism evaluates the uncertainty level of a device based on its behaviour and stores these results in the tested device. The personal space controller performs different challenges on the new device to evaluate its behaviour and permit admission into the community. After every challenge, the controller compares the response of the device with its expected behaviour and assesses the result of the current challenge. Afterwards, all challenge results are used to form the uncertainty level of the device via information entropy. Then, the initial trust level is computed using the uncertainty level.

The authors in (Adewuyi et al., 2019) suggest a dynamic trust model for collaborative applications in IoT, where collaborations are carried out between unknown nodes (also in terms of trust) to increase the efficiency of a specific task. The authors state that trust parameters should also be based on the contextual functional properties of a service. These properties support determining whether a service provider is reliable and provides a good service. They introduce a trust model covering different objective and subjective trust properties used for the trust assessment. The objective properties include transaction speed (network speed), reliability, rate of work, proximity, cost of a service, and stake in the collaboration. The subjective properties include honesty, cooperativeness, or friendliness. The weighting of the different parameters is done dynamically based on the current subjective opinion of each node (acting as trustor). It can be adjusted at any time.
during a session of interactions. In order to get the overall trust score of a node, the authors propose to use a weighted sum function for the trust aggregation process.

An adaptive approach for trust evaluation of crowdsourced IoT services is presented in (Bahutair et al., 2019). The trust evaluation process consists of four stages used to assign a service trust score based on consumer usage. The service trust score is called adaptive trust. The assessment process uses service-related and usage-related data. The first stage of the trust assessment framework consists of detecting factors affecting the trust score of a specific IoT service. The authors suggest using rating data (from previous interactions) for different services of the same type for factor detection. In the second stage, a model is created that predicts the trustworthiness of a service for each factor. Stage three focuses on creating a model that can detect necessary factors for a given usage. The trust factors used for the trust score evaluation can vary for any different service type. The trust score of the service is obtained in stage four, where the results from the second and third stages are aggregated to get the final result.

The authors in (Sagar et al., 2020) introduce an efficient trust model aiming to isolate misbehaving nodes in the Social Internet of Things (SIoT). Therefore, trust computation is done based on direct observations and indirect recommendations. The direct trust metric includes direct observations focusing on friendship similarity, the community of interest, cooperativeness, and reward/punishment. The friendship similarity is measured based on the interactions among participating objects and their importance regarding a task or context. The community of interest attribute is measured based on the similarity of nodes in terms of community interest. The cooperativeness attributes are measured based on the level of cooperativeness between two nodes. The measurement is done by
checking the balance of their interactions. The reward/punishment attribute is used to upgrade or downgrade nodes based on their behaviour. Regarding indirect trust and the associated reputation value, the authors proposed requesting this value only from nodes having at least one friend in common between trustor and trustee. The results of direct and indirect trust are used to compute the overall trust score of a node.

The authors in (Talbi and Bouabdallah, 2020) propose an interest-based trust management system for Social Internet of Things, where IoT nodes are evaluated based on the interest preferences of entities. The idea of the approach is to optimise the level of cooperation between various IoT entities. Similar to other reviewed approaches, trust is evaluated based on direct and indirect experiences. The direct experience values are conducted based on past interactions between two nodes. Each type of interest preference of a trustor is considered in the trust evaluation and is used to compute the global direct trust score of the trustee. The trustor subjectively weights each type of interest. In contrast to them, indirect trust is only evaluated if two nodes do not have past interactions with each other. This process involves other nodes providing recommendation regarding a trustee. To increase the relevance of indirect recommendations, the authors suggest considering the trust relationship between the trustor and the recommender as well as the similarity of the interest preference between them. Trust is modelled using beta distribution.

Another trust approach for SIoT is presented in (Truong et al., 2016) and (Jayasinghe et al., 2016). The authors introduce a trust model based on knowledge, reputation, and recommendations. Specifically, the knowledge trust metric is considered as direct trust and consists of first-party information from the trustor about the trustee based on personal requirements (and specific attributes). On the other side, reputation and recommendations
are used to assess the indirect trust. They are conducted by third-party information. Recommendations are trust opinions from surrounding or direct nodes. Reputations are trust opinions from others (global opinion). For calculating the overall trust score, the authors propose the weighted sum method using a personalised multi-criteria utility theory-based mechanism. They also clarify, that upon specific use cases, other relevant trust aggregation methods can be incorporated.

An appropriate trust approach for devices in service-oriented IoT edge environments is presented in (Gao et al., 2019). In this approach, the IoT edge devices evaluate trust, which is categorised into the so-called capability trust, direct trust, and indirect trust from feedback. The capability trust is conducted based on the service request of the consumer and the resource status of the service providing device. Service trust can include the following parameters: serviceable duration, CPU computation power, energy maintenance capability, the time cost of each service unit, storage space size, and transmission bandwidth. Direct trust is conducted based on historical interactions (service tasks performed) between two entities. To face up with misbehaving devices, the authors propose a punishment system for unsuccessful interactions. Finally, the indirect trust is conducted based on the feedback of other entities for the evaluated IoT entity. The overall trust score is computed from the minimum of the capability trust score and the weighted sum of direct and indirect trust score.

The review of the approaches mentioned above has conducted the following outcomes.

- **Architecture:** The trust management and evaluation systems introduced in (Adewuyi et al., 2019; Gao et al., 2019; Talbi and Bouabdallah, 2020) are using a completely decentralised architecture, where individual nodes are responsible
for computing and storing the trust scores of others. The authors in (Benkerrou et al., 2016; Jayasinghe et al., 2016; Truong et al., 2016; Gao et al., 2019) rely on semi-centralised solutions. For instance, in (Benkerrou et al., 2016) and (Gao et al., 2019), different community managers or edge servers are used for the trust activities. A centralised approach is presented in (Nguyen et al., 2017), where a centralised controller evaluates the trust of new devices in a personal environment.

- **Trust evaluation**: In (Benkerrou et al., 2016), recommendations from normal nodes are used to evaluate the trust score of service providers. However, it is not enough to consider only recommendations ignoring the performance and the availability of the services. Instead, the direct interaction between the trust manager and the service provider should also play a role in the trust evaluation. Other works use both direct and indirect trust metrics to evaluate the trust score of entities. However, the authors in (Sagar et al., 2020), for instance, propose to use indirect trust information only from nodes having at least one single friend in common between trustor and trustee. A different view on the usage of direct and indirect trust is presented in (Talbi and Bouabdallah, 2020). Here, the authors state that indirect trust evaluation is only done if two nodes do not have past interactions with each other. The authors in (Jayasinghe et al., 2016; Truong et al., 2016) distinguish indirect trust information into recommendations (trust opinions from surrounding or direct nodes) and reputations (trust opinions from others (global opinion)). A general problem of existing approaches is that there are no specific details on the trust metric parameters.

- **Trust assignment**: The problem of evaluating the trust score of new entities is an overlooked issue. Only the work in (Nguyen et al., 2017) provides a challenge-
response process to assess the trust score of new IoT devices. However, there are no details about the executed challenges and how these challenges are derived from the controller. Additionally, the challenge-response and the uncertainty level trust metric parameters are not enough to measure the trust level of an entity.

- Storage: The authors in (Nguyen et al., 2017) consider storing the evaluated trust score on the already tested devices, which do not provide a secure storage environment for others. In (Talbi and Bouabdallah, 2020), trust information is stored locally, and there is no global view of all nodes. Next to them, edge servers are used in (Gao et al., 2019) to store the trust data of the evaluated entities.

3.3 Requirements for a New Framework for Trust Optimisation of Decentralised M2M Services

The research and development activities, described in section 3.1 and 3.2, provide an overview for testing M2M/IoT services and evaluating/managing trust between M2M/IoT entities and services. The previous sections also identified the main limitations of existing works. None of the reviewed approaches contributes to an overall framework that could test M2M services after their deployment and evaluate their behaviour to compute their trust score. This chapter aims to derive the main requirements for a framework providing test and trust functionalities. The requirements that will be defined in this section represent the basis for the proposed framework. They are classified in general, test-based, and trust-based requirements. General requirements are derived from the initial conditions/requirements and general problems regarding decentralised and end-user
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Based M2M services introduced in 2.4. Test- and trust-based requirements are defined based on the highlights and limitations of previously introduced approaches (refer to section 3.1 and 3.2). Test-based requirements consist of requirements necessary to do functional testing of decentralised and end-user-based M2M services. Trust-based requirements are important for designing a trust system that covers different trust activities, evaluates the behaviour of services/service providers, and securely shares the trust values in the M2M community.

The increasing number of smart devices and the deployment of many services in the community offer several advantages (as mentioned in section 2.2). They also come with limitations, such as services that are not working correctly or not at all. The high amount of services could lead to serious security attacks where trust plays an important role in mitigating them. Therefore, as mentioned at the beginning of this section, it is crucial to have a flexible framework that could test M2M services immediately after their deployment and while in operation. The framework should also evaluate the trust score of M2M services/service providers to classify them for further provisioning in different categories. The literature review shows that there are solutions either for testing services (refer to section 3.1) or for evaluating trust of services (refer to section 3.2). No overall framework is presented in the literature. Another important feature is the level of decentralisation. The M2M service provision concept presented in section 2.3 does not contain any central instances. The whole process for using or providing a service, the composition of services, and the storage of information is done using a decentralised architecture. Therefore, it is important to provide a test and trust framework that considers the same decentralisation level and works with the same principles to benefit from the
different advantages mentioned in chapter 2. Next to them, the framework should provide the ability to consider not only traditional M2M services but also decentralised and end-user-made ones. One of the general conditions of this work is that end-users are actively involved in the M2M community and provide and use services. Regardless of their less technical knowledge, they should address different issues (service provision, service testing, trust evaluation). In order to ensure a reliable working M2M community, it is necessary to integrate the end-users in testing and trust evaluation activities. Moreover, they should also be integrated for storage purposes, as a lot of data is in circulation. Another aspect is how the different end-users are motivated to participate in the different M2M community tasks. Passive or not-well behaving activities should be punished. During the service selection and composition process, end-users configure and select different services based on their preferences. This selection leads to the combination of several individual services to create a cooperative M2M service. It could be that different peers provide the same services and that randomly selecting one of these services is not secure. Furthermore, it could lead to the problem of selecting services provided by insecure or untrusted peers. This problem could result in an unstable and unreliable composed service. Therefore, the trust score of the service should be used to select services and perform service compositions. Based on these aspects, the following general requirements are derived:

- Test and trust support - Framework should provide the possibility to test and evaluate the functional behaviour of M2M services. Moreover, the framework should ensure trust among the M2M services/service providers.
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- Decentralised architecture - Framework should avoid centralised management and control by implementing the whole testing and trust processes without central instances.

- Support decentralised and end-user-based M2M services - Support of M2M services with the following features: a) decentralised b) provided by end-users with less technical knowledge.

- End-user-integration – Framework should enable end-users to actively participate in testing, trust evaluation, and data storage activities.

- End-user-friendly – Framework should consider the low knowledge level of an end-user and provide end-user-friendly functionalities.

- Incentivisation mechanism – Framework should support incentivisation mechanisms to motivate participating nodes to improve how they act in the M2M community (from passive to an active node or from untrustworthy to trustworthy).

- Trust-based service selection and composition – Framework should consider the trust score of M2M services in the selection/composition phase.

As mentioned above, none of the presented approaches provides an overall solution, including testing and trust evaluation of decentralised M2M services. Regarding the decentralised capability, only the trust projects presented in (Mendoza and Kleinschmidt, 2015; 2016; Chen et al., 2016; Awan et al., 2019a; Li et al., 2019; Pal et al., 2019) support a fully decentralised architecture avoiding centralised authorities and problems of a single point of failure. Other approaches evaluated in this research are using semi-centralised or centralised architectures. Almost all of the evaluated works do not integrate or involve the end-user in any community activity. Only a few approaches consider slightly or partly
some side-support from end-users for testing or trust activities. Moreover, only the work in (Pontes et al., 2018) claims to provide an end-user-friendly platform for testing purposes. Another important requirement is the ability of the platform to compose services with each other based on their trust scores. Only the approach introduced in (Chen et al., 2016) considers the evaluated trust scores of the services for service composition. Reward/punishment systems are not present in the reviewed testing approaches. Some of the trust approaches utilise incentivisation systems to increase the number of trustworthy participation in the community (Saied et al., 2013; Mendoza and Kleinschmidt, 2015; 2016; Boustanifar and Movahedi, 2016; Gao et al., 2019; Sagar et al., 2020; Talbi and Bouabdallah, 2020).

The service provider could be a user with no technical background who causes faulty or malicious services in the community. For ensuring correct working services, it is required to check the functional correctness of new services. The M2M service should be tested in the deployment phase and throughout its lifetime in the community. Thus, the framework should ensure that services are tested at the initial state and continuously. The integration of the end-user in the testing process is unavoidable. However, often end-users are not able to easily perform service testing. Another important element is the test description which is required for the test generation process. The M2M services provide information such as service descriptions and interface descriptions. These descriptions should be used to create a suitable test description. The test description should contain all the relevant information needed to generate test cases. Furthermore, the test case generation process should automatically produce efficient test cases to perform functional testing of M2M services. As there is an end-user-based M2M community, it would be necessary to
automate several steps in the workflow, including the test processes. Thus, the framework should support the automation of creating and executing tests as it simplifies the testing process for end-users in the community. Based on these aspects, the following test-based requirements are derived:

- Functional testing of new services - The functional behaviour of new provided M2M Services should be tested.
- Functional testing of existing services – The functional behaviour of existing M2M services should be tested.
- Test automation – The framework should support the automation of different testing steps, starting from definition to execution.
- Test description of M2M services - A suitable general description of M2M services should be provided for test case generation.
- Test case generation - Test cases for functional testing should be automatically generated using the available service information.

The reviewed testing projects support functional testing of newly provided services. However, none of them satisfies the requirement of testing services continuously after they are part of the service marketplace. The automation of different testing steps is supported in (Ahmad et al., 2016; Wacht and Trick, 2016; Amalfitano et al., 2017; Leotta et al., 2018; Malik et al., 2019a). Thus, the generation/execution of test cases and the preparation of the test result reports are mostly automated. Regarding the formal description of M2M services, the work in (Wacht and Trick, 2016) provides an interesting approach with a so-called Service Test Description. However, this description has missing information regarding security-related questions which could be used for trust
evaluation. The approach in (Reetz et al., 2012) also includes semantic models in the service description. This description is used to generate test cases considering functional and non-functional properties. Nonetheless, they do not describe in detail the description definition procedure and the test case generation.

As stated in chapter 1, one aim of this research is to evaluate the behaviour of decentralised M2M services and to compute from these evaluation trust scores. These scores could be used to mitigate attacks in the community by banning services and peers with low trust scores from the community. Most of the approaches presented in section 3.2 provide solutions for evaluating the trust score of existing services. They exclude initial trust scores for newly provided services or new service providers and open the doors for malicious entities from outside. For ensuring trust from the beginning, the initial trust score of the service must be considered and evaluated. An initial trust score enables other peers to figure out faster trustworthiness among peers and services. The overall framework should support both trust scores for new M2M services and existing ones. The initial trust score should play an important role in determining the reliability position of the service in the community. The trust evaluation process will generate a significant amount of trust data among peers. Therefore, the framework has to provide a mechanism for securing the storage of trust data. Moreover, it should ensure the trustworthiness of services/service providers and the trustworthiness of trust data. Another important aspect is the trust model and the metrics used for trust evaluation. Most of the presented trust metrics in the literature are for a specific application field and do not consider the characteristics of decentralised M2M services. Moreover, the presented trust metrics do not support or are not applicable for evaluating trust for new services/service providers.
Finally, trust approaches are exposed to various trust attacks in the M2M community. These attacks aim to falsify the trust information about participating M2M entities. The framework should provide prevention techniques in order to be resistant to these attacks.

Based on these aspects, the following trust-based requirements are derived:

- **Initial trust score** – It should be possible to determine the trust level for newly provided services/peers.
- **Ongoing trust score** - It should be possible to determine the trust level for existing services/peers.
- **Secure trust data storage** - Trust data determined by trust evaluations and sent between the peers should be stored securely among the nodes.
- **Trust model completeness** – The trust model should support different aspects for the trust evaluation of M2M entities.
- **Trust attack resilience** – The trust approach should be resilient against different trust attacks.

Most of the trust management approaches in M2M/ IoT presented in this chapter do not provide any possibility for evaluating the trust of new services/service providers. Only the authors in (Asiri and Miri, 2016) and in (Nguyen et al., 2017) propose methods for initial trust assessment of new services/devices. However, the average rating method proposed in (Asiri and Miri, 2016) does not consider the characteristics or the behaviour of a new node. The missing information on how challenges are derived for the challenge-response process used for initial trust evaluation and the centralised controller for performing challenges on the device are drawbacks of the approach presented in (Nguyen et al., 2017). Most trust approaches do not provide or consider any solution for a secure
data storage system of trust-related data. The authors in (Chen et al., 2016) try to solve the storage management problem by considering only nodes with good trust values and high impact in the community. However, it is still possible to falsify trust information on the different storage nodes. Regarding suitable trust metrics used for trust evaluation, the works in (Ma and Wang, 2016) and (Nakahira et al., 2015) provide interesting trust parameters that could also be reused for the framework presented in this research. However, they are not sufficient and should be supported by additional trust parameters. The requirement for a complete trust model is only satisfied by the work in (Adewuyi et al., 2019). The authors also consider the contextual functional properties in the trust evaluation process. Moreover, the authors propose different objective and subjective trust properties for the trust process. Finally, none of the reviewed approaches satisfies the requirement for a resilient trust approach against different attacks.

The following tables summarise the requirements specified above, including the evaluation of the related work regarding these requirements. Table 3.1 contains general- and test-based requirements. It shows the evaluation of the testing approaches presented in section 3.1. Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 show the evaluation for existing trust approaches. They contain general- and trust-based requirements. Requirements the related work satisfy are marked with “+”; requirements not satisfied by the related work are marked with “-”; requirements the projects partially satisfy are marked with “o”. Evaluations that cannot be determined based on the published information about the related works are marked with “/”. 
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The different specified requirements will serve in chapter 4 to propose a novel framework for trust evaluation and functional testing of decentralised M2M services. Chapter 5 and 6 will then explain the underlying concept of the framework.

Table 3.1: Evaluation of testing approaches based on derived requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>(Reetz et al., 2012)</th>
<th>(Pontes et al., 2018)</th>
<th>(Leotta et al., 2019)</th>
<th>(Kuroiwa et al., 2019)</th>
<th>(Bosmans et al., 2017)</th>
<th>(Amalfitano et al., 2017)</th>
<th>(Wacht and Trick, 2016)</th>
<th>(Ahmad et al., 2016)</th>
<th>(Rosenkranz et al., 2015)</th>
<th>(Malik et al., 2019a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test and trust support</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decentralised architecture</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support decentralised and end-user-based M2M services</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-user-integration</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-user-friendly</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentivisation mechanism</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust-based service composition</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional testing of new services</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional testing of existing services</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test description</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test case generation</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test automation</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 3.2: Evaluation of general trust approaches based on derived requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>General Trust Approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Awan et al., 2019b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test and trust support</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decentralised architecture</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support decentralised and end-user-based M2M services</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-user-integration</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-user-friendly</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentivisation mechanism</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust-based service composition</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial trust score</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing trust score</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust model completeness</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure trust data storage</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust attack resilience</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 3.4 Conclusion

This chapter presented a literature review in the fields of testing and trust. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 reviewed several existing test and trust approaches in M2M/IoT and identified their highlights and limitations. The literature review in 3.1 has shown that functional testing in M2M/IoT has been mostly overlooked, and only a few approaches are available. To enrich the level of knowledge regarding M2M/IoT testing, section 3.1 also included

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Specific Trust Approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Adewuyi et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Bahutair et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Sagar et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Tai and Bouabdallah, 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Gao et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Jayasinghe et al., 2016; Truong et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Benkerrou et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### General

| Test and trust support | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| Decentralised architecture | + | / | - | + | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| Support decentralised and end-user-based M2M services | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| End-user-integration | - | 0 | - | 0 | 0 | - | - |
| End-user-friendly | - | 0 | 0 | - | - | - | - |
| Incentivisation mechanism | - | - | + | + | + | - | - |
| Trust-based service composition | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |

#### Trust-based

| Initial trust score | - | - | - | - | - | - | 0 |
| Ongoing trust score | + | + | + | + | + | + | - |
| Trust model completeness | + | - | 0 | - | 0 | 0 | - |
| Secure trust data storage | - | / | / | - | - | - | - |
| Trust attack resilience | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
non-functional testing approaches in the related work. Section 3.2 selected the most relevant trust approaches used in M2M/IoT systems and classified them based on their use case scenario in general and specific approaches. Section 3.3 summarised the findings from 3.1 and 3.2. Moreover, initial conditions and requirements from section 2.4, together with highlights of existing test and trust approaches, are used to derive requirements relevant for this research thesis. The identified requirements are classified in general, test, and trust-based requirements and are used to evaluate existing approaches.

The overall review concluded that none of the existing approaches enables both testing and trust evaluation of M2M services. Moreover, most of the approaches are not suitable to be used for end-user-based and decentralised M2M communities neither provide an end-user-oriented platform. Besides them, they neglect a completely decentralised architecture and miss to use trust or incentivisation methods to increase the level of reliability in the community.

The outcomes of section 3.1 regarding the test-based requirements showed that most of the existing testing approaches cannot test ongoing M2M services. Their focus is more on testing services before their deployment, not continuously. Other drawbacks are identified regarding the service descriptions used for test case generation and the test case generation process. Existing approaches provide less information or inefficient solutions regarding these processes.

The review results regarding the trust-based requirements in section 3.2 concluded that none of the trust approaches considers the initial trust score of new M2M services or new M2M service providers in the community. Another identified drawback is the insecure storage possibilities provided by existing works. Evaluated trust scores are not securely
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stored, and the integrity of trust data is not ensured. The presented trust models are not complete considering only one or few trust aspects of a service/service provider for the trust evaluation process. The resilience against different trust attacks is also very low in existing approaches.

The evaluation results and the identified requirements are used as major criteria for the proposed framework in the upcoming chapter.

Chapter 2 highlighted the need to optimise the overall trustworthiness in decentralised M2M communities. Chapter 3 identified several limitations on existing trust and testing approaches used in the M2M/IoT field. As a result of the performed review, this research thesis proposes a novel framework for trust evaluation and corresponding trust evaluation. First, this chapter starts with the description of the decentralised M2M ecosystem and the definition of the general proposed concept (section 4.1). Then, section 4.2 introduces the overall framework architecture and its main components. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 highlight the methodologies and main elements used to perform trust evaluation and corresponding functional testing of decentralised M2M services.

Some parts in this chapter have been published in (Shala et al., 2018; 2019c; 2020a).

4.1 General Concept

End-user-based and decentralised M2M service provision is very promising (as described in section 2.3). Its aim is to make local resources available to external users and create new competitive services. Moreover, it aims to achieve independence from central service providers and ascend the role of the end-user to a new dimension. Thus, it tends to enhance competition in the M2M/IoT marketplace and provide more service variety to
the community. However, as identified in sections 2.4 and 3.4, the concept for decentralised service provision does not consider several issues that lead to different limitations in terms of service functionality and trustworthiness in the whole M2M community. The proposed framework in this research thesis aims to overcome these limitations and to optimise the overall trust.

Figure 4.1 shows a fully decentralised M2M ecosystem (based on section 2.3), which serves as a basis in this research work. It consists of a decentralised P2P network with many end-users (peers) acting as service providers or service consumers. Every end-user can manage (1) M2M devices available in their personal environments and design/configure easily M2M services themselves. Moreover, they can provide (2) the functionality of local M2M devices to other end-users as a service. New services are announced and registered by storing (3) their service descriptions in the P2P overlay network. Other end-users can retrieve (4) existing descriptions and subscribe to a service to consume it (5). The whole workflow is implemented without centralised entities (central service providers) or centralised execution environments for M2M. Therefore, every end-user can use their own devices such as routers, smartphones, or notebooks as local execution environments, fulfilling the hardware requirements to act as execution systems for service provider activities. The end-users also can cooperate in order to create complex M2M services (service composition).
This research identifies the following characteristics of end-user-based M2M service provision in the decentralised M2M ecosystem:

- End-user service provision without technical knowledge: Every end-user part of the M2M community can participate in service provision activities. They can use an end-user-friendly GUI to design, configure, and deploy M2M services easily. There are end-users in the M2M community with less technical knowledge. They
can also unintentionally or intentionally design, configure, or deploy malfunctioning services. Moreover, it could be that they do not have any skills regarding service and test development.

- Decentralised system architecture and P2P network: There is no centralised entity in the M2M service provision architecture and no central stakeholder involved in different processes. All participating end-user nodes are connected via a P2P network. This network is used for information exchange and data management.

- Single and cooperative M2M services: Every end-user can provide single M2M services to others. It is also possible to combine different M2M services to create a cooperative M2M service.

- Independent service logic description and service interface description: The M2M service logic is described using a formal description language. The description enables the service execution independently of the used execution environment. There is also an M2M service interface description to make services available to other end-users outside the local area.

- No trust at all: The whole workflow of the M2M service provision and the M2M community members do not include any trust elements. For instance, trust is not used to select service providers or to combine individual services.

Together with limitations of existing trust evaluation and service testing approaches (refer to chapter 3), these characteristics form the basis of this research work.

The general concept in this research work considers the end-user as part of trust and test activities. These activities can be done without expert knowledge and with minimum
effort. End-user nodes and the services they provide have their own trust scores. They also maintain all the trust information and use them for building trust relationships.

The concept also includes a decentralised architecture for trust evaluation and functional testing. In line with the decentralised service provision approach, every node of the network participates in different community tasks. Thus, all nodes build together a decentralised network and share service, test, and trust information.

The service provision process produces single services and cooperative services. Their functionality could change during operation. Thus, an M2M service may have a different functional behaviour after its creation and a different one while operating. The proposed concept considers this fact and supports the testing at different operation phases. The same idea is also applied to trust activities. The trust score of new services is essential to support consumer decisions on using or not using a service. Furthermore, the trust score of well-established services should be monitored to identify misbehaving trends. This research project proposes to maintain the trust evolution of M2M services. Moreover, the trust score determination of end-user nodes is also part of the trust concept.

In general, there are no trust relationships between the different entities (end-user nodes, services) in the M2M community. Therefore, this research thesis proposes to integrate trust activities among the nodes. Every participating node should have its trust score. Moreover, if a node is acting as a service provider, its services should also be evaluated. Therefore, a service provider does have a node trust score component and a service trust score component. Both together result in the total trust score of the service provider. The concept also considers evaluating trust for new and existing M2M entities.
The trust evaluation and functional testing activities are the two main parts of the framework proposed in this thesis. Moreover, both activities are interconnected with each other, building a feedback system. Functional testing of services is essential to ensure that new and existing M2M services continuously provide the right functionality. Thus, this research proposes integrating testing within the trust evaluation system and using the functional behaviour of services as a trust attribute (among others). The total trust score of a service provider node results from the aggregation of the different trust scores obtained by evaluating the service provider and its services. Related work has also shown that most of the existing approaches do not provide a secure way to store trust scores and other related trust data. This thesis describes the utilisation of blockchain technologies in order to enable a high level of data integrity.

This research thesis interprets the concept of trust as a value for measuring the reliability/correctness of different working M2M services and entities. The goal of the framework is to establish trust between the different M2M entities up to the level where one entity does what it claims to do and does it in a reliable way. This research does not cover issues with identity management, authentication, or access control. It assumes that nodes have an immutable identity tied to a public/key pair. Furthermore, it does not consider hacker activities and security-related attacks on the system. It assumes a network of end-users, where inadvertent or unaware mistakes can happen. Overall, the proposed framework includes the following features:

- Service reliability: A service performs what it is setting to do based on the service information and nothing else. Any kind of service malfunctioning or service misinformation is due to mistakes by the end-user.
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- Tamper-proof data storage: Service and trust data is securely stored using blockchain technology. All the community members can rely on the integrity of the data as there is no possibility to modify or remove them. With the blockchain, one kind of manipulation in the system is no longer possible. Other manipulation attacks, such as modifying the data through communication and storing false entries in the blockchain, are out of the scope of this thesis.

- Community maintenance: All community members are actively engaged to maintain the decentralised M2M community. Any node is involved in various community activities.

- Trust-related attacks: Attacks, such as bad-mouthing or ballot-stuffing (ITU-T, 2017b), aiming to harm the trust system by providing false trust information are avoided. The proposed framework can protect against attacks where untrusted nodes provide good trust scores for bad nodes or bad trust scores for good nodes. It also protects against the quick trust score devaluation of particular nodes. The framework effectively guarantees no short-term or instant actions that could result in mistrust in the network. However, the proposed trust approach does not protect against attacks performed by more than 51% of trustworthy nodes. It also does not protect against long term data poisoning, where untrustworthy nodes change for a long time their behaviour from untrustworthy to trustworthy.

- Security-related attacks: As mentioned, this research focuses only on trust-related attacks explicitly mentioned in the thesis. It also protects against inadvertent node failures. However, any other type of attacks, such as denial of service, eavesdropping, long term data poisoning, or spoofing, is out of the scope of this research thesis.
4.2 Overall Framework Architecture and Components

Section 4.1 described the general concept for the framework for trust evaluation and corresponding functional testing of decentralised M2M services. Figure 4.2 shows the general architecture of the proposed framework and its different components. In general, the framework consists of the following parts: Local M2M Environment, M2M Community, P2P Storage Engine, Test Engine, and Trust Engine. The architecture shown in Figure 4.2 represents the local perspective of the workflow. There are local and external M2M entities. Both are part of an M2M community and are connected P2P. Every peer is locally operating Test and Trust engines, which perform the corresponding test and trust activities. All M2M entities use the same decentralised storage system to store service, test, and trust information. The remainder of this section will provide a brief description of each component.

Figure 4.2: Test and trust framework architecture
Local M2M Environment

A peer is equivalent to an end-user in terms of service provision and utilisation. Every peer can provide one or more services to other end-users. Both peers and services are considered to be M2M entities. Each M2M service has its service information which can contain service description and service interface description. These descriptions are stored in the P2P storage. Every peer can act as a test and trust agent by operating the Test and Trust Engine. These engines are covering the activities of functional testing and trust evaluation. The local M2M environment is part of the global M2M community, where other M2M entities with similar roles are present.

M2M Community

All participating peers and the different services they are providing are part of the M2M community (refer to section 2.3). This community is fully decentralised and is operating as a P2P network. Moreover, it enables social networking functionality for all participants. Every interested entity can join the P2P network.

The M2M community consists of new and existing M2M entities. Their joining status is relevant for the test and trust activities. After a new entity joins the community, all participants will receive a joining notification. Then, other community members will test these new services before their deployment. Moreover, they evaluate the initial trust score of the new M2M services. Test and trust information about new entities supports other entities in their decisions to use corresponding M2M services. Besides them, the M2M community also continuously updates the test and trust information of existing M2M entities.
Test Engine

Every peer part of the M2M community can perform functional testing of new and existing M2M services. The Test Engine covers all relevant test steps required to evaluate the functional behaviour of services and consists of the Test Generation Unit and the Test Execution Unit. Both units provide automated operations and require less end-user action. The Test Generation Unit receives from the P2P storage relevant information about an M2M service. Based on this information, test cases are generated and afterwards executed on the SUT. The Test Execution Unit produces the test outcomes and sends them to the P2P storage and the Trust Engine for further processing.

The Test Engine is also interconnected with the Trust Engine. Testing activities can be used to check the correctness of the service functionality. On the other side, testing activities can be incorporated within the trust activities. Here, the outcomes of the tests serve as input for the trust evaluation.

Trust Engine

Like the Test Engine, every participating peer can evaluate the trust score of other peers or services. Moreover, the evaluation includes new and existing M2M entities. The Trust Engine consists of the Trust Evaluation Unit and the Trust Aggregation Unit. The Trust Evaluation Unit covers the various operations used to assess other entities based on several trust attributes. Moreover, it sends the outcomes of these operations to the Trust Aggregation Unit, which uses a dynamic weighting system to compute the trust score of M2M entities. Afterwards, these scores are sent to the P2P storage. The upcoming sections provide more details on the trust evaluation and aggregation.
P2P Storage Engine

The P2P Storage Engine consists of a DHT storage and a Blockchain storage. The DHT storage is used to store service descriptions, contact information of service providers, and test and trust evaluation results. The DHT architecture enables distributed storage functionalities and fast access to data. Additionally, the Blockchain storage is incorporated to store relevant data and enhance data integrity in the network. The cryptographical principles of blockchain make its use for data storage very powerful. Data can be stored tamper-proof inside the blockchain. The Blockchain storage consists of data regarding service, test, and trust activities. The combination of DHT and Blockchain storage enables integrity check-ups. Thus, a peer can quickly query a specific datum from the DHT and get the same datum from the blockchain for comparison in case of doubts.

4.3 Workflow of Functional Testing

The previous section has introduced the Test Engine, dealing with the different activities. This section provides more details about the testing workflow. This research aims to provide an end-user friendly functional testing approach where various steps are performed automatically or require minimal effort from the end-user. The proposed approach for functional testing can be used for two contexts: service testing and trust evaluation.

Usually, the service development cycle includes the interaction between the service provider and the service consumer. Therefore, the consumer provides a non-technical and natural language description of a service that should be delivered. The description serves
as a basis for the experienced service developer, which can use a service creation environment (part of a traditional M2M service platform) to create a formal service description. The service implementation code is generated from this description, and the service is deployed on a server. Similar steps are also performed by the experienced test developer when doing service testing. The test developer gets an informal service description from the service consumer, which is used in further steps to generate appropriate test cases. These test cases are afterwards run against the deployed service. The service and test development processes are interconnected and follow an agile approach. Both service developer and test developer work together on providing a final product to the consumer based on its requirements.

This research project focuses on end-user-based environments where the end-user takes the responsibilities of a service provider. Moreover, the whole M2M community is a decentralised network of several independent M2M services and service providers. The service development lifecycle does not rely on centralised entities nor specialised developers. The end-user is natively involved in the service provision process. The provided services are not based on consumer requirements, but on the personal requirements of the service provider. Moreover, there is no tester responsible for test development. Thus, a normal service and test development lifecycle is not followed and guaranteed for end-user-based M2M service provision. Overall, reliable and correct working M2M services are not ensured in end-user-based service provision approaches. The testing process is not defined, and the role of an experienced tester is missing.

As depicted in section 2.3, the end-user-based M2M service provision starts with the Service Creation Environment (SCE), which is part of the personal environment of the
end-user. The SCE provides a GUI that enables the simple creation of a state machine representing the behaviour of the system. Every end-user can design services based on personal requirements. The defined service logic serves as a basis to generate the formal service description of that service. Afterwards, the SCE sends the service description and the interface description to the P2P storage, where all other participating peers have access to it. Moreover, the SCE deploys the M2M service to the execution environment of the corresponding service provider. Figure 4.3 shows the workflow of the service creation process.

![Figure 4.3: Service Creation Environment (Shala et al., 2018)](image)

The benefits of end-user integration, respectively, the enhancement of the end-user role in service provision processes make it necessary to define the role of the testing entity within the proposed framework. The challenge is to identify which entities are going to perform the necessary testing activities required to evaluate the functional behaviour of M2M services. Moreover, this research aims to use a fully decentralised environment (as stated in section 3.3). Tests in the M2M community should avoid the usage of centralised

coordinators. Therefore, this research proposes to integrate all participating end-users (peers) in the service testing process. Every end-user can test other M2M services and contribute to an excellent working M2M community. Figure 4.4 shows the integration of other end-users (acting as testers) in the testing process. A service provider makes a new M2M service available to the M2M community. Therefore, the service provider sends the service information (1) to the P2P storage, informing all the community members about the new service (2). Afterwards, every peer can individually decide to use the service information to perform tests (3) on the M2M service.

Figure 4.4. End-user integration for service testing

Adequate test suites are required to perform testing activities for each single service in the M2M community. Basically, every service provider should include alongside the
service information also executable tests and mocks, that can be used for test purposes. For testing composed M2M services, it is assumed that services are defined in such a way that a simple composition of individual test descriptions is possible.

In cases, when a service provider fails to provide the necessary test information to the testers, basic tests have to be done. These tests follow a simple testing workflow as shown in Figure 4.5. Therefore, the Test Generation Unit uses the service information got (1) from the P2P storage to identify (2) the SCXML-based system model (as defined in (Steinheimer et al., 2019). This model already includes test data for performing simple tests based on the current configuration of the M2M service. It is used to create (3) an appropriate test model, which serves as an input (4) for the Test Generator to derive different test cases (instructions) for functional testing. Then, the test instructions are sent (5) to the Test Execution Unit. The Test Execution Unit receives the test instructions and automatically performs the test execution (6) on the SUT respectively on the M2M service. The execution outcomes are the test results containing a verdict whether the service has passed or failed the tests. Finally, the Test Execution Unit analyses the results and sends them to the P2P storage for sharing with other community member.

The evaluation of the proposed testing workflow is shown in chapter 7. It has to be pointed out that this research is covering basic service testing. The proposed testing concept enables end-users in the M2M community to invoke functional tests that would give them some increase confidence of the service works like it should. It is assumed that every service provider deploys the necessary test information alongside the service. A complete comprehensive test suite generation methodology for every function of a service is out of the scope.
4.4 General Description of the Trust Model

Trust in decentralised M2M communities is the main element of this research work. Several existing trust approaches in M2M/IoT were evaluated in chapter 3. The result is that most of the publications do not consider the possibility to assign the right trust score for new M2M entities. Another limitation is that the several presented trust models cover only one or two aspects of a service or peer. They are not presenting an accurate global trust view on the M2M entity.

In order to overcome the limitations of existing trust approaches, this research project introduces a comprehensive trust evaluation model. The trust approach presented in this research thesis integrates aspects, such as service functionality, data integrity, and
community activities within the trust evaluation. Figure 4.6 presents the trust evaluation layer model with its different layers and components. The layer model should be seen from the perspective of the trust evaluator, beginning from the bottom layer.

![Figure 4.6: Trust evaluation model (Shala et al., 2020a)](image)

In the following, a short description of each layer starting from the Entity Layer is presented:

**Entity Layer:** The trust evaluation can be done by every peer part of the M2M community. Any peer can evaluate the trust score of another one.

**Evaluation Layer:** This research proposes three types of trust evaluations: service evaluation, behaviour evaluation, activity evaluation (participation in community tasks).
Metric Layer: The following metrics are used for service evaluation: service testing, service monitoring, and service rating. The following metrics are used for behaviour evaluation: checking the integrity of service and trust data. For activity evaluation, the following metrics are used: checking the participation of the end-user in different community activities such as service/peer testing or performing blockchain tasks.

Score Layer: The total Peer Trust Score of the end-user consists of the Service Component Trust Score and the Peer Component Trust Score. The Service Component is computed using the results from the Service Trust Evaluation. The Peer Component is computed from the behaviour and task trust evaluation. The trust evaluation concludes with a trust score ranging from 0 to 1 (worst to best), indicating the level of trustworthiness.

Storage Layer: For integrity reasons, the resulting trust scores are stored in the Blockchain and Distributed Hash Tables (DHT). The first provides a tamper-proof storage feature; the second one enables a fast lookup of data.

Figure 4.7 shows the workflow of the proposed trust evaluation approach in the M2M community. Every end-user (peer) can evaluate the trust score of other end-users or the services they provide. In order to perform the trust evaluation activities, an end-user can use different trust metrics. These metrics are used to cover several peer and service attributes. They are assigned to three evaluation categories defined as Service Trust Evaluation, Behaviour Trust Evaluation, and Task Trust Evaluation.
The Service Trust Evaluation category consists of Service Testing, Service Monitoring, and Service Rating. In Service Testing the functional behaviour and the performance of a service are evaluated. For instance, using functional testing, the service behaviour is tested and concludes whether the service is performing like it is mentioned in its service description or not. The functional testing activities are covered by the Test Engine.

(introduced in the previous section). Next to functional testing, this research suggests using performance testing to confirm the service performance regarding different performance parameters (defined in the service description). Both are tasks within the Service Testing Metric. This metric is used for two purposes. First, to compute the initial trust score of new services provided by new or existing service providers. The initial trust score supports other end-users in their decisions to use or not the new service after publication to the M2M community. As conducted in chapter 3, existing trust approaches fail to provide realistic and objective trust information about newcomers. The second purpose of the Service Testing Metric is to be incorporated within the regular trust evaluation system, where the trust score of existing entities is evaluated. Two other trust metrics part of the Service Trust Evaluation category are service monitoring and rating. For the first one, the trust evaluating peer monitors the behaviour and the performance of a service by focusing, for instance, on the ratio of positive/negative responses or online/offline actions. The service rating considers the service experience of the end-user (acting as a service consumer) in relation to a service. The results of Service Testing, Service Monitoring, and Service Rating are used to calculate the Service Trust Score of the service provided by a peer.

Another trust metric of the proposed trust approach is the Service Integrity Metric (belongs to the category Behaviour Trust Evaluation), where data stored in the Blockchain and the DHT storage is compared with each other. Service and trust data is stored in both storage systems, and every end-user can check whether the data was tampered with or not. If data is changed, then the responsible peer gets at a lower trust score. As mentioned, this research aims to present a completely decentralised network where end-users are performing different activities. In order to incentivise end-users to do so, this research
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proposes to integrate their activities (tasks) within the trust evaluation (category Task Trust Evaluation). Participation in different community tasks is considered as an additional trust metric of the proposed trust model. The history of participation in community activities is stored in the blockchain. Thus, any peer can be checked whether it was actively involved in different tasks or not. The community tasks include the trust evaluation activities or the maintenance of the blockchain (and its consensus mechanism). The results of the Behaviour Trust Evaluation and Task Trust Evaluation are used to compute the Partial Peer Trust Score of the peer. In order to compute the overall trust score of the peer, the Service Trust Scores of all services provided by the peer are combined with the Partial Peer Trust Score of the peer gained by behaviour evaluation and task participation.

The different trust evaluation activities are performed independently and in different time intervals by M2M community members. A corresponding result is conducted for each of the trust metrics (test, monitor, rate, integrity, and task result; see Figure 4.7). These metric evaluation results are stored in the blockchain and in DHT (both represent the P2P storage). Other community members use the information stored to evaluate the overall trust score of a given peer. It is also possible to evaluate only the overall trust score of an individual service provided by the peer. In order to get the overall trust score of a peer, all relevant evaluation results (performed through the different trust metrics) are collected from the blockchain or DHT. Then, these values pass through a trust aggregation function where dynamic weighting is used to calculate the most recent trust score of a peer. All trust-related data, whether it is an evaluation score from the metrics or a service/peer trust score, is stored in the P2P storage.
In order to store evaluation metric results and trust scores in the blockchain, they are included in blockchain transactions and sent throughout the network. One principle of blockchain is that a consensus mechanism is required to confirm blockchain transactions. However, existing consensus mechanisms suffer from limitations such as high energy consumption or unreliable elements in the internal workflow. Therefore, this research project proposes a novel trust consensus protocol optimising the overall trustworthiness of the blockchain. The blockchain is not only used for storage purposes. The proposed trust approach also uses blockchain principles to provide a decentralised network and support the consensus-achieving process in the M2M community. The outcomes of the ratings and trust evaluations have to be confirmed by all community members using the proposed consensus protocol. Thus, this research interconnects blockchain and trust. Both support each other for their corresponding purposes. The trust approach uses blockchain to enable high data integrity. Blockchain includes trust elements to increase the security level in a trustless environment. Chapter 6 provides more details on the blockchain-based elements of the proposed framework.

**Features**

The comprehensive trust model proposed in this research optimises the overall trustworthiness in a decentralised and end-user-based M2M community. The end-users aim to maintain a high trust score as it enables them to get easier access to other services and be more attractive as service providers to others. The benefits of the trust model can be illustrated with an example represented by a monitoring application in the neighbourhood. The application consists of different single services, such as temperature, camera, evaluation, alarm, or notification services, provided by individual end-users
within the local community. The proposed trust model ensures that the end-users continuously check their services in order to maintain a stable good trust score. Therefore, they need to verify whether their services provide the right functionality and performance as mentioned in the service description. They also receive feedback from others highlighting their satisfaction with the services. Furthermore, the end-users of the neighbourhood are motivated to participate in various activities, such as service provision, trust evaluation, and blockchain maintenance. A lack of support for the community leads to a lower trust score. New end-users joining the neighbourhood and willing to provide one of the requested services for the monitoring application are first checked for the functional correctness of these services. These checks serve as a basis to form an initial trust score which mitigates the risk of unreliable new services/service providers joining the community. The blockchain elements of the trust model ensure that end-users can rely on the integrity of the stored data. Overall, the proposed trust model mainly intends to protect against inadvertent node failures or end-user faults that affect the reliability of services in a decentralised M2M community.

4.5 Conclusion

This chapter introduced a novel framework for trust evaluation and corresponding functional testing of decentralised M2M services.

First, section 4.1 introduced the preconditions used to define an overall concept. These include the decentralised nature of the M2M community and the inclusion of end-users in the service provision processes. Preconditions are also the status of M2M services, whether they are new to the community or already operating in it, and the service
descriptions used. Finally, the whole environment without trust elements plays a crucial role in defining the proposed trust concept. The overall concept congregates these preconditions and forms the basis for the definition of the proposed framework.

Then, section 4.2 described the framework architecture and its different components where the test and trust engine are highlighted. The test engine covers all relevant test activities to assess the functional behaviour of services. The trust engine handles the trust evaluation of services and peers using different trust metrics. It also handles the trust aggregation, leading to an overall trust score for a specific M2M entity. Both engines are operated by a corresponding peer and are supported by the storage engine for storage purposes.

Section 4.3 introduced the functional testing part by outlining the methodology. It starts with the service provision process, where the end-user designs a service and deploys it to the M2M community. The methodology continues with the test generation unit, which uses service relevant information to form a test model. This model is used to generate test cases which afterwards are executed through the test execution unit.

The trust model and workflow of the trust evaluation are presented in section 4.4. Different trust metrics and corresponding attributes are used to assess the trust score of M2M entities. The outcomes of these activities are aggregated and stored in the blockchain for integrity reasons. Blockchain principles are used to maintain a decentralised network and achieve trust-based consensus-building among the M2M community members.
Following this overview of the proposed framework, chapter 5 provides more details on the blockchain incorporation for several activities within the M2M community. It also presents the integration of service testing for trust evaluation purposes. Chapter 6 describes the main part of this research thesis, the blockchain-based trust evaluation system with its trust model and different metrics. Furthermore, the overall trust evaluation workflow and the trust aggregation process are explained.
5 Blockchain and Service Testing for Trust Optimisation

The previous chapter proposed a novel approach for trust evaluation and functional testing of decentralised M2M services. Furthermore, the methodology for testing the functional behaviour of services and the comprehensive trust model covering several aspects has been introduced. Chapter 4 also highlighted that both testing and trust are fixed components within the same system and are interdependent. This chapter covers the parts of the framework dealing with service testing and evaluating their initial trust score.

Section 5.1 introduces blockchain technology in order to ensure data integrity in the M2M community. Additionally, several existing trust approaches using blockchain within M2M are reviewed, and their limitations highlighted. Section 5.1 also identifies that consensus protocols used within the blockchain technology play a crucial role when considering them for integration into the M2M environment. This section assesses existing blockchain-based consensus protocols and proposes a novel trust-based consensus protocol.

This research aims to present a trust management system that covers not only the trust evaluation for existing M2M services but also that for new ones. Chapter 3 has highlighted the limitation of existing trust approaches regarding the initial trust score problem for new M2M entities. Section 5.2 continues with a literature review of approaches in other application domains dealing with the initial trust score problem. The review concludes with identified highlights and limitations of existing works. Based on
these results, section 5.2 presents a novel concept for trust evaluation of new M2M services by merging the functional testing process with the trust process. Moreover, the testing process is extended through the integration of performance testing. Section 5.2 concludes with the workflow for building the initial trust score of new M2M services.

It has to be pointed out that the concept of trust in this research is also interpreted as a value for measuring the reliability and correctness of different working M2M services. These services are provided by different peers and used in several composed M2M services. As any peer can provide many services, it can be considered that the total trust score consists partly of the trust scores of the services it provides. Therefore, this research primarily focuses on trust evaluation based on service trust scores. The upcoming chapters will also include the so-called peer trust score.

Some parts in this chapter have been published in (Shala et al., 2018; 2019a; 2019b; 2019c; 2020a).

5.1 Blockchain for Trust Management Optimisation

Building trust relationships within an M2M community is essential to ensure a secure and decentralised environment. Existing trust approaches in the literature provide interesting points regarding trust evaluation. However, none of the reviewed works in chapter 3 is considering the integrity of conducted trust information. A trust evaluation system aims to provide more trust in a network. However, if the trust information, respectively, the trust scores resulting from the evaluation are not securely stored, how can we trust the trust evaluation system?
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The Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT)/blockchain technology gained popular attention by providing benefits of data immutability and process automation in open or closed communities without the need for centralised entities. The authors in (ITU-T, 2017a) state that DLTs provide favourable features, such as non-reversible/modifiable data entries, privacy and security capabilities, automated data synchronisation, and transparency. Detailed information on DLT/blockchain technology can be found in (ITU-T, 2017a; 2019d; 2019a; 2019b; 2019c).

The usage of cryptographical principles and consensus mechanism are the key factors for the strengthens of blockchains. This research thesis takes advantage of blockchain technology and provides a concept which enables trustworthy management of trust data within the M2M community. The proposed approach enables a high level of data integrity and overcomes the limitations of decentralised networks.

5.1.1 Blockchain-Based Trust Approaches in M2M

The benefits of using blockchain technology to enhance the privacy, security, and trust level within a system are acknowledged by researchers of different disciplines such as in (Gattermayer and Tvrdik, 2017; Alowayed et al., 2018; Goka and Shigeno, 2018; Strobel and Dorigo, 2018; Kandah et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019). Recently, some works are also conducted within the field of trust management in IoT. This research thesis has identified the most relevant trust approaches and presents their highlights and limitations in the following. The outcomes of the review are summarised at the end of this section.

The authors in (Di Pietro et al., 2018) propose a blockchain-based trust system in an IoT community with different IoT domains. Initially, the authors introduce a platform called
the obligation chain, which operates a distributed credit-like system and a reputation mechanism. The system enables service providers to handle service consumer obligations in terms of accepting or declining them. The signed obligations are stored in the obligation chain, which is a distributed ledger. Obligations are signed outside the blockchain. To protect against malicious nodes, the authors propose to use so-called proof of commitments for service providers and proof of fulfilments for service consumers, which are using the information regarding obligations and fulfilments stored in the distributed ledger. The service provider and consumer cooperate by exchanging terms of use (created by service providers) and obligations (defined by consumers). The authors combine their obligation chain with the standard bitcoin blockchain to assess the credibility of the obligation issuer. On top of the obligation chain, a three-way handshaking protocol is suggested to bridge trust between different domains. This protocol consists of the setup, spend, and fulfilling phase, using information stored in the distributed ledger to handle service handlings between service providers and service consumers. Reputation scores of service consumers are stored in the distributed ledger and, if required, evaluated locally by every service provider based on the average obligations fulfilled on time by the consumer.

Another approach is presented in (Lahbib et al., 2019), where the system relies on a network model with different manufacturing zones. These zones consist of physical resources such as IoT devices, an authenticator acting as an authorisation entity, a trust manager managing and evaluating the trustworthiness of the zone members, and miners collecting trust information in a block, broadcasting them and verifying other blocks. The authors use direct observations of the packet delivery behaviour and recommendations from other nodes for trust evaluation. Specifically, the entities cooperativeness,
competence, community of interest, and credibility toward recommendations are used as trust metrics. The authors utilise a private blockchain called multichain for blockchain activities using a round-robin algorithm for approving transactions minimising complex computation resources. The trust computation of the trust manager also considers the experience scores computed from devices based on their communication with direct neighbours.

The authors in (Asiri and Miri, 2018) present a blockchain-based approach combined with smart contracts to evaluate the trust of IoT devices. Smart contracts are used to set endorsement policies for new transactions. Thus, after a transaction is proposed by a client (IoT device), other nodes called endorsing peers will evaluate them, leading to the acceptance or rejection of the transaction. Transactions with chain code are only accepted if the trust score of participants is high enough. Blockchain activities are done by peer nodes that are considered trustworthy. Only authorised clients can join the blockchain networks. Participants are assigned trust points that are updated based on rating resulting from interactions between two participants. Interactions between two nodes are enabled using smart contracts that check the trust points related to the thresholds. The balance of trust points is stored in the blockchain. The authors refer to trust evaluations in two cases. First, trust evaluation using packet delivery rate as trust indicator and performed directly after each interaction between two participants. Second, the trust evaluation of the blockchain nodes after a peer initiates a transaction proposal (seems more to be a trust checking smart contract).

The authors in (Malik et al., 2019b) present a dynamic trust evaluation system that uses a consortium blockchain to track interactions among supply chain participants. The trust
score is assigned based on these transactions and has a special focus on this trust data. The following elements are stored in the off-chain: raw data, supply chain data (produced by sensor devices), trade events between entities, and regulatory endorsements. Their hash values are sent to the blockchain via transactions that trigger smart contracts to automatically calculate trust and reputation scores based on the provided data. The blockchain is used, among others, to store the hashes of the supply chain data and the digital profiles of all entities (containing the trust information). Smart contracts are also used to include quality assessments between the participants. These assessments support the incentivisation of participants to behave trustworthily. Entities without past reputation that join the network for the first time are assigned with a minimum trust score by default.

The authors in (Malik et al., 2019b) state that the overall trust score of an entity is calculated based on the overall reputation score and some other feature scores (e.g. consumer feedback). The weighting factors for the trust evaluation are determined by the business network administrator, who also manages the blockchain network and defines the business network model.

The authors in (Kouicem et al., 2018) introduce a trust management architecture where the trust values of the service providers are stored in the blockchain. The system architecture proposed in (Kouicem et al., 2018) consists of one layer with distributed IoT devices providing services to each other and a second layer with distributed fog nodes responsible for managing and controlling IoT objects. The fog nodes also maintain a blockchain used by the IoT devices to store trust information. The blockchain transactions are validated by the fog nodes using the Proof of Stake (PoS) Algorithm. The trust model used in (Kouicem et al., 2018) to evaluate the trust level of IoT objects considers only honest IoT devices for reporting recommendations (based on the interaction experience).
about other IoT service providers. Interaction experience means the recommendation of an IoT device toward other IoT service providers regarding a used service. The transactions containing trust information are sent by the home fog node to other fog nodes part of the blockchain for validation. Information about available services provided by potential service providers is stored in a Distributed Hash Table.

The authors (Dedeoglu et al., 2019) propose a blockchain-based approach to improve end-to-end trust in different IoT applications. Therefore, they introduce a layered trust architecture for IoT blockchain, where trust is considered for data observation and blockchain validation. Data observation includes data from different sources, such as from IoT devices. The hash values of the data are stored off-chain and in the blockchain (via transactions) for integrity reasons. For trust management, the authors present a data trust module and a gateway reputation module. The data trust module evaluates the trustworthiness of observation data based on the behavioural information of the data source and related information from other sources. The reputation module provides reputation information about participants to the blockchain and the application layer. The presented trust model in (Dedeoglu et al., 2019) relies mainly on the confidence of the observations taken between the nodes, the confidence of the data sources, the reputation of data sources, and the evidence taken from other observations. The gateway nodes participate in block generation, validation, and distributed consensus in the private blockchain network, where only nodes with permission can participate. No competition for block generation among them is required. Based on the information included in blockchain transactions, the gateway nodes (are selected periodically) calculate the evidence and the sensor reputations to assign trust values for the sensor observations. The generated block includes transactions containing observation data, public key and
signature of data sources, assigned trust value for the observation, and the updated reputation of the data source. Furthermore, the authors propose a reputation-based block validation by considering validations of data stored in the blockchain with data provided by nodes and the reputation scores of block generating nodes.

The authors in (Ali et al., 2019) propose using a behaviour monitor system in IoT-blockchain infrastructures that can store IoT device data and classify normal or malicious behaviour based on these data. Their system model considers different declared IoT zones used for different IoT use cases. Each zone has its local blockchain network used to store all kinds of communications between devices in the form of blockchain transactions. Every zone has its master node selected based on the resource capability and used for main blockchain activities, such as creating new blocks. Moreover, the master node centrally processes all incoming and outgoing transactions to and from a zone. The authors propose a behaviour monitor for each zone (configured on the master node), which classifies the behaviour of every device and compute a level of trust in each zone using learning neural networks.

The authors in (Boussard et al., 2019) present a blockchain-based trust evaluation for IoT devices (focusing on the home network), where reported histories stored in a blockchain are used to compute the trust scores for each class of devices. Initially, the authors propose to isolate groups of devices in network slices using their own defined home controller. Through a simplified risk assessment scale, users are able to assign desired trust levels to those isolated slices. The controllers then use this information to check if the devices are meeting the expectation of the user. Therefore, the current trust score of the devices is evaluated and compared to the expected trust level. The trust score is evaluated using the
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The proposed trust assessment system, which consists of the Terms of Use (TERMS). The TERMS consists of the properties and capabilities of a device designed by its manufacturer. Deviations and reports are also part of the trust assessment system. The first one defines the behaviours that do not follow the TERMS. The second one is the behaviour feedback monitoring done by network controllers of devices. These three elements (with crowd-sources nature) are stored in the blockchain and used to compute the trust scores of devices based on observed behaviour history. The authors also introduce an analyser element as a local trust assessment instance in home networks. They believe that global trust assessments are not suitable in environments with different policies and security or privacy requirements. The analysers examine the data from the blockchain and evaluate trust for the devices.

This research considered different requirements/elements to assess the presented trust approaches (Asiri and Miri, 2018; Di Pietro et al., 2018; Kouicem et al., 2018; Ali et al., 2019; Boussard et al., 2019; Dedeoglu et al., 2019; Lahbib et al., 2019; Malik et al., 2019b). Some of the requirements have already been derived in chapter 3. The others are related to blockchain technology in combination with smart contracts. In the following, the blockchain-related elements are briefly outlined:

- Trust data storage: Are trust information stored in the blockchain (on-chain) or outside the blockchain (off-chain)?
- Blockchain type: Is the approach using a private or public blockchain?
- Blockchain operation mode: Is the blockchain operated closed (permissioned) or open (permissionless)?
- Consensus protocol: Which mechanism is used to ensure that the participating nodes agree on the same copy of the ledger?
- Smart contract: Does the approach use smart contracts to automate processes and avoid the usage of third parties?
- Smart contract use case: For which use case is the smart contract integrated?

Next to them, Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 give an overview of the characteristics of different trust approaches in relation to the used assessment elements.

**Table 5.1: Review of blockchain-based trust approaches – part I (Shala et al., 2020a)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Trust Approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Di Pietro et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decentralisation</td>
<td>partially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-user integration</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust incentivisation</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data storage type</td>
<td>locally, blockchain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust data storage</td>
<td>off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockchain type</td>
<td>public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockchain operation mode</td>
<td>open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consensus protocol</td>
<td>PoW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart contract integration</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart contract use case</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust score assignment</td>
<td>ongoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust evaluation entity</td>
<td>local, individual, untrusted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust model completeness</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust aggregation</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust attack resilience</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitability for decentralised and end-user-based M2M services</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.2: Review of blockchain-based trust approaches – part II (Shala et al., 2020a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Trust Approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Kouicem et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Dedeoglu et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Ali et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Boussard et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decentralisation</td>
<td>fully</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fully</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>partially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-user integration</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>partially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust incentivisation</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data storage type</td>
<td>DHT, blockchain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>blockchain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>blockchain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>locally, blockchain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust data storage</td>
<td>on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockchain type</td>
<td>public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockchain operation mode</td>
<td>open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consensus protocol</td>
<td>PoS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Periodical selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart contract integration</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart contract use case</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust score assignment</td>
<td>ongoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ongoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ongoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ongoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust evaluation entity</td>
<td>local, individual, untrusted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>distributed, trusted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>local, individual, untrusted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>local, individual, untrusted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust model completeness</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust aggregation</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>machine learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust attack resilience</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitability for decentralised and end-user-based M2M services</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main limitations of the reviewed trust approaches (Asiri and Miri, 2018; Di Pietro et al., 2018; Kouicem et al., 2018; Ali et al., 2019; Boussard et al., 2019; Dedeoglu et al., 2019; Lahbib et al., 2019; Malik et al., 2019b) can be summarised as follow:

- Blockchain activities are utilised to store trust data. However, they are not used to merge the benefits of blockchain and consensus within the trust evaluation system to optimise the trust evaluation process.
- As with the trust approaches reviewed in chapter 3, the trust models used do not cover new M2M entities (new M2M services, new M2M service provider).
- Used consensus protocols have several limitations in terms of security and performance.

- Most of the approaches are using private and closed blockchains. Their focus is more on having a controlling/managing node in the network.

- Existing trust approaches do not consider the nature of end-user based M2M services, nor do they provide an end-user friendly platform and integration of the end-user into the trust processes.

- Most of the blockchain-based trust approaches are not fully decentralised. Instead, they contain centralised elements in the community. Usually, supernodes (centralised nodes monitoring other nodes in a specific area) are used for different community activities. Others do not contest task activities. Moreover, the trust scores of the supernodes are not considered. This results in low credibility regarding their provided trust evaluation results.

- Their resilience against trust attacks (such as bad-mouthing attacks) varies from moderate to low, opening the doors for malicious nodes to harm the system.

- Only a few of the evaluated approaches (Asiri and Miri, 2018; Dedeoglu et al., 2019; Malik et al., 2019b) include reward/punishment systems in the network to incentivise good behaviour among the nodes.

- The benefits of process automation and fully decentralisation are also mostly ignored in existing IoT trust approaches. Only the authors in (Asiri and Miri, 2018) and (Malik et al., 2019b) use smart contracts for checking the trust score, respectively computing it.
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- The computation and aggregation of the trust score are only addressed in (Dedeoglu et al., 2019; Lahbib et al., 2019; Malik et al., 2019b) by using weighted average or machine learning techniques in order to get the final score.

Similar to the reviewed trust approaches in chapter 3, it can be concluded that the blockchain-based trust approaches are less suitable for using them in end-user-based and decentralised M2M service provision approaches.

5.1.2 Fundamental Concept of Blockchain Integration for Data Integrity

Decentralised M2M communities are facing several problems. One of them is the increasing number of nodes joining/leaving the network and their unpredictable behaviour. That means different nodes acting independently from each other could behave maliciously by changing or removing sensitive data relevant to all community members. In terms of trust and trust evaluation within the M2M community, malicious nodes could manipulate or remove trust data from the network. Therefore, this research recognises the strengths of blockchain technology and proposes using it to optimise the storage system of the introduced trust approach. Thus, trust data is stored tamper-proof in the blockchain, and all community members have the possibility to check its integrity.

The workflow of the proposed approach starts with a service provider making a service available to the M2M community. All community members may evaluate the service trustworthiness (using the concept presented in chapter 4). Each M2M community member can act as a test agent. After a test agent has performed the trust evaluation
process and computed the trust score of the M2M service, it sends a blockchain transaction to the blockchain network. The blockchain transaction consists of information such as service ID, service instance (contact information about the service provider), evaluated trust score, and test agent contact information. The transaction broadcasted to all nodes part of the network is going to be part of a block. The created block has to be validated from the blockchain nodes. This process concludes with a so-called consensus indicating that the nodes agree on the same version of the blockchain. Figure 5.1 shows the blockchain integration used for storing trust data in the blockchain. Permission to reproduce Figure 5.1 has been granted by Springer Nature.

Figure 5.1: Integration of blockchain for storing trust data (Shala et al., 2019a)
This research also suggests combining the DHT and blockchain storage types. Therefore, a DHT architecture is used to store the evaluated trust data. Specifically, the DHT storage contains only the current trust information about the M2M entities and enables fast and efficient lookups. The blockchain is used to store the whole data history and enable tamper-proof data. An end-user can utilise the DHT to find specific trust information quickly. On the other side, for integrity checks and further investigations, the blockchain can be used. If an end-user wants to check the integrity of a specific datum, it requires the information from the P2P overlay and compares/verifies it with that from the blockchain. Positive matches indicate that the end-user can rely on the data, and further actions can be taken.

The optimisation concept with P2P and blockchain can also be mapped to several other aspects of decentralised and end-user-based M2M service provision. The M2M community, with its members and services, provides a source for various data. There is information about the community members, such as contact details, admission details, and the list of services they provide. Furthermore, there is data about the registration of services and their descriptions. Figure 5.2 illustrates a general overview of storing different data categories in DHT and blockchain and using this combination for integrity check-ups. Permission to reproduce Figure 5.2 has been granted by Springer Nature.

A critical but also powerful and essential element of blockchain technology is the consensus protocol. The literature provides several proposed consensus approaches used within the blockchain technology (for instance, some are summarised in (Chalaemwongwan and Kurutach, 2018)). The most famous representation of consensus protocols is the Proof of Work (PoW) algorithm presented in Bitcoin. However, these
existing consensus approaches have several limitations. The next section will provide a review of existing consensus protocols, highlight their drawbacks, and propose a novel trust-based consensus protocol. The new consensus protocol is used within the framework proposed in this thesis and can also be used beyond it.

Figure 5.2: DHT and blockchain for the storage of different data categories (Shala et al., 2019a)

5.1.3 Review of DLT-Based Consensus Protocols

As mentioned, consensus between nodes is required to agree on the same state or copy of a ledger. The literature review provides several definitions for the terms consensus, consensus protocol, and consensus mechanism (Christidis and Devetsikiotis, 2016; METI, 2016; Natoli and Gramoli, 2016; Bashir, 2017). One paper defines the consensus
as a process to reach a global view of all transactions between the nodes in the blockchain (Christidis and Devetsikiotis, 2016). Another definition (METI, 2016) states that consensus is "a series of procedures from approving a transaction as an official one and mutually confirming said results by using" consensus mechanisms or protocols. A consensus mechanism is defined in (Bashir, 2017) as "a set of steps that are taken by all, or most, nodes in order to agree on a proposed state or value". The main properties of a consensus are "agreement indicating that if two non-faulty participants decide they decide on the same block, validity indicating that the decided block should be one of the blocks that were proposed and termination indicating that eventually a correct participant decides" (Natoli and Gramoli, 2016).

There are different consensus protocols present in the literature. The literature review in this section separates them into two categories. The first one deals with the most relevant consensus protocols proposed within the DLT community. The second one consists of approaches that combine trust and consensus elements to optimise the whole workflow.

This research identifies several requirements that have to be fulfilled by a consensus protocol to comply with the characteristics of an end-user-based and decentralised M2M environment. A well-suited consensus protocol optimises the synergy of blockchain, trust, and M2M and should fulfil the following listed requirements:

- Less computational effort: M2M entities part of the M2M community are lightweight devices. They do not have the computational capability to perform high computing actions to maintain the distributed ledger and achieve consensus. Therefore, the protocol should support less computational effort to perform all these actions.
- Trusted selection of the block creator: One node will be selected to create a new block in the blockchain. This node is called block creator. The way a peer is selected as a block creator is crucial, as a peer with bad intention could be selected and add fake transactions to the ledger.

- Trusted transactions and block creation: Distributed ledger technologies provide a secure way to store data. However, the trustworthiness of the data and the data originator are not the aims of it. The consensus protocol should consider the differentiation between the transactions and the transaction originator trustworthiness. Besides selecting the block creator, the blocks created should also be trusted, which means they should not include fake transactions. This implicates that only trusted transactions are added within a block.

- Decentralised architecture: The DLT network should be completely decentralised. Centralised entities controlling the blockchain activities should be avoided. A decentralised architecture enables the defence against single points of failure and possible attacks from a supervising node. Besides them, the initial requirement of this research is to provide an overall decentralised approach within the proposed framework.

- Trust reward/punishment: Peers part of the M2M community should be motivated to participate in the consensus-building process. Harmful activities should be punished and the right ones honoured by the system.

- Dynamic and reliable trust model: The trust model should adjust itself dynamically based on the trust situation of the community. Moreover, it should generate reliable trust scores and dynamic allocation of them.
- Robustness/resilient against fake transaction attacks: The consensus should be resilient against fake transactions or blocks flooded by one or many peers in the network.

- Reliable validation decision process: The process and the decisions of the community to include a new block in the blockchain should be reliable.

The evaluation of the reviewed consensus protocols is done based on these identified requirements. In the following, a brief overview of traditional- and trust-based consensus approaches is presented.

**Traditional Consensus Approaches**

The Proof of Work (PoW) consensus protocol was introduced by Bitcoin and is one of the first mechanisms to achieve consensus between nodes in a blockchain on the same ledger. The PoW consists of nodes acting as "miners" by trying to solve a computational puzzle called hash. The node that solves first this puzzle will validate and add a new block to the blockchain. The performing activities are rewarded for the first successful miner for validation. (Nakamoto, 2008) However, performing PoW requires hardware with high computational power, and the mining process is an energy-intensive process.

Another consensus mechanism is Proof of Stake (PoS), which tries to offer a more efficient way to validate transactions in the blockchain. This mechanism does not require high computing power and selects nodes randomly for mining based on several criteria (depends on the PoS version). The first version of PoS defines proof of ownership of a currency and the coinage consumed by a transaction as criteria to select nodes to add new blocks. The blockchain with the highest score is selected as the main chain in different
concurrent chains in the network. This score is computed based on the consumed coinage of every transaction which is part of the block. (King and Nadal, 2012) PoS protocol minimises the computing effort and provides more energy efficiency. However, selecting leaders based on the stake ownership percentage could lead to centralisation and monopolisation.

One of the extended versions of PoS is the Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS), where other nodes elect the block producers. The votes are weighted based on the network stake of each voter. In DPoS the number of block producers is fixed, and every block producer is allowed to produce one block per round. If a block producer does not perform the right actions, he can be voted out by the community. The DPoS provides a pretence democracy by enabling voting. (Snider et al., 2018) However, one of the disadvantages of this protocol is the possibility to build a monopoly as votes are weighted based on the stake owned by each node. Thus, rich nodes could increase their impact on the network. Another problem is the fixed small number of block producers that can be elected. As a result, the level of centralisation increases.

Nano is a consensus protocol that uses a block-lattice structure where each block contains only one transaction, and every node (account holder) has its blockchain (not the whole but only a single view about it). Sending funds from one account to another requires a send transaction from the sender of the funds and a receive transaction from the receiver. If there is a conflict on a transaction, the system can start a voting mechanism where representatives are chosen on behalf of account holders and vote for transactions. Their voting power is calculated based on the sum of all account balances that have chosen them. In order to mitigate a double-spending attack, Nano uses a lightweight version of
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the PoW. (LeMahieu, 2018) The Nano protocol is similar to the Proof-of-Stake protocol and leads to supernodes in the form of representatives. Moreover, monopoly is also an issue here.

A different consensus approach is provided in Ripple where each node has a Unique Node List (UNL) and a ledger. The UNL contains a list of nodes chosen by a node, assuming that they will not behave maliciously. The consensus works in that way that a node votes by comparing the transaction received from the UNL with other transactions from previous rounds or other nodes if they match. Transactions that receive a negative vote are considered for the next consensus round or discarded from the network. The voting mechanism runs until the transaction receives 80% of the votes, which qualifies them to be included in the ledger. (Schwartz et al., 2014) Ripple is an energy-saving protocol that relies on voting based on transaction similarity and does not require PoW computing. However, the drawback of Ripple is that the consensus is achieved by a fixed number of peers, which leads to a less decentralised system.

Another consensus protocol is introduced in IOTA, which uses Tangle as an underlying distributed ledger technology. It is based on a directed acyclic graph (DAG). In a Tangle, all transactions are linked with each other, where unconfirmed transactions are called tips and confirmed transactions sites. In order to deploy a new transaction to the community, a node first needs to validate two previous transactions by performing a lightweight PoW (used to avoid double-spending) and other validating steps (for instance, if the transaction conflicts with the history of the tangle). After validating two other transactions, the current transaction is linked to them and waits until others validate it. Additionally, IOTA adds weight to the sites (transactions). The weight of each site is calculated based on the
time a node spent doing PoW for confirming that transaction. Each transaction also has a cumulative weight. (Popov, 2018) Tangle is a lightweight consensus protocol that uses a coordinator to protect the system from double-spending attacks. Therefore, the coordinator has to issue transactions periodically called milestones. Other transactions are confirmed if they are referenced by a milestone (Wall, 2017). The integration of a coordinator is a centralised element in Tangle and can be considered as a drawback.

**Trust-Based Consensus Approaches**

The authors in (Zou et al., 2019) propose using a blockchain to log service transactions part of a crowdsourcing site. To avoid the limitations of PoW, they introduce a consensus mechanism where a ledger management group maintains the blockchain and the leader of it is selected using a voting-based election algorithm. Moreover, the selected leader selects a *service transaction validation group* to validate transactions that have to be included in the blockchain. The list of the *service transaction validation group* is sent to other members part of the blockchain that vote based on their own trust database for or against that list. Based on the received votes, the leader forms the validation group and broadcasts the final list to the network. The validation nodes select transactions for including them in the next block and broadcasts them to other nodes. These other nodes, called consortium nodes, also vote on the proposed transactions by the validation nodes. The leader summarises the votes of both the validation nodes and consortium nodes to select the winning transactions to be included in the block. The consensus protocol introduced by (Zou et al., 2019) avoids Proof of Work and adds trust to the whole process. However, deciding on a leader for blockchain management leads to centrality and a single point of failure. The authors also do not describe the motivation of the participating nodes.
in the overall process. There are also missing information regarding the local trust databases on whether they differ from node to node. Another point is that the authors consider all transactions to be part of the blockchain without checking the trustworthiness of the transactions.

Another trust-based consensus protocol is proposed in (Bahri and Girdzijauskas, 2018), where the authors combine a so-called trust graph encoded in the blockchain and PoW. Based on the trust graph, the trust score of every node can be derived and used to "assign the amount of energy that has to be sent for traditional PoW". First, a trust graph is created where every node expresses its trust towards other nodes. Based on that graph, trust metrics for all consensus nodes are computed. In order to avoid centralisation, all nodes with the highest trust score are discarded from the consensus part. The consensus protocol presented in (Bahri and Girdzijauskas, 2018) randomly selects a node in each round relative to the overall trust derived from the trust graph. The selected node can decide on transactions to be deployed in the blockchain. The authors in (Bahri and Girdzijauskas, 2018) also claim that the difficulty of the cryptographic puzzle depends on the trust score of the selecting node proposing a new block. Nodes with a higher trust level have to mine with a lower difficulty level of the puzzle. The approach presented in (Bahri and Girdzijauskas, 2018) represents a lightweight version of the PoW that minimises the computing power required for mining and integrates trust elements in the overall process. However, they do not explain how transactions are validated after a node with a high trust score has proposed a block. Moreover, generating a trusted candidate set by the previous miner adds centralisation to the concept. The authors also miss adding more trust to the process of creating a block or selecting transactions. Moreover, the participation of the nodes in the consensus process is not rewarded or punished.
The authors in \cite{COTI2018} propose a consensus protocol operating in a DAG and where transactions receive trust scores based on the trust score of the sending node. In order to deploy a transaction to the DAG, the node has to validate two prior unconfirmed transactions. Moreover, the node has to perform a lightweight form of PoW to disable double-spending attacks. These unconfirmed transactions are selected based on the current trust score of the transaction to be deployed (trust scores that are close to each other). "This results in the formation of trustchains in the cluster. The cumulative trust score of such a chain is the sum of the trust score of all the transactions making up the chain". \cite{COTI2018} To check whether a transaction is confirmed, the cumulative trust score of its trustchain must be compared with the preset global confirmation threshold. The advantage of the approach presented in \cite{COTI2018} is that, compared to other approaches, it also considers the trust score of the transaction originator and the transaction in the consensus process. Moreover, the confirmation of the transaction depends on its trust score and the trust score of the trustchain. The authors in \cite{COTI2021} describe the trustchain as a network where the trust score of nodes is considered to evaluate the level of proof of work necessary to confirm a transaction. However, the authors in \cite{COTI2021} state that a small number of highly trusted nodes implement the consensus. The disadvantage is the risk of centralisation and monopoly during the consensus process.

In order to enable a decentralised smart contract settlement and validation, the authors in \cite{ICASH2018} introduce a Proof-of-Trust protocol. The idea of this protocol differs from the others reviewed above. It evaluates and pre-validates information entered in the smart contract, which is contested by other participant nodes. "Whenever data input is contested by one of the smart contract parties, a decentralised network of qualified participants
validates the data before the execution of the contract" (ICASH, 2018). The Proof-of-Trust protocol is performed by so-called delegates, who are initially considered trustworthy and legitimate through a known-your-costumer process. For each smart contract, a delegate is assigned, and the contract is "executed with a valid input". The delegates have at the beginning the same high trust score (100%), which remains or is changed based on the inputs provided by them. If there is a "contestation to an input, a full network call is incited and all delegates in the network vote in an auditing process of the original query to provide majority consensus" (ICASH, 2018). Based on this vote, the trust score of the delegate is changed or not. The authors in (ICASH, 2018) introduce a reward/punishment system for the inputs provided by the delegates. Another advantage of this approach is that the inputs added to a blockchain are pre-checked, and a certain level of trust is attached to a transaction. However, the selection of the delegates is disadvantageous, as they are initially considered trustworthy without going through a trust evaluation process.

**Review Outcomes of Existing Consensus Protocols**

The benefits and limitations of the different consensus protocols can be summarised as follow:

Most of the reviewed approaches (Nakamoto, 2008; King and Nadal, 2012; Schwartz *et al.*, 2014; COTI, 2018; Bahri and Girdzijauskas, 2018; LeMahieu, 2018; Snider *et al.*, 2018) require computational effort for achieving consensus and validating new transactions. However, the protocols described in (Schwartz *et al.*, 2014; Zou *et al.*, 2019) minimise this effort by removing the need to perform "Proof of Work" and solve a computational puzzle. Traditional-based consensus protocols (Nakamoto, 2008; King and
Nadal, 2012; Schwartz et al., 2014; LeMahieu, 2018; Popov, 2018; Snider et al., 2018) also do not fully satisfy the requirement to fairly select a node that produces a new block. They use computational effort or amount of stake to decide on a block creator. In contrast to them, trust-based protocols (COTI, 2018; Bahri and Girdzijauskas, 2018; ICASH, 2018; Zou et al., 2019) add some trust elements to the selection process by considering the trust score of peers. Another point is how new blocks are created and if they include correct transactions. Except for the protocol in (COTI, 2018), which consider the trustworthiness of the inputs in the blockchain, all other reviewed protocols (Nakamoto, 2008; King and Nadal, 2012; Schwartz et al., 2014; Bahri and Girdzijauskas, 2018; ICASH, 2018; LeMahieu, 2018; Popov, 2018; Snider et al., 2018; Zou et al., 2019) do not or partially satisfy the requirement for trusted block creation. In order to avoid monopoly and single points of failure, a decentralised architecture with decentralised responsibilities is required. Only the PoW fully satisfies this requirement by including all participating nodes in the consensus and block validation process. Other reviewed approaches (King and Nadal, 2012; Schwartz et al., 2014; COTI, 2018; ICASH, 2018; LeMahieu, 2018; Popov, 2018; Snider et al., 2018; Zou et al., 2019) partially satisfy the requirement of a decentralised architecture. Mostly, semi-centralised representatives or only a limited number of nodes involved in consensus building prevent the system from being fully decentralised. Another important element of a consensus is how the network motivates the nodes to participate in the consensus process and deal with misbehaving nodes. Specifically, a trust reward/punishment system is required. The authors in (Bitcoin - Developer Guides, 2021) suggest a ban score assigned to misbehaving nodes that broadcast false information. However, this fact only partially fulfils the requirement as it does not include incentives for nodes to participate in all consensus steps. Another
approach that partially fulfils the defined requirement is (ICASH, 2018), which introduces a reward/punishment system, but only for nodes that send an input to the blockchain without considering the validating nodes or block creators. None of the reviewed approaches, except the protocol introduced in (Bahri and Girdzijauskas, 2018), use or describe any trust model that can evaluate the trustworthiness of the participating nodes of the blockchain. The trust level of the nodes ensures a reliable and secure network mitigating several misbehaving attacks. In this context, participating nodes could flood the network with fake transactions and try to bring false information into the blockchain. Protocols like (Nakamoto, 2008; Schwartz et al., 2014; COTI, 2018; ICASH, 2018; Popov, 2018; Zou et al., 2019) partially satisfy the requirement of being resilient against these attacks. The high computing power required to add new blocks to the blockchain in (Nakamoto, 2008) mitigates the integration of blocks with fake transactions in the blockchain as not every malicious node can solve the cryptographic puzzle. The approach in (Schwartz et al., 2014) requires transaction similarity to add a transaction to the blockchain. Therefore, a malicious node must maintain a high percentage of nodes to proceed with its fake transactions in the blockchain. The Tangle protocol also partially satisfies this requirement by considering the cumulative weight of transactions to decide which transactions are valid. Most of the trust-based approaches (COTI, 2018; ICASH, 2018; Zou et al., 2019) consider trust weight or scores of transactions in their solution. However, they do not cover all considered attacks of fake transactions. Therefore, they partially fulfil the requirement of being resilient against fake transaction attacks. Finally, only the protocols introduced in (Schwartz et al., 2014; ICASH, 2018; Zou et al., 2019) partially support a reliable validation decision process. In Ripple (Schwartz et al., 2014),
the validation is done through transaction similarity check-ups, and in (ICASH, 2018; Zou et al., 2019), through voting of all community members.

The outcomes of the review are also illustrated in the following Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Evaluation of existing consensus protocols (Shala et al., 2019c)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Computational effort (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional-based</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoW</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoS</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPoS</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ripple</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangle</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust-based</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zou</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahri</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COTI</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Cash</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assessment notation: + satisfied, o partially satisfied, - not satisfied, n/a not applicable
5.1.4 Novel Trust-Based Consensus Protocol for Blockchain

The previous section has identified several limitations on existing consensus protocols. One main issue is the fact that these approaches do not consider trust in their methodology. Trust inside the M2M community is a crucial aspect of this research. To overcome existing problems and to be applicable for decentralised M2M environments, this research project presents a novel trust-based consensus protocol. This protocol is used in the blockchain network and other activities within the proposed framework (will be presented in upcoming chapters). The consensus protocol aims to combine several benefits of existing ones and include trust as a fundamental element. It is called Trust Consensus Protocol (Trust-CP) as it integrates trust within the different steps of the consensus-building workflow.

**Fundamental Principles**

The Trust-CP aims to solve several trust issues in a decentralised community where the nodes do not need to spend too much energy and waste computational power for performing blockchain activities. The main component of the proposed consensus protocol is the dynamic trust model (Trust Evaluation System), which is introduced in chapter 4 and is used to assign trust scores to peers from whom blocks and transactions inherit the scores. This novel trust model considers all relevant trust aspects of a node, including the initial trust level, community participation, and experience rating between the nodes. Another important component of the Trust-CP is the trust selection of block creator nodes (nodes that can collect transactions and add a new block to the blockchain). In order to enable reliable verification of new blocks, a trust-based voting system is integrated into the consensus protocol. For encouraging the nodes to participate positively
in the whole blockchain process, a trust reward/punishment mechanism is included in the Trust-CP.

**Lifecycle of Trust-CP**

This research considers that all nodes of the M2M community also participate in the blockchain network. As the M2M community is a decentralised environment without a centralised authority, the participating nodes are continuously evaluated to derive their current trust score. Part of the trust evaluation is also the active participation in the blockchain network. As mentioned, all nodes in the blockchain network will have their trust score. During the lifetime, transactions are sent from one node to other nodes. All transactions are assigned with the trust score of the transaction initiator (trust score of the sender node). In this research, the blockchain is used to store information about the trust scores of nodes and services. For instance, node A evaluates the trust score of node B using the trust model described in chapter 4. After the trust score is computed, node A sends a transaction to node B containing the trust information. Other nodes also send a transaction like that. These transactions are unconfirmed and are waiting to be approved by the blockchain network. Before the approval process starts, the transactions have to be included in a block. This is done by so-called block creators, who are nodes selected from the blockchain network to perform these tasks.

The remainder of this section describes the lifecycle of the Trust Consensus Protocol through an example.

The lifecycle description of the Trust-CP starts with a given network of five nodes. It is assumed that these nodes have been in the network for some time and that various
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activities have been carried out. Furthermore, it is also assumed that the trust scores of these nodes have been evaluated (using the trust model explained in section 4.4) during the time and that there is sufficient data to support this. The bootstrapping of these nodes and the trust evaluation activities are not relevant and not described at this point. Exemplary the following trust scores of the five nodes are given: Peer A = 0.58; Peer B = 0.89; Peer C = 0.77; Peer D = 0.48; Peer E = 0.81). The description of the Trust-CP also considers that the five nodes are and behave trustworthily.

The proposed Trust Consensus Protocol consists of five main phases (see Figure 5.3): Trust Peer Filtering (see Figure 5.3, Phase I), Random Selection (see Figure 5.3, Phase II); Block Creation (see Figure 5.3, Phase III); Trust Weighted Voting (see Figure 5.3, Phase IV); Trust Reward/Punishment (see Figure 5.3, Phase V). These phases are explained in the following paragraphs.
The Trust-CP process is triggered every round of a new block generation, where unconfirmed transactions are collected and included in a new block. In Phase 1 of the Trust-CP (see Figure 5.3), only the nodes with a high trust score (0.75 or higher) are filtered out and considered for Phase 2. The threshold of 0.75 is set initially and is changed through a dynamic threshold adjustment system. In this example, the trust peer filtering identifies three highly trusted peers (Peer B, Peer C, and Peer E) for the random selection phase (Phase 2). All other nodes are not considered to be selected as block creators. If there are no nodes with a trust score above the threshold, it is assumed that there is an untrustworthy or compromised network at all. This kind of scenario is out of the scope of
this thesis. Alternatively, the selection of the block creator could be based on the voting of all nodes part of the blockchain. Every node will vote for another node to be selected as a block creator. The nodes are voting for nodes part of their neighbour list. The voting is weighted with the trust score of the voting node and the node being voted on.

Phase 2 (see Figure 5.3) of the Trust-CP consists of randomly selecting one of the highly trusted nodes as the block creator for the new round of block generation. In this case, the algorithm selects one of the three peers filtered out in Phase 1. Exemplarily, Peer B is selected to act as a block creator in Phase III.

Overall, Phase 1 and 2 of the Trust-CP rely on a trust-based selection mechanism where the block creators are selected based on the combination of trust score and randomness. For every round of block generation, an algorithm runs through the nodes to randomly select a block creator based on its trust score.

In Phase 3 (see Figure 5.3), the selected block creator (in this example Peer B) collects pending transactions to a block. Another information added to the block is the trust score of the block creator and the voting information about its selection process. Additionally, the created block contains block ID, previous block header hash, timestamp (no difficulty target and no nonce value compared with the Proof of Work), Merkle root, and transactions. Ideally, only transactions with a high trust score are considered to be part of the block. Transactions below the threshold are not considered to be part of the block. If the block creator node does not have a pending transaction that meets the criteria, then the block creator node drops its task, and a new block creator must be selected using the algorithms in Phases 1 and 2.
After the block is generated, it will be broadcasted to other nodes for validation and confirmation (see Figure 5.3, Phase IV). Other nodes will receive the block and verify it by checking the trust score of the block creator node, the trust score of the transactions part of the block, and the hash values of the block. Suppose the block contains the right information and also fulfils the criteria of the system. In that case, it will be voted positively by the validating node and the block is forwarded to other nodes. The criteria are fulfilled if a trusted block creator creates the block, the block contains the right hashes, and the transactions within the block are also trusted. If the block does not meet the conditions, it receives a no vote. The votes are weighted based on the trust score of the validators. If the block receives a majority of positive votes from all highly trusted nodes, it is part of the blockchain.

This research also proposes to reward or punish nodes for their actions within the blockchain network. The reward/punishment system motivates the nodes to participate in blockchain activities and increases the overall functionality of the network (see Figure 5.3, Phase V). If, for instance, a block creator provides a fake block, it will get a lower trust level from the validating nodes and will be downgraded by losing the possibility to create blocks for further rounds. In general, the block creator node will receive positive or negative trust scores based on the approval or rejection of the proposed block.

Overall, the following benefits and limitations are identified:

- The trust score of the participating entities is considered in all phases of the consensus lifecycle. Only trustworthy nodes can participate in the consensus process, and only trustworthy transactions and blocks are allowed to be included in the blockchain.
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- The trust scores used for the Trust-CP are based on the proposed trust model in section 4.4, which considers different trust aspects of an M2M entity and thus provides a good basis for an expressive trust score. Combining the Trust-CP with the trust model complicates the process for malicious nodes to increase the trust score.

- Spending too much energy and wasting computational power like the PoW consensus protocol is avoided.

- Fake transactions broadcasted from untrustworthy nodes are ignored and not included in the blockchain (refer to the experiments conducted in 7.2.4).

- Resilient against an increasing number of malicious nodes (with low trust scores) in the network and fake transactions spread by them (refer to the experiments conducted in 7.2.4).

- The Trust-CP actually works in an environment where all trustworthy nodes participate correctly and faithfully in all consensus activities. Attacks or malicious activities from nodes with good trust scores are not considered in the proposed consensus protocol.

- The resiliency of the proposed consensus protocol decreases as more trustworthy nodes with bad intentions cooperate in the network.

- Trust-CP fails when attacked by collaborating nodes that joined the network, worked hard to get high trust scores, and now control the entire system. These nodes can push out other nodes from the network, add wrong information to the blockchain, and manipulate the trust scores of others. Nevertheless, compared to other consensus protocols, the Trust-CP resists this type of attack for longer because of the high effort a malicious node has to put in to increase its trust score.
- Typical attacks on traditional consensus protocols, such as denial of service, double-spending, or identity attacks, are not considered in the evaluation of the Trust-CP and are out of the scope of this thesis.

5.2 Integration of Service Testing within Trust Evaluation Activities

The different M2M/IoT trust approaches reviewed in chapter 3 present solutions for evaluating the trust score of existing services, and no or few publications consider new joining entities. This is a disadvantage because malicious peers could enter the community with malfunctioning/malicious services and manipulate the ranking of others to gain a better reputation for themselves. As a result, they can cause trouble in the system.

For that reason, it is essential to consider the initial trust score of services and peers when entering the M2M community. This ensures faster trustworthiness among the peers and the services. Thus, trust relationships between entities are established more quickly and peers with bad intentions are identified.

The upcoming subsections will present a literature review of trust approaches outside the M2M/IoT domain that recognise the problem of trust for new entities (section 5.2.1). Moreover, the integration of functional testing within the trust evaluation (subsection 5.2.2) and the extension with performance testing will be introduced (section 5.2.3). Finally, section 5.2.4 presents the workflow for building the initial trust score of new M2M services.
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5.2.1 Existing Trust Approaches for Initial Trust Score Evaluation

Trust information about new M2M entities entering the M2M community supports the decisions of existing peers to start interactions with them or not. This research has identified a few publications dealing with initial trust scores for services in other application fields. In the following, a selection of the most significant works for this issue is presented. The outcomes of the review are summarised at the end of this section.

Some approaches are dealing with the trust bootstrapping problem for web services (Aljazzaf et al., 2011; Nguyen et al., 2012; Tibermacine et al., 2015). The term trust bootstrapping is defined in (Aljazzaf et al., 2011) as the "mechanisms to assign trust rate for a new service that its trustworthiness is unknown and before having any requestor interacting with it". In (Nguyen et al., 2012), it is defined as a process for establishing the initial trust score "for newcomers who do not have or have very limited record of their past behaviours in the community". The approach in (Aljazzaf et al., 2011) considers the subjectivity of trust where different nodes have a different opinion about the observed trust score of the service. Moreover, it includes also the different trust scores of a service in different situations. Initially, every service provider publishes provider and service information. The system uses different information to perform the evaluations. The process includes different methods as defined in (Aljazzaf et al., 2011): monitoring (Objective Trust Metric), certification (Subjective Trust Metric), or feedback (Provider Trust Metric) approach. More in detail, the following metric parameters are used: execution time, response time, latency, throughput, remedies, security, privacy, payment satisfaction, output satisfaction, brand, competence, honesty, website, and physical location. The evaluated trust metrics are stored in the registry of the system and can be
used by the service requester for selecting a service based on its trust preferences on a set of trust metrics.

The authors in (Nguyen et al., 2012) aimed to overcome the initial trust score problem for web services by providing three generic mechanisms. The first one is the inheritance mechanism. Here, a web service gets the trust score of the service provider. This is applied to a new service when the service provider is already part of the community and has past trust scores. The second mechanism is based on referrals, where a web service gets the trust score based on referrals from other communities. This includes the situation when the service provider of the new web service is also new to the community, but the web service has been used in other communities. The third one is the guarantee mechanism, where the web service gets a temporary trust score under guarantee conditions. This is applied when service and service provider are new, and the other two mechanisms are not relevant. In this case, the new service agrees to provide a guarantee policy. For example, by paying back part of its cost to the consumer if it does not perform as promised in the agreement. The community will manage this process using a monitoring engine in the system. (Nguyen et al., 2012)

Another approach for new web services is introduced in (Tibermacine et al., 2015). The initial reputation values are estimated based on the Quality of Service (QoS) attributes of a service and the similarities with other services. First, a new service joins the community, including a set of initial QoS attributes. Then, the system checks the history of the service provider offering that service. Based on the history, the system can classify the service provider as a new or existing one. New service providers will get a zero-reputation score which means untrustworthy. If it is an existing service provider, reputation is calculated
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Based on the quality of services provided in the past. In the next phase, the system will check the similarity rate of the new service with other existing services. First, the system builds a model from the QoS vectors and reputation values of similar services. Similar services are derived using the comparison of the Web Services Description Language (WSDL) files of the services. The new service will then get the higher reputation value of the provider reputation value and the reputation value created by the system. The third phase considers services and service providers who are new in the system without past interactions. Therefore, the system combines all QoS and reputation data of all long-standing web services to build a multiple regression model to estimate the reputation of these new entities. (Tibermacine et al., 2015)

The authors in (Yu et al., 2015) give a special focus on computing the initial trust score of defence agents, which are part of computer network collaborative defence models. Different types of agents are present in such an environment: management agent, evaluation agent, and new coming agent. The new coming agent will undergo the trust bootstrapping process to get an initial trust score, whereas the management agent and the evaluation agent are considered trustworthy. The trust evaluation process starts with the registration of the new agent to the management agent. The latter selects an appropriate evaluation agent for this process. Afterwards, the evaluation agent sends test tasks to the new node and waits for the task execution results. The results are used to classify the trust type of the defence agent, which is related to the behaviour pattern of the agent and is identified by analysing its feedback. Moreover, the trust evaluation process includes identifying constraints by analysing the benefits and costs for performing defence task between two entities. Additionally, this analysis includes also the benefit that the trust brings to the entities by calculating the gained trust utility. Afterwards, assigning the
initial trust score of the new defence agent is done using the methods of assigning corresponding values and computation of weighted averages for the defence agents. (Yu et al., 2015)

The authors in (Djamaludin et al., 2013) aim to provide an approach for assigning initial trust scores in Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN). Therefore, they propose a distributed trust system where initial trust scores are computed during the deployment and initialisation of new nodes. The authors in (Djamaludin et al., 2013) support the key management in networks without a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). Their initial trust score approach is called Leverage of Common Friends (LCF), which focuses on common contacts between two nodes meeting for the first time. In detail, the LCF approach considers the number of contacts, the number of common contacts, and the public key validity as elements to establish the initial trust score between two entities. (Djamaludin et al., 2013)

Another trust approach for evaluating the initial trust score of entities is presented in (Wang, 2020). The author introduces a trust model including direct and indirect trust for the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) environment. Direct trust includes historical interaction experience between vehicles, whereas indirect trust includes recommendations from other nodes. The problem of trust initialisation between two vehicles is solved by using the social relationships of vehicle owners. These kinds of relationships are considered to be used for building a so-called offline trust. The offline social relations are classified based on the social proximity between entities and includes the following types: relative, friend, ordinary, and strange. The type *relative* means that the entities have a blood relationship, whereas the last type, *strange*, stands for no previous interactions. Finally, initial, direct,
and indirect trust are used to compute the overall trust score of an entity (using also weighted sum calculation).

The authors in (Wahab et al., 2020) deal with the initial trust score problem of cloud services and introduces a machine-learning approach where the evaluating entity uses specifications of new and similar cloud services to compute the initial trust score. Specifically, a user assesses the trust score of each interaction based on the own satisfaction level. Suppose a user decides to participate in the bootstrapping process for another new cloud service. In that case, it will use its existing trust data on similar cloud services and the new one to train a decision tree machine learning classifier. This process results in the trust labels trustworthy or untrustworthy new cloud service. Many users can be part of the trust bootstrapping process. All their trust labelling outcomes are aggregated to compute the final initial trust score for the new joining cloud service. An incentivisation system ensures the participating of community members in the trust bootstrapping process. (Wahab et al., 2020)

In contrast to existing trust approaches in M2M/IoT, the works described in this section provide some interesting points on how to solve the problem of new joining entities. However, similar to the M2M/IoT trust approaches presented in chapter 3, they suffer from the limitations of insecure storage and trust assessment systems. None of the approaches provides details on the storage system and its architecture (centralised or decentralised). Moreover, there is no information if security measures are used to protect sensitive trust data. The following presents some identified limitations regarding the trust assessment schemes provided in the approaches mentioned above.
- Self-declaration: In (Aljazzaf et al., 2011), the service providers have to specify the trust metrics themselves. Thus, they are able to falsify the information. This results in not reliable trust data and has a bad impact on the trust evaluation process.

- Inheritance approach: Some design issues are also present in (Nguyen et al., 2012). For instance, the inheritance mechanism where a new service inherits the trust score of the service provider's existing services. It is not very secure to rely on other services from the service provider, as a new service may behave differently. Thus, the trust score assignment for a new service should not only be based on the trust scores of existing services. Similar, the authors in (Tibermacine et al., 2015) use the values of other services provided by the service provider for assigning the initial score for new joining services.

- Nodes similarities: Some of the approaches (such as in (Djamaludin et al., 2013) or (Wahab et al., 2020)) are relying on the similarities between two entities for assigning the initial trust score. Moreover, the author in (Wang, 2020) includes social proximity between entities in the offline world. In (Djamaludin et al., 2013), the focus is on common friends between two entities. However, in a decentralised M2M community, it is assumed that there are not so many existing social relationships between new joining entities and existing ones.

- The referral and guarantee mechanism presented in (Nguyen et al., 2012) are also not efficient and secure because considering only the behaviour of the service in past communities without considering its initial behaviour is not enough to provide a reliable trust level of services.
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- The authors in (Yu et al., 2015) lack information regarding the evaluation steps taken by the evaluation agents for assigning the initial trust score for new agents.

5.2.2 Integration of Functional Testing for Initial Trust

The previous sections have outlined the need for establishing trust in the initial states of M2M service provisioning. The initial trust score problem has been overlooked so far in existing M2M/IoT approaches (see chapter 3). Thus, new M2M services and service providers join the network with no or generalised trust information. Few approaches in other domains (see the previous subsection) dealing with this issue provide only a limited solution to be applied for the M2M domain. However, they do not provide a fully independent and decentralised trust management system and mostly rely on recommendations or trust scores from similar services, which are not reliable sources for assigning initial trust scores.

No initial trust information in the M2M community exhibits shortcomings. The service creation process of the end-user results in a new single or composed service in the community. In comparison with existing services, there is no prior knowledge of the new service in the community, nor are there some recommendations/observations or historical data, which could give a short overview of the behaviour of the new service. Moreover, there is no transaction list and no rating score about the new service compared to existing ones in the community. This knowledge gap about the service could lead to enormous problems such as security attacks performed by newly joining end-users. The M2M community and the participants are not able to check whether they can trust the new M2M entities. Therefore, it is recommended to provide an approach for evaluating the trust
score of newly provided services in the community to enable other entities to decide whether to trust the service and start an interaction or ignore and ban it out of the community.

This research project proposes to test services immediately after publication and use the testing outcomes to create an initial trust score. The testing process includes the integration of functional tests. The functional testing concept (already introduced in section 4.3) consists of end-users acting as test agents and their test environment (Test Engine (TTE) and Trust Engine (TUE)). All end-users of the M2M community can act as test agents and perform test activities on other M2M services independently. In general, certain activities of the M2M services are reviewed and evaluated through so-called test agents. The test environment handles the whole testing process by analysing the service information, producing test cases, executing them, and analysing the test outcomes. Together with defined criteria, these outcomes are used to compute the initial trust score of a service and verify whether or not the service that entered the community is trustworthy. The whole test process should confirm the functionality of the new M2M service and forms the starting point on whether to trust it or not. Thus, the initial behaviour of an M2M service represents its initial trust score. The trust scores are shared among the M2M participants and stored in the P2P storage. The M2M community also uses this trust information for other related trust issues after the service is already part of the M2M community. Moreover, the initial trust scores are part of the process when evaluating the ongoing trust scores of M2M entities (will be explained in chapter 6).
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5.2.3 A Perspective for Performance Testing Integration within the Trust Model

Different trust metric parameters are defined in the trust management approaches presented in chapter 4, which are not completely suitable or enough for trust evaluation in decentralised M2M environments. As mentioned, they are also limited only to the computation of ongoing trust scores. This section analyses several testing methodologies that could be used to evaluate the trustworthiness of new M2M services. Moreover, it introduces a novel combination of test techniques and identifies additional trust metric parameters for new M2M services.

Model-based testing comes with several benefits (as mentioned in chapter 2), such as automatic test case generation or the system behaviour specification. After an end-user provides a new M2M service, it should be tested. Basically, functional testing is done against the new M2M service. This test should verify its functionality and consider the SUT as a black box by analysing only the input and output values. Testing the functionality of an M2M service provides the first impression of its behaviour. The previous section states that the initial behaviour is used to build a first initial trust score of the M2M service. However, considering only the basic functionality for trust evaluation of new services is not enough and should be improved by further trust metric parameters.

Another important aspect of testing the system requirements is security testing. This kind of testing can be classified as security functional testing, which validates the correct implementation of security features in the system and security vulnerability testing, trying to identify unintended system vulnerabilities. (Felderer et al., 2016) This research focuses
on decentralised M2M services, which are created by end-users with basic or no technical background. Therefore, it can be assumed that decentralised M2M services do not contain security features that have to be verified using security functional testing. The second category of security testing is security vulnerability testing and could be interesting for this research because unintended vulnerabilities can happen in end-user provided M2M services. However, the authors in (Felderer et al., 2016) state that security vulnerability testing "requires more specific testing techniques" by manually defining and evaluating several attacks. This is incompatible with an automated framework considering the decentralised and distributed architecture in the M2M community. The authors in (ETSI, 2015) describe several activities that are part of security testing, such as risk assessment and risk-based security testing, functional testing of security features, performance testing, robustness testing, penetration testing. Most of these activities focus on testing the security attacks or their impact on the system under test. In contrast, performance testing verifies that the system under test can handle a constant load of a service request without being affected to respond within a required response time (ETSI, 2015). Moreover, performance testing aims to find the performance drawbacks of the system and provides the possibility to identify the stress level "that will result in denial of service" (ETSI, 2015). This leads to the assumption that good performance results of new M2M services indicate higher trustworthiness and provide the possibility to identify the willingness level of a service to participate in interactions with others.

This research project proposes to combine functional and performance testing results to compute the trust score of new M2M services. As mentioned above, the functional testing step is accomplished using model-based functional testing where, based on the system model, adequate test cases are generated and used for test execution. A model-based
approach can also be used for performance testing by building so-called performance models from system components and interactions. After the end-user creates the new M2M service, the tester will verify its correct functionality. Moreover, the tester will do performance testing to confirm the participation willingness of the M2M service. Then these results are combined and calculated to obtain the final verdict. For example, the M2M service will successfully pass the functionality test and respond positively to a predefined number of requests using performance testing. This gives a first trust overview about the initial behaviour of the M2M service and can be used later for computing the ongoing trust score of the already established M2M service.

This research project proposes a general concept of how performance testing can be used in combination with functional testing to enforce a reliable trust evaluation of new M2M entities in the community. Moreover, this research initially describes how this kind of testing can be mapped to the already presented framework for functional testing and trust evaluation. Future work could include a more in-depth analysis of other non-functional testing possibilities and detailed research on performance test case generation in decentralised networks. Thus, the findings presented in this subsection serve first to complete the initial trust evaluation campaign within the scope of this research and for future research directions (as this topic seems to be overlooked in the M2M/IoT literature).

5.2.4 Workflow for Building Initial Trust Scores

The previous section indicated that the functional behaviour and performance characteristics of an M2M service are useful information to evaluate its initial trust score.
The tests are generated based on available service information. It should also be mentioned that, when considering new M2M entities, there should be a distinction between new M2M services provided by a new joining service provider and new M2M services from already established providers.

- New service versus new service provider: the functional behaviour and the service performance are the only indicators to evaluate the initial trust score of the new M2M service and assign this score to the provider.

- New service versus existing service provider: The overall ongoing trust score of the service provider is considered in the calculation together with the functional/performance trust evaluation results.

The following will consider the process for initial trust evaluations in the M2M community. Figure 5.4 shows the workflow of the initial trust score evaluation using functional and performance testing.

An end-user provides a new M2M service (1) and stores the service information in the P2P network (2). Afterwards, the community participants are notified that a new service is available (3). Then, every interested community member can act as a test agent and evaluate the new M2M service. First, using the service information retrieved from the P2P storage (4), each test agent will generate (5) appropriate test cases (methodology described in section 4.3) and execute them on the new M2M service (6). The testing outcomes will be analysed (7) and used to compute the initial trust score of the M2M service. The trust score is then sent to the P2P network for sharing with others. In this illustration, many test agents are performing the test and trust evaluation activities. Other end-users have the possibility to use these scores to decide whether or not to use the new
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service. Moreover, these scores can also be used in combination with other trust scores of M2M service, which are concurrently evaluated by other end-users acting as test agents.

Figure 5.4: Functional tests for initial trust score evaluation
Section 6.2 provides the mathematical model and further information regarding trust computation and aggregation.

5.3 Conclusion

This chapter proposed the integration of service testing within the trust evaluation process. The overall reliability of the trust relationships between the M2M entities even in the initial stages is increased through this synergy.

Section 5.1 focused on blockchain technology and its usability in the M2M domain. First, this section presented a literature review of existing blockchain-based trust approaches and outlined their benefits and limitations. Then, section 5.1 introduced the general concept to use blockchain for trust management optimisation. Thus, trust for the different M2M services and service providers are evaluated and stored trustworthy among the nodes. This enables a trustworthy trust evaluation system to provide trustworthy values to the M2M community. Section 5.1 also identified some issues with consensus protocols used within blockchain technology. Therefore, a comprehensive review of existing consensus approaches within the DLT-domain is done, and relevant outcomes are presented. Based on the evaluation, this research proposed a novel trust-based consensus protocol called Trust-CP. It comprises beneficial elements of existing protocols and integrates trust in different steps of block creation and consensus-building. The introduced Trust-CP avoids wasting resources on computation and increases trust in the whole process. Throughout this research, the Trust-CP is not only used within blockchain technology, but also for trust evaluation and M2M community activities.
5.3 Conclusion

Section 5.2 initially outlined the benefits of combining testing and trust processes to assess trust for new M2M entities. It highlighted the lack of initial trust score evaluation in existing M2M trust approaches and presented a literature review in M2M adjacent domains. The outcomes of this review were pointed out, and the integration of functional testing for service testing at the initial stages of service provision was proposed. Performance testing was also incorporated within the trust evaluation process to optimise the significance of the initial trust score. Finally, section 5.2 presented the trust-building process for new M2M services and service providers.

This chapter forms one pillar of the trust evaluation system that will be introduced in the next chapter. Moreover, the service testing part will be integrated not only for initial trust score evaluation but also for computing ongoing trust scores of M2M entities.
6 Comprehensive Trust Evaluation System

Chapter 4 and 5 introduced the principles for performing tests within decentralised M2M communities and presented the integration of test activities within the concept for trust evaluation. This chapter comprises the main parts of the framework for trust evaluation of decentralised M2M services.

Section 6.1 introduces the enhanced trust evaluation system for decentralised M2M services and peers. The trust evaluation system covers different aspects of service providers and services. The already presented testing approach (chapter 5) is merged with the trust evaluation part. Furthermore, activities such as monitoring and rating M2M services are introduced. Section 6.1 also proposes to consider the behaviour of peers within the M2M community when evaluating trust. This comprises the integrity of the services they provide and their effort to participate in various community tasks. Additionally, this section presents the different parameters and their mathematical representation. The outcomes of sections 5.1, 5.2, and 6.1 are used to present a novel blockchain-based trust evaluation approach in section 6.2. Furthermore, section 6.2 describes the scheme for computations and aggregations of trust scores. The scheme includes steps to calculate the initial trust score of new M2M services and the overall trust score of existing M2M services/service providers.

Some parts in this chapter have been published in (Shala et al., 2019c; 2020a).
6.1 Enhanced Trust Evaluation for New and Existing M2M Services

Chapter 4 provided a general overview of the proposed trust model. The idea of the trust model is to evaluate the trust scores of M2M services and M2M service providers. A special focus is given to the trust score of new M2M entities. The evaluation is handled using the concept proposed in chapter 5 and considers the integration of service testing within the trust evaluation scheme. Another aim is to ensure that the trust data is stored tamper-proof among the nodes. Therefore, the previous section has introduced a blockchain-based approach to ensure data integrity. An M2M service provider can provide many M2M services. Thus, the overall trust score of an M2M peer can be composed by considering service-related and peer-related components. Service-related components consist of the performance of a service in different trust aspects. The peer-related component includes the behaviour and the activities of the M2M peer within the M2M community. Both components are using several metrics and metric parameters to identify the capabilities of the different M2M entities in different situations.

The next two sections will provide more details regarding the service- and peer-related trust evaluation. It will present the different trust metrics and parameters used for the evaluation. Moreover, the relations initial/existing trust score and service/peer trust score will be explained.
6.1.1 Service-Related Trust Evaluation

The M2M community consists of different M2M peers providing services to each other. Thus, M2M services have high relevance in terms of building trust relationships between the nodes. This research proposes to cover several aspects of a service (as stated in section 4.4), starting from its functional behaviour, continuing with performance and monitoring results, and concluding with ratings from other end-users.

Service Testing

Chapter 3 revealed the unsolved initial trust score problem of existing approaches. This research thesis enables the computation of initial trust scores for new M2M services through service testing. However, M2M service testing is not only used for new M2M services and initial trust scores. It is also part of the trust evaluation for ongoing trust scores. Service testing includes the verification of the service functionality and the evaluation of its performance. The presented approach initially considers service acceptance and service response time for the performance evaluation. The trust metric, the sub-metrics, and their corresponding symbols are shown in Table 6.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trust Metric</th>
<th>Trust Sub-Metric</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service Testing</td>
<td>Functional testing</td>
<td>$S_{ft}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Response time</td>
<td>$S_{ptnt}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service acceptance</td>
<td>$S_{ptar}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The functional behaviour of an M2M service is depicted in its service description, which serves as a basis for generating appropriate test cases (see section 4.3). The tests can result in pass or fail verdicts. The test execution report expresses the pass verdicts of all test cases in percentage. These results are used in the proposed model and are scaled (feature scaling) to the value range from 0-1 (worst to best). For standard scaling purposes, the following equation is used:

\[ s = \frac{s_i - \min(s_i)}{\max(s_i) - \min(s_i)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.1)

where: \( s \) is the normalised value; \( s_i \) non-normalised value (test result); \( \max(s_i) \) is the maximum value; \( \min(s_i) \) minimum value;

A transformed form of the previous equation (1) is used to compute the score for functional testing:

\[ S_{ft} = \frac{S_{tr} - \min(S_{tr})}{\max(S_{tr}) - \min(S_{tr})} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.2)

where: \( S_{ft} \) is the normalised score regarding the functional behaviour; \( S_{tr} \) is the test result after functional testing; \( \max(S_{tr}) \) is the maximum possible test score (equal to 100); \( \min(S_{tr}) \) is the minimum possible test score (equal to 0).

The performance capabilities of an M2M service are also included in the service description. One important performance indicator is accessibility which partially can be expressed by the response time (idea adapted from (Nakahira et al., 2015; Ma and Wang, 2016)) in comparison to the maximal response time (defined in the service description of
the service). Another indicator is the service acceptance derived from the relation of positive responses and total requests.

The following equation has been defined for the response time of an M2M service:

\[
S_{\text{ptrt}} > \max(\text{Resp}_{\text{time}}) \\
S_{\text{ptnrt}} = 1 - \frac{S_{\text{ptrt}} - \max(\text{Resp}_{\text{time}})}{\max(\text{Resp}_{\text{time}})} \tag{6.3}
\]

for \( S_{\text{ptrt}} \leq \max(\text{Resp}_{\text{time}}) \) then \( S_{\text{ptnrt}} = 1; \)

for \( S_{\text{ptrt}} > 2 \max(\text{Resp}_{\text{time}}) \) then \( S_{\text{ptnrt}} = 0; \)

where: \( S_{\text{ptnrt}} \) is the normalised score regarding the response time of the service; \( S_{\text{ptrt}} \) is the response time of the service; \( \max(\text{Resp}_{\text{time}}) \) is the maximal response time.

The following equation has been defined for the service acceptance:

\[
S_{\text{ptar}} = \frac{\text{Resp}_{\text{pos}}}{\text{Req}} \tag{6.4}
\]

where: \( S_{\text{ptar}} \) is the score regarding the service acceptance; \( \text{Resp}_{\text{pos}} \) are the number of positive responses; \( \text{Req} \) is the number of requests.

Service testing is done for new and for existing M2M services (see Figure 6.1). For new M2M services, this process forms the initial trust score. For existing ones, it forms the partial trust score (service trust score as stated in section 4.4). The ongoing trust score is computed using the aggregation of partial trust scores for the different trust metrics.
Service Monitoring

Service monitoring is another important metric used for evaluating the ongoing trust score of services. M2M services are continuously monitored by other participating nodes (acting as test agents). The test agent can directly or indirectly acquire the necessary information for the monitoring. Directly means that the test agent establishes a direct interaction with the service under monitoring and its service provider. Indirectly includes information from the P2P storage or other acting test agents. Figure 6.2 shows a simplified workflow for service monitoring.
This research proposes a set of sub-metrics for service monitoring that can be divided into two categories: *availability* and *activity*. Table 6.2 shows the trust metric, sub-metrics, and the corresponding symbols.

**Table 6.2: Trust metric Service Monitoring**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trust Metric</th>
<th>Trust Sub-Metric</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service Monitoring</td>
<td>Service online/offline actions</td>
<td>$S_{mtava}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service uptime</td>
<td>$S_{mtavt}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of times a service is used</td>
<td>$S_{mtacn}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ratio positive responses</td>
<td>$S_{mtar}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The service monitoring category *availability* includes the time a service is online since its deployment and the number of online/offline actions a service takes (idea adapted from (ITU-T, 2015)). The following equation for service online/offline has been defined:

\[
S_{mavt} = \frac{t_{up}}{t_{up} + t_{down}} \quad (6.5)
\]

where: \(S_{mavt}\) is the score regarding the service uptime; \(t_{up}\) is the uptime; \(t_{down}\) is the downtime.

For the online/offline actions, the following equation has been defined:

\[
S_{mtava} = \frac{N_{oa}}{M_a} \quad (6.6)
\]

where: \(S_{mtava}\) is the score regarding the online/offline actions; \(N_{oa}\) is the number of online actions; \(M_a\) are the monitoring actions.

The service monitoring category *activity* consists of the number of times others use a service for a predefined period and the number of positive responses (idea adapted from (Nakahira et al., 2015; Ma and Wang, 2016)) handled by the service. The following equation is about the number of times a service is used:

for \(N_{sa} < N_{saaver}\)

\[
S_{mtacn} = \frac{N_{sa}}{\frac{t_{mon}}{N_{saaver}^{\frac{1}{t_{monav}}}}} \quad (6.7)
\]

for \(N_{sa} > N_{saaver}\) then \(S_{mtacn} = 1;\)
where: $S_{macn}$ is the score regarding the usability of a service; $N_{sa}$ is the number of service utilizations; $N_{saaver}$ is the average number of service utilizations; $t_{mon}$ is the monitoring time of the service, $t_{monav}$ is the average monitoring time of services.

The following equation represents the number of positive responses handled by a service:

$$S_{mtar} = \frac{Resp_{pos}}{Req}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.8)

where: $S_{mtar}$ is the score regarding the service acceptance; $Resp_{pos}$ are the number of positive responses; $Req$ are the number of requests.

Figure 6.3 summarises the different trust sub-metrics used for service monitoring. The outcomes are monitoring results that will be scaled and aggregated to compute the partial trust score.
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**Service Rating**

This research proposes to consider the service experience of end-users for rating an M2M service. Table 6.3 summarises the details regarding the metric, sub-metrics, and the corresponding symbols.

**Table 6.3: Trust metric Service Rating**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trust Metric</th>
<th>Trust Sub-Metric</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service Rate</td>
<td>Service satisfaction</td>
<td>$S_{ratint}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of successful interactions</td>
<td>$I_{suc}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First, the rating is done by expressing the level of service satisfaction ($S_{ratsat}$) for using an M2M service. The range 0 to 1 indicates that level, where 0 stands for not satisfied and 1 for satisfied. Another sub-metric is the number of successful interactions (idea adapted from (Ma and Wang, 2016)) between a service provider and service consumer. The following equation shows this relation:

$$S_{ratint} = \frac{I_{suc}}{I_{tot}} \quad (6.9)$$

where: $S_{ratint}$ is the score regarding the service interactions; $I_{suc}$ is the number of successful interactions; $I_{tot}$ is the total number of interactions.

Service rating is considered a subjective metric. Each test agent may have a different view and expectation regarding the use of an M2M service. This fact should be considered when calculating the overall trust score of an M2M service by adjusting the weighting parameter for the scores resulting from the service rating. Besides them, this approach
proposes to combine the trust score of the rater with its rating score. This ensures that test agents with a higher trust score will be weighted more heavily (details on weighting will be provided in section 6.2). It is assumed that nodes with a higher trust score have a better experience and longer lifetime in the M2M community. Therefore, their subjectivity can be considered to be more in line with the objectivities of the whole community members.

6.1.2 Peer-Related Trust Evaluation

The service-related trust score is one element for building the overall trust score of a peer. The other element covers the peer appearance in the M2M community. Thus, this research proposes to focus on two main peer indicators: the behaviour of the peer in terms of data integrity (behaviour trust) and the participation willingness of the peer in different community tasks (task trust). The next subsections will provide more details regarding these two indicators.

Peer Integrity Check

For behaviour trust, this research proposes the so-called peer integrity check as a trust metric. The idea is to check the integrity of different M2M community information and use these outcomes for trust evaluation. As stated in chapter 4, this research uses a P2P storage built by the blockchain and a DHT-based storage. As a result, the level of integrity is increased, decentralisation in the M2M community is maintained, and more flexibility for data lookups is enabled. The different data, service- and trust-related, are stored in the blockchain (on-chain) and also outside the chain (off-chain) in the DHT. The peer integrity check metric catches the functionality of the P2P storage. Peers acting as test agents in the M2M community have the possibility to check the integrity of this data
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continuously. This means that data in the off-chain is compared with the same data in the on-chain. Data in the blockchain are tamper-proof stored. If there are differences in this integrity check, it indicates that information has been changed in the DHT storage (off-chain). To determine the offender, the "last edited information"-field in the off-chain is used. As a result, the peer performing the falsification of the data is punished by getting a low trust score.

The sub-metric service information integrity is related to the integrity checks for the different service information (service description, service provider contact information). The same also applies to the sub-metric trust information integrity, which focuses on the integrity of trust data. Peer integrity checking is not limited to the two proposed sub-metrics. Further sub-metrics under the category of peer integrity can be added to the framework. Table 6.4 summarises the peer integrity check metric with its sub-metrics and corresponding symbols.

Table 6.4: Trust metric Peer Integrity Checking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trust Metric</th>
<th>Trust Sub-Metric</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peer Integrity Checking</td>
<td>Service information integrity</td>
<td>$S_{inch}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trust information integrity</td>
<td>$S_{tinch}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following, the equation for the service information integrity is shown.

$$S_{inch} = \frac{M_{corr}}{C_{tot}}$$

(6.10)

where: $S_{inch}$ is the score for service information integrity; $M_{corr}$ are the correct matches; $C_{tot}$ is the total number of checks.
Figure 6.4 shows an overview of the metric *Peer Integrity Checking* and its workflow.

![Workflow for Peer Integrity Checking](image)

**Peer Task Participation**

As mentioned, the M2M community consists of M2M services and different M2M peers acting as service providers. Moreover, within the community, there are several actions to be taken by the nodes. Two of them are testing and trust evaluation activities. Moreover, the M2M community has a P2P storage which has to be maintained by the whole network. For instance, in the blockchain, there are several tasks to be done, such as collecting transactions, creating blocks, performing verification and validation, and achieving consensus (Trust-CP) between the nodes. To sum up, a decentralised M2M community is maintained by all its members, and the maintenance includes several tasks. In order to keep the decentralised community alive, the participation of the members is required.
This research proposes distributing different tasks to all the community members to avoid centralised instances within the network. Additionally, this research suggests considering the participation in community task for the trust evaluation of peers. Based on the active involvement in multiple tasks, a peer can increase its trust score. This plays a significant role as each peer aims for a high trust score to make their own services more attractive to others and also to gain access to other services from other M2M service providers. As a result, peers are motivated to participate in different community tasks.

Table 6.5 shows the metric, sub-metrics, and the corresponding symbols used for the trust evaluation process.

**Table 6.5: Trust metric Peer Task Participation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trust Metric</th>
<th>Trust Sub-Metric</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peer Task Participation</td>
<td>Test agent activities</td>
<td>$S_{tp\text{t}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blockchain node activities</td>
<td>$S_{tp\text{b}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The peer task participation consists of measuring the effort of the end-user in performing various community tasks. This research considers two sub-metrics in this category of trust evaluation: participation as a test agent for testing and trust activities and participation in different blockchain tasks (as a blockchain node). In the following, the equation for peer task participation (test agent activities) is presented, which can be applied to both test agent and blockchain node activities:

$$S_{tp\text{t}} = \frac{\frac{N_{tp}}{t_{\text{mont}}} \cdot \frac{1}{N_{tp\text{aver}}}}{t_{\text{montav}}} \quad (6.11)$$
where: $S_{tp}$ is the score for participation in test agent activities; $N_{tp}$ is the number of tasks done; $N_{tpav}$ is the average number of average tasks done; $t_{mont}$ is the monitoring time of a task; $t_{montav}$ is the average monitoring time of tasks.

Figure 6.5 shows a generalised view of the different supporting tasks performed in the M2M community. To sum up, every end-user can act as a test agent and blockchain node. The test agent activities cover the tasks of service testing and trust evaluation. The blockchain node activities cover the tasks of creating, sending, validating, and maintaining transactions and blocks in the network.

Figure 6.5: Main M2M community tasks
6.2 Trust Evaluation, Computation, and Aggregation

The previous section introduced a number of different trust aspects of a peer. Each M2M service can have its service trust score. An M2M peer can have partial peer trust scores for a specific trust metric (such as peer integrity or peer task participation). The evaluation of the services or peers using one of the proposed trust metrics concludes with a test, monitor, rate, integrity, or task result (based on the considered trust metric, as introduced in section 6.1). These results have to be scaled to the range 0 to 1 to fit into the trust score assignment. All these results are used to compute the overall trust score of a peer.

The next subsections present the methodology for trust evaluation, the initial and ongoing trust score computation, and a trust score aggregation scheme. Furthermore, the blockchain and the proposed Trust-CP are incorporated within the trust evaluation system to optimise the workflow.

6.2.1 Blockchain-Based Trust Evaluation

This research project identifies three ways for performing the trust evaluation in the M2M community:

1. Independent trust evaluation: Each M2M participant performs the trust activities and computes the trust scores of other M2M peers and services. The trust evaluation is done by a peer independently from others.
2. Consensus-based trust evaluation: The proposed Trust Consensus Protocol (T-CP) is used outside the blockchain to achieve consensus among the nodes regarding the computed trust score.
3. Blockchain- and consensus-based trust evaluation: The whole trust evaluation process is done using blockchain principles.

Each of the three possibilities can be used to evaluate the trust score of M2M entities. However, the benefits of blockchain technology and the proposed Trust-CP has been highlighted in the previous sections. Data is stored securely and decisions on trust evaluation outcomes are made in a trustworthy manner. Therefore, this research project follows the third way to evaluate trust and build trust relationships between the nodes.

Each end-user within the M2M community can act as a test agent to perform test and trust activities. The outcomes of these activities are stored in the blockchain to enable a trustworthy storage system for trust data. The trust evaluation of services and peers is done using one of the trust metrics proposed in section 6.1. This research project proposes to use the blockchain workflow for performing trust evaluation activities. The workflow of the proposed approach is shown in Figure 6.6, and the corresponding steps are listed in the following:

1. Every end-user evaluates other services or peers using one of the defined trust metrics (see Figure 6.6, part I).

2. The evaluation results (test, monitor, rate, integrity, or task) are sent as blockchain transactions to the network. These transactions consist of information about the evaluated service/peer and the evaluating end-user (see Figure 6.6, part I).

3. The blockchain transactions are broadcasted to all members and stored with an unconfirmed status in their local memories (also known as transaction pool). These transactions have to be included in a new block by a block creator (as per
the blockchain principles) and confirmed by the community (see Figure 6.6, part I).

4. Over time, many transactions from different test agents are part of the transaction pool, containing relevant trust information about services and service providers. (see Figure 6.6, part II).

5. Each community member can use this information to aggregate an overall trust score for a specific service or peer using one of the following two options (see Figure 6.6, part II):

   a) The unconfirmed transactions are included in a block. The creation of the block and the consensus are done using the proposed Trust-CP (section 5.1.4). The newly created block appears in the blockchain. Each blockchain node can use the trust information stored in that block to aggregate an overall trust score for an M2M entity.

   b) The information from the unconfirmed transactions is taken and used to aggregate an overall trust score. Both unconfirmed transactions and overall trust score are included in a new block. Afterwards, the Trust-CP is applied to confirm that block.

6. Regardless of which one of the two options is chosen (5a or 5b), the collected scores inside the transactions are used to create the overall trust score using a weighting system for each trust metric part of the current calculation (which is further described in the next section).

7. Any member of the M2M community can create a new block containing the current trust score of a service or peer. However, the new block is only positively confirmed by the community if the block creator fulfils the Trust-CP
requirements. The main requirements are that the block creator has a high trust score, and only transactions from high trusted senders are included in that block.

8. The aggregation of the overall trust score can be done in predefined timeslots (time-driven) or when a specific number of transactions is reached (event-driven).
9. Afterwards, the current overall trust score of a service/peer is stored securely in the blockchain. Besides them, the previous trust scores are also stored in the blockchain. Each community member can query the blockchain for trust information.

10. Specifically, suppose an end-user or service consumer wants to know the current trust score of a service. In that case, a trust score request is sent to initiate the trust score evaluation (which triggers the whole workflow as described here).

6.2.2 Scheme for Trust Computation and Aggregation

The previous sections presented the structure and the workflow of the proposed trust evaluation approach. This section describes the mathematical model used to compute the trust scores of M2M services and peers. The computation part explained in the following covers the initial and the ongoing trust score as well as the relation of both to get the overall trust score. As stated in section 4.4, the trust evaluation process results in a trust score ranging from 0 to 1, indicating the level of trustworthiness. Therefore, this research initially defines the following levels of trustworthiness (adapted from (Trustpilot, 2021)):

- 0 to 0.34 (bad trust score - untrustworthy);
- 0.35 to 0.54 (poor trust score - untrustworthy);
- 0.55 to 0.74 (average trust score - trustworthy);
- 0.75 to 0.84 (good trust score - trustworthy);
- 0.85 to 1 (excellent trust score - trustworthy).

**Initial Trust Score**

As mentioned, there are two scenarios for new M2M entities. The first one is a new service provider that joins the M2M community and provides a new service. The second scenario is an existing service provider deploying a new M2M service.
The functional behaviour and the service performance are the metrics considered for the trust evaluation when a new service provider launches a new M2M service. The weighting of the two sub-metrics is set according to their importance. It can be argued that the service performance loses its relevance when the service fails to provide its functionality. If the service is not working correctly, the consumer will not pay further attention to other characteristics, such as performance. However, if the service works well, then the performance can affect the satisfaction of the consumer. Performance testing is considered in the weighting because it could be that a service is partially working, or, e.g. 90% of the functionality is working correctly (not all test cases are passed). The following equation shows the calculation of the initial trust score for a new M2M service provided by a new peer:

\[ T_{\text{init}}^{\text{np}} = \mu_{st}S_{st} + \mu_{pt}S_{pt} \quad (6.12) \]

where: \( T_{\text{init}}^{\text{np}} \) is the initial trust score of a new service provided by a new peer; \( S_{st} \) is the score for service testing; \( S_{pt} \) is the score for performance testing.

The trust evaluation of a new M2M service launched by an existing service provider also includes the current trust score of the service provider. Similar to the case of a new service announced by a new service provider, service functionality has a higher relevance for service consumers compared to performance features or already existing trust scores of service providers. The following equation shows the calculation of the initial trust score for new services provided by existing service providers:

\[ T_{\text{init}}^{\text{ep}} = \mu_{st}S_{st} + \mu_{pt}S_{pt} + \mu_{et}P_{et} \quad (6.13) \]
where: $T_{\text{init}}^{ep}$ is the initial trust score of a new service provided by an existing peer; $P_{et}$ is the trust score of the existing peer; $\mu_{st}$ is the weight for service testing; $\mu_{pt}$ is the weight for performance testing; $\mu_{et}$ is the weight for the existing trust score of the service provider.

**Ongoing Trust Score**

Besides the initial trust score, there is also the ongoing trust score for M2M entities already participating for a while in the M2M community. In order to evaluate the ongoing trust score of an M2M peer (service provider), all the different scores derived from service- and peer-related aspects are to be considered. Each of the trust metrics (service testing, service monitoring, service rating, peer integrity checking, and peer task evaluation) has a different impact under different conditions on the overall trust score of an M2M entity. Therefore, it is required to have an appropriate weighting system. This research suggests combining different aspects to present a dynamic weighting system that enables efficient trust aggregation and automatically weighting adjustment based on the current situation in the M2M community. The blockchain-based trust evaluation workflow remains the same as explained in the previous subsection but includes additionally some steps containing detailed information on the block creation and the calculations:

1. Every peer in the M2M community also behaves as a test agent performing test activities and trust activities. Moreover, every peer part of the blockchain network can participate actively in blockchain activities.
2. Peers continuously act as test agents and perform the tests mentioned above regarding the trust evaluation. The test results are sent to the blockchain as blockchain transactions for tamper-proof storage.

3. A peer is selected as a block creator (called a miner in Bitcoin) using the Trust Consensus Protocol (refer to section 5.1.4) and starts collecting unconfirmed transactions from the transaction pool to form a block. In the collection/selection phase, the block creator considers only transactions from peers with average or high trust scores. Other transactions are not considered (sorted out) – this ensures that malicious or untrustworthy peers cannot impact the trust management system, and hence many attacks are mitigated.

4. Before forming the block, the block creator sorts the filtered transactions based on the trust metric category and starts the trust calculations. This includes the weighted average trust score for a specific trust sub-metric. For instance, the block creator collects three transactions consisting of information about the service testing score. Therefore, the average of these three values is calculated. Moreover, the block creator looks for the trust score of the transaction originator to include it in the trust calculation as well. This process is done for all other trust sub-metrics. In the end, the block creator has a list of parameters that are considered for the next steps of the total trust score computation. The following equation shows the above-described process:

\[
S_{x}^{w_r} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} T_{pi} S_{x_i}}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} T_{pi}}
\]  

(6.14)
where: $S^w_r$ is the weighted service trust score for a trust sub-metric; $T_{p_i}$ is the trust score of the peer who has evaluated the service; $S_{X_i}$ is the trust score assigned by the peer for one of the specific trust sub-metrics (refer to section 6.1).

5. Another point that has to be considered in the preparation of the trust parameters is the number of tests conducted for a trust evaluation round for a specific trust sub-metric. For instance, service testing is done three times and service rating only one time. The weighted service trust score is calculated using the following equation:

$$S^w_{nt} = \frac{\sum n_{S_x}S_x}{\sum n_{S_x}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.15)

where: $S^w_{nt}$ is the weighted service trust score for the service/peer metrics based on the trust score of each of the considered sub-metrics and their frequency; $n_{S_x}$ is the number of inputs for a specific sub-metric; $S_x$ is the score for the specific sub-metric.

6. The next step is to rank the different parameters from the worst to the best value. According to this ranking, the weighting is assigned to the parameters. Parameters with a bad value should be weighted more heavily to motivate service providers in future rounds to provide better services and participate actively and positively in community activities. The ranking (calculation) is carried out in each round and the weighting of the parameters is adjusted accordingly. One round refers to a new calculation of the overall trust score and the corresponding newly created block. A future step could include the trust score of the block creator in the trust
evaluation process. The following equations are used for ranking the trust parameters (are illustrated with the metric Service Testing):

\[ S_{test}^{rk} = 1 - S_{test} \]  
(6.16)

\[ \alpha = \frac{S_{test}^{rk}}{S_{test}^{rk} + S_{mont}^{rk} + S_{rat}^{rk} + S_{inch}^{rk} + S_{tp}^{rk}} \]  
(6.17)

where: \( S_{test}^{rk}, S_{mont}^{rk}, S_{rat}^{rk}, S_{inch}^{rk}, S_{tp}^{rk} \) are the ranking values for the metrics Service Testing \( S_{test} \), Service Monitoring \( S_{mont} \), Service Rating, Peer Integrity Checking, Peer Task Participation; \( \alpha \) is the weighting parameter for the metric \( S_{test} \).

Similar calculations are also done for the other weighting parameters: \( \beta \) (for the metric \( S_{mont} \)); \( \gamma \) (for the metric \( S_{rat} \)); \( \delta \) (for the metric \( S_{inch} \)); \( \epsilon \) (for the metric \( S_{tp} \)).

7. The overall current trust score of a peer is computed by considering all derived scores from the different trust metrics (and calculated in the previous steps) weighted with the corresponding weighting parameters derived in step 6. The following equation shows the calculation process:

\[ T_{total}^{cur} = \alpha S_{test} + \beta S_{mont} + \gamma S_{rat} + \delta S_{inch} + \epsilon S_{tp} \]  
(6.18)

where: \( T_{total}^{cur} \) is the current total trust score of a peer; \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta, \epsilon \) are the weighting coefficients for the different metrics (refer to the previous point).
8. In order to compute the overall trust score, the current one should also be combined with the old one. Therefore, both scores are weighted according to the average peer trust score (last block and current block) of each block. The following equation expresses the overall trust score of a peer:

\[
T_{\text{total}} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} T_{p_i}^{\text{old}} \times T_{\text{total}}^{\text{old}} + \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} T_{p_i}^{\text{cur}} \times T_{\text{total}}^{\text{cur}}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (6.19)

where: \( T_{\text{total}} \) is the overall trust score of a peer; \( T_{p_i}^{\text{old}} \) is the average peer trust score of the last block; \( T_{p_i}^{\text{cur}} \) is the average peer trust score of the current block; \( T_{\text{total}}^{\text{old}} \) is the previous trust score of a peer.

6.3 Conclusion

This chapter presented a blockchain-based trust evaluation system that is used to determine the trustworthiness of M2M entities within the decentralised M2M community. The proposed trust approach covers the trust status of existing and new M2M entities. Moreover, it is a complete decentralised trust system relying on the competition-based participation of the community members. The introduced trust model considers several service- and peer-related aspects for trust evaluation activities. Blockchain principles are integrated into different parts of the proposed framework to increase reliability and integrity.

Section 6.1 presented the enhanced trust evaluation system for new and existing M2M entities. The proposed system covers different trust metrics, such as service functionality, service performance, and consumer experience. Moreover, the trust evaluation also
Comprehensive Trust Evaluation System includes peer behaviour and peer participation willingness for several community tasks. The different trust metrics are divided into service- and peer-related ones. This section described each of the different trust metrics and sub-metrics as well as the mathematical model used for trust computation. The use of blockchain technology was extended in this section to store service data in addition to trust data. The proposed trust evaluation system comprising several aspects, such as participation in community tasks, increases the overall trustworthiness of the community. A high trust score enables M2M entities to use or to provide M2M services. Furthermore, the trust score can be boosted up through different activities within the M2M community. Thus, the trust evaluation in the decentralised community is switched to a competition-based challenge among the M2M members. This ensures reliable maintenance of the M2M community and increases the quality of the derived trust scores.

Section 6.2 extended the synergy of blockchain and trust. This section proposed to use the blockchain and the previously presented Trust-CP for trust evaluation as well. The outcomes of the various evaluation activities are sent through blockchain transactions among the network. The agreement and validation of these transactions are confirmed by all participants using the proposed Trust-CP. This process ensures that only trusted transactions from trusted nodes are stored in the blockchain. As a result, low-trusted members are not considered, and fake trust score attacks are mitigated. Thus, the combination of blockchain, Trust-CP, and trust makes the M2M community more resilient against attacks and ensures fair and trusted relationships between the nodes. This section has also presented a new scheme for trust computation and aggregation, including a dynamic weighting system. This scheme includes the different derived metric scores and is used to compute the overall trust score of M2M entities.
6.3 Conclusion

Decentralised communities usually lack trust between different participants. However, the combination of blockchain and trust breaks down this limitation and optimises the overall security of the network. Chapters 5 and 6 build the core work of this research thesis. They have presented a novel blockchain-based trust evaluation system which comprises the following main benefits: high data integrity; comprehensive trust model based on various service and peer aspects; trusted decision-making and relation-building processes; initial and ongoing trust score; optimised resilience; optimisation of the M2M community maintenance; increased community competition behaviour. Overall, chapter 4, 5, and 6 presented the framework for trust evaluation and corresponding functional testing of decentralised M2M services. The next chapter (chapter 7) will present a proof of concept implementation and evaluation of the main parts of the proposed framework. Chapter 8 will finalise this research thesis by summarising key findings, limitations, and prospective activities.
7 Framework Evaluation and Research

Prototype

This chapter outlines the framework evaluation and prototype implementation. Section 7.1 investigates whether the proposed framework for trust evaluation and corresponding functional testing meets the requirements derived from the limitations of related works. Section 7.2 presents the utilisation of the main parts of the framework consisting of functional testing, trust evaluation, and blockchain activities. It also highlights the resilience of the proposed trust and blockchain approach against malicious activities.

7.1 Evaluation of Framework Requirements

Section 3.3 identified several requirements for an optimised framework for trust evaluation and corresponding functional testing. This section evaluates how the proposed framework fulfils these requirements:

- **Test and trust support** – The proposed framework fulfils this requirement as it enables service testing and trust evaluation activities within the M2M community (as presented in chapter 5 and 6). Moreover, trust is an important factor used for different processes among the participants.

- **Decentralised architecture** – All components of the introduced framework are decentralised. The data storage in the M2M community is implemented using P2P
storage. The P2P storage consists of the combination of DHT and blockchain for integrity reasons. Besides, all trust and test activities are done independently by all M2M community members. There is no centralised authority coordinating or controlling the different processes (refer to chapter 4). The decisions in the community are made using a trust-based consensus protocol (Trust-CP). All nodes are equally maintaining the M2M community.

- **Support decentralised and end-user-based M2M services** – The presented framework provides the possibility to test end-user-based and decentralised M2M services. Moreover, the framework also enables the computation of the trust scores of these services. Overall, the framework supports an end-user-based M2M community without centralised elements.

- **End-user-integration** – All end-users part of the M2M community are actively integrated into different community activities. These include the service provision as well as the aspects of service testing, trust evaluation, and data storage (as introduced in section 2.3, 4.2, 5.1, 5.2, and 6.2).

- **End-user-friendly** – This requirement is fulfilled through the end-user-friendly platform. Every end-user can participate in service testing or trust evaluation with minimal effort and basic software knowledge (as detailed in section 4.3 and 6.2).

- **Incentivisation mechanism** – Incentivisation mechanisms are part of the proposed framework. They ensure that the participants are motivated to perform various tasks in the community (refer to section 6.2). Moreover, they support a
trustworthy environment where nodes with good trust scores receive several benefits.

- **Trust-based service selection & composition** – This requirement is fulfilled as the framework includes trust aspects that can be incorporated in the service selection and composition phase. Only M2M services with a good trust score are considered, whereas low trusted services are ignored. However, the application of the proposed framework to optimise the M2M service provision process is out of the scope (refer to section 8.3).

- **Functional testing of new and existing services** – The framework supports that new M2M services are tested immediately by other community members after being made public. Moreover, the proposed framework also enables service testing of M2M services during operation, thus providing the possibility to have many snapshots of the latest functionality (refer to section 4.3).

- **Test description of M2M services, test automation and test case generation** – These requirements are partially fulfilled by the proposed framework. This research thesis proposed a general workflow for service testing in the M2M community. Further research on the testing part is beyond the scope of this work. The proposed test concept serves as a basis for further research activities of fellows within the research group.

- **Initial trust score** – The introduced framework supports the evaluation of the trustworthiness for new M2M entities (as detailed in section 5.2, 6.1, and 6.2).
After a new M2M service is made available to the M2M community, it is tested by the community members (acting as test agents). The test results will serve as a basis for computing the initial trust score, which supports service consumers in their decisions whether to use that service or not.

- **Ongoing trust score** – The framework also fulfils this requirement, as the trust score of M2M entities is continuously evaluated by other nodes (explained in section 6.1 and 6.2). The aggregation of these scores, taking into account several trust aspects, leads to an overall trust score for M2M services and service providers.

- **Secure trust data storage** – The P2P storage proposed within the framework fulfils this requirement (introduced in section 4.2 and 5.1). The combination of DHT and blockchain technology enables high data integrity. Both storage possibilities are used to enable flexibility and integrity check-ups. The P2P storage is used for storing service, trust and other related data generated in the M2M community.

- **Trust model completeness** – The presented framework fulfils this requirement as it includes a trust model that uses several metrics to evaluate the trustworthiness of M2M entities (as explained in section 6.1). The trust model covers service- and peer-related aspects. It considers the functionality and performance of M2M services. Moreover, it incorporates service satisfactions and runtime performance indicators. Besides, it includes the behaviour of the peers in the trust evaluation
process where the participation willingness in different community tasks and the data integrity are part of it.

- **Trust attack resilience** – Trust is integrated into all parts of the proposed framework. Only highly trusted nodes can perform privileged community tasks. All these tasks and decisions are confirmed by other nodes using a trust-based consensus and decision system. The proposed framework incorporated trust-based incentivisation mechanisms and support a trusted M2M community highly. The integration of trust within the framework enables a high resilience against trust attacks performed by malicious nodes (refer to section 6.2).

Overall, the proposed framework fulfils these requirements conceptually. The next section also exhibits them as proof of concept.

### 7.2 Proof of Framework Concepts

This chapter demonstrates the essential functionalities of the proposed framework from a practical perspective. The research prototype developed for this reason implements most of the framework components with the required functionality for the proof of concept.

The proof of concept is separated into two main parts: testing and trust. The first section (7.2.1) of this chapter covers service testing. It shows the workflow starting with an M2M service description and concluding with the execution of generated test cases on the SUT. Sections 7.2.2-7.2.4 highlight the trust part of the framework. First, the overall blockchain-based trust management system is shown (section 7.2.2), providing an end-
user-friendly GUI to get or compute trust scores from/for other M2M entities part of the community. Section 7.2.3 evaluates the reliability and resilience of the proposed trust model. Therefore, different scenarios are performed and the outcomes are presented graphically. Section 7.2.4 validates the blockchain- and trust-based consensus protocol Trust-CP in comparison to other existing ones. The validation focuses on the attack resilience of consensus protocols and includes two main attack types to demonstrate their efficiency.

### 7.2.1 Service Testing

The functional testing concept for decentralised M2M services was presented in section 4.3. The functionality of an M2M service is one of the trust attributes defined for evaluating the overall trust score of services and service providers. This section demonstrates the key aspects of service testing, focusing on the overall workflow of testing an M2M service. The testing scenarios in this section aim to show the feasibility of applying the functional testing concept for decentralised and end-user-based M2M services.

**Implementation**

The proof of concept implementation of the proposed framework focuses on the test engine (refer to section 4.2) and the SUT. The test engine is used to handle all test activities. The SUT environment is replicated through a simplified M2M service scenario. Some parts in this section were published in (Shala et al., 2017; Le, 2018).
The implemented test engine consists of the Test Generation Unit (TGU) and the Test Execution Unit (TEU). The TGE covers the functionality to receive the model of the system, transform it to a suitable system test model and generate test cases. For test generation purposes, the Tcases tool (*Cornutum*, 2020), a flexible and user-friendly black-box testing tool, was integrated within the TGE. Tcases supports the functional verification of service behaviour and fits well with the end-user-based M2M service environment. For performing the test execution, the Eclipse Titan (*Eclipse Titan*, 2021) toolset was used. It is a powerful TTCN-3-based execution environment and also enables functional testing.

The SUT was implemented using the Java programming language (Oracle, 2021). It consists of three services running on independent nodes and sending status information (based on the specific configuration) to each other. The communication between the nodes is established using the standardised protocol Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). It is integrated into the application using the JAIN SIP (JAIN SIP, 2021) library. The implemented SUT simulates the behaviour of decentralised M2M services and represents the use case of building surveillance. This use case consists of the following services:

- **Remote M2M Service (SS1)** – monitors smoke/water sensors in a building. Reports possible events to the corresponding M2M service entity (in this case, to the remote building monitoring service).

- **Remote Building Monitoring Service (BMS)** – receives information from SS1, evaluates them and informs another service (remote alarm service) for further actions.
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- Remote Alarm Service (AS) – gets notifications from BMS and alerts the corresponding end-users accordingly for a specific event in their buildings.

Figure 7.1 shows the three decentralised M2M services representing the building surveillance use case. It has to be mentioned that a simplified form of these services with primitive functionality for sending and receiving messages was implemented and used to test corresponding single inputs/outputs.

![Diagram of M2M services](Image)

**Figure 7.1: Use case Building Surveillance**

Section 4.3 described that the decentralised M2M service provision concept considers that end-users can create single and cooperative (composed) M2M services. The building surveillance use case represents a cooperative M2M service consisting of single services. Therefore, the functional testing demonstration considers two main scenarios:

- Testing the whole cooperative M2M service
- Testing one single M2M service (in this case, the service remoteBMS)

The test engine and the three services (representing the SUT) were installed on Linux-based virtual machines. Table 7.1 shows the configuration used to implement the test scenario and enable networking of the test agent and three nodes providing the single services.
Table 7.1: Configuration of nodes for the test scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>VM IP Address</th>
<th>Port Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TestModule</td>
<td>192.168.50.21</td>
<td>5060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RemoteSS1</td>
<td>192.168.50.21</td>
<td>5061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RemoteBMS</td>
<td>192.168.50.23</td>
<td>5062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RemoteAS</td>
<td>192.168.50.23</td>
<td>5063</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Demonstration**

In this scenario, the cooperative M2M service representing the building surveillance use case is tested. The SCE (refer to section 2.3) used to configure M2M services generates an SCXML of the cooperative service (illustrated in Figure 7.2). Additionally, there is a service interface description for every single service (e.g. remote BMS illustrated in Figure 7.3).

The service descriptions are used for the test generation process as system models. Beforehand, these system models are automatically transformed into an appropriate input model for Tcases. The test generation tool uses this model to derive abstract test cases for the SUT. The service interface description is utilised to set up the test configurations necessary to generate executable test cases and enable test executions on Eclipse Titan.

The implemented test system automatically creates executable test cases (TTCN-3-based) from the abstract ones. Figure 7.4 shows an exemplary test case in its abstract and executable version.
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Figure 7.2: SCXML service description Building Surveillance

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<scxml xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/07/scxml" datamodel="jexl" initial="remoteSS1" name="cooperativeBuildingMonitoringApp" version="1.0">
  <datamodel>
    <data expr="remoteSS1" id="initial"/>
    <data expr="remoteAS" id="final"/>
  </datamodel>
  <state id="remoteSS1">
    <datamodel>
      <data expr="null" id="remoteSS1.output.event"/>
      <data expr="Kleiststr.1" id="remoteSS1.output.buildingID"/>
      <data expr="true" id="initial"/>
    </datamodel>
    <transition cond="$remoteSS1.output.event=smoke OR $remoteSS1.output.event=water" target="remoteBMS">
      <assign expr="$remoteSS1.output.event" location="remoteBMS.input.event"/>
    </transition>
  </state>
  <state id="remoteBMS">
    <datamodel>
      <data expr="null" id="remoteBMS.input.event"/>
      <data expr="null" id="remoteBMS.output.text"/>
    </datamodel>
    <transition cond="$remoteBMS.input.event=water" target="remoteAS">
      <assign expr="IM" location="remoteAS.config.mode"/>
      <assign expr="WaterdetectedIMSupporter3" location="remoteAS.input.text"/>
    </transition>
    <transition cond="$remoteBMS.input.event=smoke" target="remoteAS">
      <assign expr="TTS" location="remoteAS.config.mode"/>
      <assign expr="SmokedetectedTSSupporter2" location="remoteAS.input.text"/>
    </transition>
  </state>
  <state id="remoteAS">
    <datamodel>
      <data expr="null" id="remoteAS.input.text"/>
      <data expr="null" id="remoteAS.config.mode"/>
      <data expr="true" id="final"/>
    </datamodel>
    <final id="remoteASFinal"/>
  </state>
</scxml>
```
Figure 7.3: Service Interface Description Service “remoteBMS”

![Service Interface Description Service “remoteBMS”]

Figure 7.4: Abstract versus executable (TTCN-3) test case

![Abstract versus executable (TTCN-3) test case]
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In this example, the test generation process produces six test cases indicating the correct functionality of the building surveillance service. These test cases are used to check the inputs/outputs of the whole service chain (SSI – remoteBMS - remoteAS) and pairs of the chain (SSI - remoteBMS and remoteBMS - remoteAS). The generated test cases, the test execution of TestCase2, and the test report are illustrated in Figure 7.5. The test execution of TestCase2 receives a “pass” verdict and shows that the cooperative M2M service is fulfilling one of its functional requirements. Based on its configuration and description, the last service of the service chain (remoteAS) reacts with a message WaterdetectedIMSupporter3 for the event water occurring in the building.

Figure 7.5: Test execution of TestCase2
It is also possible to produce “true” failure test cases with Tcases. These are test cases that the system is not expected to pass during test execution to show its correct functionality. In the following example, twelve test cases were generated in total, where half of them are pass test cases and the others are “true” failure test cases. Figure 7.6 shows the test execution of all of these test cases. It also shows exemplarily one “true” failure test case (TestCase10) that the SUT has not passed (as expected).

Figure 7.6: Test execution of all test cases with a focus on TestCase10
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TestCase10 indicates that the status of remoteAS for the event smoke should be WaterdetectedIMSupporter3. It can be clearly identified that this is not the proper functionality of the service. The value panel in Figure 7.6 also shows the response (messageBody:= "SmokedetectedTTSSupporter2") received from remoteAS. To sum up, the test execution outcomes in this example demonstrate that the cooperative M2M service is working correctly.

In the next example, service remoteAS was intentionally manipulated to respond with a wrong status for a right input event coming from the two other services (SS1 and remoteBMS). The event is water, and the expected status on remoteAS is WaterdetectedIMSupporter3. However, the manipulated remoteAS responds with a SmokedetectedTTSSupporter. As a result, the execution of TestCase2 on the SUT will produce a fail verdict. Figure 7.7 illustrates this scenario.
Besides testing the whole cooperative M2M service, it is also possible to test the single components or services. In the following example, testing the single service remoteBMS is demonstrated. The service information coming from the SCXML service description and service interface description outlined in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 was used for the test generation process. As a result, Tcases generated four test cases where two of them expect a pass verdict and the other two a fail one. The following sample in Figure 7.8 shows the test execution on service remoteBMS with a focus on TestCase1. It is visible that service remoteBMS reacts (as expected) with the correct output SmokedetectedTTSSupporter2 for the input event smoke.

Figure 7.8: Testing single M2M service
Overall, the essential concept for testing decentralised and end-user-based M2M services could be proven by testing a sample cooperative M2M service. As proposed in this research, the test outcomes can be used to create the first trust opinion about a new M2M entity.

### 7.2.2 Blockchain-Based Trust Management System

Chapter 6 has introduced the blockchain-based trust management system. It uses blockchain-based principles to handle the evaluation activities in the M2M community and store data trustworthy among the nodes. This section shows the prototype architecture and demonstrates the essential functionalities of the system.

**Implementation and Architecture**

The application was implemented using the Java programming language (Oracle, 2021). Some parts in this section were published in (Shala et al., 2020a; Biswas, 2021). The application includes many features of the proposed framework, such as the:

- **Graphical User Interface (GUI)** – every node can access the trust management platform using the web browser. This platform provides information about service providers, services and their corresponding trust performance.

- **Assessment of different trust attributes** – all participating nodes perform trust evaluation activities using one of the proposed trust metrics (e.g. service testing, service monitoring, or service rating).

- **Aggregation and computation of trust scores** – The outcomes of the trust evaluation activities are sent via transactions through the blockchain network. The
different results are aggregated and computed using the principles introduced in section 6.2.

- **Data storage in the blockchain** – all the data handled among the nodes, such as service information, test and trust results, are stored tamper-proof in the blockchain.

- **Maintenance of the blockchain** – all participating nodes maintain the blockchain equally by performing tasks such as transaction broadcasting, transaction validation, block creation and validation, and consensus-building.

- **Trust-CP** – the proposed trust-based consensus protocol (see section 5.1) is used for consensus building.

The functionality of the application was validated in a decentralised environment through a scenario with many nodes acting as service providers, service consumers, and test agents. The application was set up on different nodes as part of a virtual environment. The nodes were connected using the Common Open Research Emulator (CORE) (CORE, 2021). This emulator provides the possibility to create real computer network representations running in real-time. CORE is known as a scalable system and also provides a user-friendly GUI for creating different emulated network scenarios. (CORE, 2020) Using CORE, a scenario with up to ten nodes was created to run the blockchain-based trust evaluation application. Figure 7.9 illustrates the created scenario within the emulation environment.
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![Architecture Diagram]

**Figure 7.9: The architecture of the created scenario in CORE**

Table 7.2 shows the configuration used to implement the networking of peers and running the CORE application. The management network IP addresses are used to create a control network for CORE. The control network enables access (e.g. via a web browser) from the host system to the different running containers.

**Table 7.2: Configuration of nodes for CORE and management**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>CORE IP Address</th>
<th>Management IP Address</th>
<th>Port Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peer A</td>
<td>10.0.4.20</td>
<td>20.0.0.6</td>
<td>8081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer B</td>
<td>10.0.9.20</td>
<td>20.0.0.11</td>
<td>8082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer C</td>
<td>10.0.10.20</td>
<td>20.0.0.12</td>
<td>8083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer D</td>
<td>10.0.12.20</td>
<td>20.0.0.14</td>
<td>8084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer E</td>
<td>10.0.13.20</td>
<td>20.0.0.15</td>
<td>8085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer F</td>
<td>10.0.15.20</td>
<td>20.0.0.17</td>
<td>8086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer G</td>
<td>10.0.16.20</td>
<td>20.0.0.18</td>
<td>8087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer H</td>
<td>10.0.18.20</td>
<td>20.0.0.20</td>
<td>8088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer M</td>
<td>10.0.19.20</td>
<td>20.0.0.21</td>
<td>8089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Z</td>
<td>10.0.21.20</td>
<td>20.0.0.23</td>
<td>8080</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the following some additional details on the implemented application:

- The application is provided as a Spring Boot (Webb et al., 2017) web application.
- The back-end is mainly developed with common Java and Spring Boot libraries such as Thymeleaf (Thymeleaf, 2021).
- The front-end, including the graphical evolution of the trust scores, is implemented using an HTML webpage, including JavaScript libraries such as jQuery (jQuery, 2021) and Highcharts (Highcharts, 2021).
- A simplified abstract representation of core blockchain functionalities and the proposed Trust-CP is developed in Java using its libraries and in-built functions.
- The important contribution is not on the complexity of the implementation but on the produced environment showing the key aspects of the novelties as proof of concept.

**Components and Features**

One component of the application is the GUI. It serves as a front-end management platform for end-users in the M2M community. The GUI provides a peer and a service part. Figure 7.10. shows the general overview of the webpage, providing trust information about a peer (service provider). Every end-user has the possibility to click on a specific service provider, display last/current trust scores, or trigger trust evaluation activities.
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There is also the possibility to do the same for the different services provided by several service providers. Figure 7.11 shows the general overview of the webpage, providing trust information about individual M2M services.

The web page is organised as follows: on the left side of the page are the different peers and their services listed. The information about who is using the platform (e.g. Name:
PeerB, see Figure 7.11) and about whom trust information is requested (e.g. Service Provider: PeerA and Trust Information about: GasSensor, see Figure 7.11) is shown at the top. At the centre of the web page are the various buttons used for several purposes, such as requesting services, rating services, requesting trust information, or visualising the trust evolution of peers and services.

The following will present more details on some main features of the trust management system.

The front-end platform contains several buttons triggering different activities happening on the blockchain (back-end). For example, the request for a current trust score (refer to Figure 7.12) will initiate the introduced Trust-CP process where the most trustworthy node will be selected randomly to generate a new block. Based on previous blocks and the information inside them, the block creator will aggregate and compute the most current trust score, create the new block with this information, and broadcast it to others for validation. The back-end activities after requesting the current trust score are shown in Figure 7.13.
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Figure 7.12: Checking the current trust score of an M2M service

Table 7.3 shows a brief description of the different features and fields on the web application.
Table 7.3: Description of different features and fields on the web application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field/Features</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualise Trust Evolution</td>
<td>Presents a graphical representation of the trust evolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export Data</td>
<td>Export the current generated blockchain data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto Generate</td>
<td>For testing purposes: auto-generate service data, ratings and trust scores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockchain Data</td>
<td>Display the current blockchain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating Criteria</td>
<td>Used to select the rating criteria used for evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Used to request service data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Rating Score</td>
<td>Displays the current rating score based on the selected criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Trust Score (time-based)</td>
<td>Displays current trust score of the service considering previous trust information for a selected period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Trust Score (simple)</td>
<td>Displays current trust score using a simple calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Trust Score (advanced)</td>
<td>Displays current trust score using the proposed calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latest Trust Score</td>
<td>Displays the latest computed trust score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latest Rating Score</td>
<td>Displays the latest rating score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Part</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Trust Score (time-based)</td>
<td>Displays current trust score using a simple calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Trust Score</td>
<td>Displays current trust score using a simple calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Trust Score</td>
<td>Displays current trust score using the proposed concept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Trust Score (weighting-based)</td>
<td>Displays current trust score using the proposed concept plus weighting parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latest Trust Score</td>
<td>Displays the latest computed trust score</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.14 shows exemplarily the current trust score of PeerA and the corresponding Wireshark trace indicating that PeerM has performed the trust computation.

![Image of WIreshark trace](image-url)
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One feature of the web application is to show the trust evolution about a peer or its services. Figure 7.15 illustrates exemplarily the visualised trust information about service provider PeerA.

![Figure 7.15: Visualise the trust evolution of a service provider and its services](image)

Another feature is displaying the current blockchain (Figure 7.16 illustrates exemplarily the block with number 1131). It has to be mentioned that there are three block types used in the implementation. One is for service information provided by related services, one is for service ratings, and the other for trust scores.

Service information is used for performing the service ratings based on several criteria. Service rating is used here to represent all the service evaluation activities described in section 6.1. On the other side, the different rating results/scores are used to compute the trust scores of the services. The aggregation of these scores using the proposed mathematical trust model (as introduced in section 6.2) forms the overall trust score of the service provider (peer).
Overall, the application implements the main principles introduced in the previous chapters. The next two sections will practically evaluate the proposed trust model and the Trust-CP.

### 7.2.3 Trust Model Evaluation

The implementation and architecture of the blockchain-based trust management system was introduced in the previous section. The comprehensive trust model, with its metrics and calculation principles, was presented in chapter 6. The proposed trust model includes features such as initial trust score considerations, different trust metrics, trustworthy consensus protocol, trust aggregation concept, and synergy of blockchain, smart contracts, and trust. This section conducts different scenarios and statistical analysis to show the reliability and resilience of the trust model.

Some parts in this section were published in (Shala et al., 2020a).
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Scenario Settings

The resilience of the trust model against different attacks was tested using the following scenarios:

- Increasing malicious population (nodes providing false trust information)
- Impact and evolution of initial trust scores
- Static vs dynamic weighting
- Bad-mouthing attack (malicious nodes providing bad recommendations to good nodes) (ITU-T, 2017b)
- Ballot-stuffing attack (malicious nodes providing good recommendations to bad nodes) (ITU-T, 2017b)
- Comparative analysis with other existing trust models

This section also includes scenarios where all peers are trustworthy (trust score is above equal to 0.55) and scenarios where the percentage of malicious peers trying to manipulate the overall trust score of the evaluated peer by sending false trust scores varies from 20% to 80%. In the scenarios, the ability of the introduced trust model to provide initial trust scores is compared to other approaches that only provide default values or no initial trust scores. Moreover, the introduced dynamic weighting system is compared against other approaches with no or static weighting. In order to highlight the resilience of the proposed trust model, a comparison with other trust models is made to identify the performance differences when attacked by other nodes under an increasing malicious population. Finally, a relative trust score is derived and used to assess the accuracy of the proposed trust model compared to existing ones in a comparative analysis.
All scenarios are conducted under the same general conditions presented in the following:

- Ten to fifty transactions per block.
- Each transaction consists of evaluation results regarding different metrics and sub-metrics.
- The evaluation activities are performed by different nodes part of the network.
- Five to ten blockchain circles (blocks) are executed.
- Each block consists of the overall computed trust score of the evaluated M2M entity.

Further details on the experimental setups are presented in the following:

- Simple equations from different models used for comparison throughout the scenarios are derived, reproducing their key ideas. The different trust models represent the proposed trust model and related approaches.
- Table with different trust metrics and sub-metrics is created.
- Each transaction consists of evaluation results regarding these metrics. These results are randomly generated values (trust scores) for the experiments.
- Each transaction represents the evaluation done by one node for an M2M entity.
- Ten to fifty transactions are included for the calculation of the overall trust score.
- The randomly generated values (trust scores) within these transactions are used to execute the reproduced equations.
- Each block represents the calculation of the overall trust score. Five to ten blockchain circles (blocks) are executed.
- The reproduced equations are executed with randomly generated values (trust scores).
- The outcomes are graphically presented via diagrams.
- A spreadsheet application is used for graphical representation of the values and analysis.

**Scenario 1: Impact of Initial Trust Score on Trust Evolution**

Existing trust approaches in M2M/IoT are not considering the trust score of new M2M services (as reviewed in section 3.2). Scenario 1 shows the trust score evolution when using the proposed trust model with its initial trust score strategy compared to trust models assigning only default scores or even not considering any score.

The scenario starts with a trustworthy service provider (trust score 0.8), which provides five trustworthy services. At a given time, five additional new services are made available by the service provider. It is considered that these new M2M services are performing badly in the M2M community (trust score 0.2). Moreover, it is also assumed that the existing ones are also slightly decreasing their trust scores (from 0.8 to 0.55) throughout a given time. Afterwards, the evolution of the trust score is analysed in relation to the proposed trust approach and two other approaches (with a default initial trust score of 0.5 and without an initial trust score).

Figure 7.17 shows the outcomes of the scenario. It depicts the trust score evolution when the service provider switches to a malicious node and provides untrustworthy services. With its initial trust score consideration, the proposed trust model enables quick identification of untrustworthy behaviour compared to alternative methods. As a result, service consumers can faster decide whether to use or not these services. Overall, the
reaction times are optimised to avoid or neglect untrustworthy nodes (with past good trust scores) for service provision or other community activities.

![Figure 7.17: Trust evolution with new services (good to bad) (Shala et al., 2020a)](image)

**Scenario 2: Static vs Dynamic Weighting**

Section 6.2 introduced the dynamic weighting system of the proposed trust model. The weighting system enables efficient trust aggregation and dynamic weighting adjustment based on the current situation in the M2M community. Scenario 2 shows the trust evolution when using the proposed dynamic weighting system compared with static and no weighting approaches. Two cases are used to highlight the benefits of dynamic weighting: behaviour worsening and behaviour improving.

The first case starts with a service provider offering various good services. Then, the number of low trusted services (up to 60% of the services) is intentionally increased during a predefined period (eight block cycles). Through the proposed dynamic weighting scheme, each service gets a weight based on the current situation. The weights are adapted
in future rounds of the trust evaluation process. This workflow motivates participating nodes to remain active in all steps of service provision. In contrast, a static weighting scheme considers only predefined service weights without including the most recent behaviour situation.

Figure 7.18 shows the outcomes of the first case. It highlights that the changing behaviour of the nodes is detected faster using the proposed model with its dynamic weighting system. Thus, the model enables the identification of dishonest behaviour and demotivates the involved parties to maintain these activities. Such recurring behaviour leads to a lower trust score and less acceptance in the M2M community. In contrast, static weighting supports the passivity of service providers as trust weights of the various services are known and static. As a result, service providers may neglect one of these services leading to a non-improving service community depicted with less service quality.

![Figure 7.18: Trust evolution – behaviour worsening (Shala et al., 2020a)](image)

The second case considers a low trust service provider providing bad services (also with low trust scores). At a given time, the service provider tries to attack the system. Therefore, it increases its overall trust score by seemingly providing some good services.
The outcomes of the second case are shown in Figure 7.19. They illustrate that the trust evolution with dynamic weighting increases more slowly than static or without weighting approaches. The proposed trust model mitigates bad service providers because they cannot increase their trust scores quickly. Moreover, bad service providers are demotivated to remain passive and untrustworthy in the M2M community.

**Figure 7.19: Trust evolution – behaviour improving** *(Shala et al., 2020a)*

Other cases where a service provider offers only one service and changes its characteristics lead to similar outcomes as in scenario 2.

**Scenario 3: Proposed Trust Model vs Simple Trust Model – Bad-Mouthing Attack**

This scenario compares the proposed trust model with a simple one (with basic average calculations) in terms of resilience against the so-called bad-mouthing attack *(ITU-T, 2017b)*. In this kind of attack, bad or malicious nodes provide bad recommendations for good nodes. The aim is to show the performance and reaction differences between these two trust models.
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Scenario 3 considers a bad-mouthing attack performed against one service. Both service and service provider are considered trustworthy M2M entities. During this scenario, the percentage of malicious nodes in the network is increased. They are attacking the service provider by providing fake recommendations consisting of low trust scores about its service. This scenario aims to identify the changes in the trust score evolution during different block cycles and under the impact of bad-mouthing transactions. This scenario also shows the resilience differences between the proposed trust model and a simple trust model in different scenarios.

Many trustworthy nodes (trust score 0.55 or higher) evaluate a service provider and its service in the first case. They are sending different trust scores for these two M2M entities. Figure 7.20 shows the outcomes of the first case. When using a simple trust model, the overall trust score of the service provider is marginally better than with the proposed one. However, this result does not reflect the real truth as the simple trust model fails to consider the trust scores of the evaluating entities.

![Figure 7.20: Trustworthy peers (Shala et al., 2020a)](image)

The other cases consider the presence of malicious nodes (trust score 0.2). They are continuously sending fake transactions with low trust scores to influence the trust
evolution of service provider and service. Figures 7.21 – 7.24 show the outcomes of these cases. They depict that, when using the simple trust model with an increasing number of malicious nodes, the trust resilience and the trust scores decrease. They also show that the higher the number of malicious nodes, the higher the trust evolution difference between the proposed trust model and a simple one. Overall, when using the new proposed trust model, the trust score stays stable with only minor changes in contrast to the case without malicious nodes.

Figure 7.21: 20% of malicious peers (Shala et al., 2020a)

Figure 7.22: 40% of malicious peers (Shala et al., 2020a)
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Figure 7.23: 60% of malicious peers (Shala et al., 2020a)

Figure 7.24: 80% of malicious peers (Shala et al., 2020a)

Figure 7.25 highlights the trust evolution towards the increasing percentage of malicious nodes in the community. The outcome shows that the proposed trust model provides good resilience against attacks even if they increase to an 80% population. The resilience is a result of ignoring untrustworthy nodes in the proposed block building and trust aggregation process.
Scenario 4: Proposed Trust Model vs Simple Trust Model – Ballot-Stuffing Attack

This scenario considers malicious nodes performing the ballot-stuffing attack (ITU-T, 2017b), where good recommendations are assigned for other malicious nodes. The aim of this scenario is to provide a comparison in terms of attack resilience between the proposed trust model and a simple one (with basic average calculations).

The ballot-stuffing attack is performed against one M2M service. Both service and service provider have a low trust score. During this case, the percentage of malicious nodes in the network is increased. They are trying to increase the overall trust score of the service provider. This case aims to identify the changes in the trust score evolution during different block cycles and under the impact of ballot-stuffing transactions. It also shows the resilience differences between the proposed trust model and a simple trust model in different scenarios.
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Under normal conditions without malicious peers in the network, the performance of the two models is almost the same (shown in Figure 7.26), but the differences appear when starting the attacks.

Figures 7.27 – 7.30 show that the proposed trust model almost stays resilient when the percentage of malicious nodes sending good trust scores to untrustworthy service is increased. In contrast, the simple trust model fails to deal with that attack. The trust score of the untrustworthy service provider increases up to 100% in relation to the starting score (shown in Figure 7.31).

![Figure 7.26: Trustworthy peers (Shala et al., 2020a)](image)
Figure 7.27: 20% of malicious peers (Shala et al., 2020a)

Figure 7.28: 40% of malicious peers (Shala et al., 2020a)

Figure 7.29: 60% of malicious peers (Shala et al., 2020a)
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Figure 7.30: 80% of malicious peers (Shala et al., 2020a)

Figure 7.31: Trust evolution in relation to malicious population (Shala et al., 2020a)

Scenario 5: Comparative Analysis

This scenario presents a comparative analysis of the proposed trust model against other relevant trust approaches already evaluated theoretically in the previous chapters: BlockTIoT (Lahbib et al., 2019), HierSysT (Kouicem et al., 2018), TrustChain (Malik et al., 2019b), SybRet (Asiri and Miri, 2018), and TArChain (Dedeoglu et al., 2019). The aim is to show the performance of these approaches when being attacked by an increasing
population of malicious nodes. Beforehand, this scenario defines a relative trust score necessary for the assessment. The relative trust score is calculated based on the average of all trust scores conducted by different trust models under normal conditions.

In the first case, the bad-mouthing attack is performed by malicious nodes for different block rounds. During the first case, the percentage of malicious nodes is increased.

Figures 7.32 – 7.35 show the outcomes when using the different trust models. They also highlight the strengths of the proposed trust model, which stays quite stable and resilient throughout the attacks. The outperformance results from ignoring the increasing percentage of false trust information coming from untrustworthy nodes in the block building process. The initial trust score feature of the proposed trust model also enables a true start in building trust among the nodes. Related approaches do not ensure this. The main limitations of existing trust models are the uncomplete trust metric lists, susceptible weighting systems, and missing trust entity considerations. Figure 7.36 confirms the trust resilience of the proposed trust model in comparison to BlockTIoT (Lahbib et al., 2019), HierSysT (Kouicem et al., 2018), TrustChain (Malik et al., 2019b), SybRet (Asiri and Miri, 2018), and TArChain (Dedeoglu et al., 2019) under increasing malicious nodes population in the network. As a result, bad-mouthing attacks, where nodes try to downrate a good performing node, are almost mitigated by the proposed trust model.
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Figure 7.32: 20% of malicious peers (bad-mouthing) (Shala et al., 2020a)

Figure 7.33: 40% of malicious peers (bad-mouthing) (Shala et al., 2020a)
Figure 7.34: 60% of malicious peers (bad-mouthing) (Shala et al., 2020a)

Figure 7.35: 80% of malicious peers (bad-mouthing) (Shala et al., 2020a)

Figure 7.36: Trust evolution (bad-mouthing) (Shala et al., 2020a)
Similarly, the second case presents a comparison of different trust models under the influence of the ballot-stuffing attack (shown in Figures 7.37 – 7.40). The goal of the malicious nodes is to increase the trust score of one of their friends to harm the system.

The figures illustrate that this attack only slightly impacts the proposed trust model. The global view about the bad node remains untrustworthy throughout the different block rounds. Figure 7.41 shows the trust evolution under the increasing malicious population. It demonstrates the reliability and stability of the proposed trust model again. Most of the existing trust models are quickly impacted by the attack, giving the malicious nodes the possibility to change the overall opinion of the M2M community. By doing so, malicious nodes take advantage to control the network and to perform further attacks.

Figure 7.37: 20% of malicious peers (ballot-stuff) (Shala et al., 2020a)
Figure 7.38: 40% of malicious peers (ballot-stuff) (Shala et al., 2020a)

Figure 7.39: 60% of malicious peers (ballot-stuff) (Shala et al., 2020a)

Figure 7.40: 80% of malicious peers (ballot-stuff) (Shala et al., 2020a)
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Figure 7.41: Trust evolution (ballot-stuff) (Shala et al., 2020a)

To sum up, the comparative analysis demonstrates the high resilience of the proposed trust model against various attacks (bad-mouthing and ballot-stuffing). The increasing number of malicious nodes in the network also has a low impact on its performance. The different scenarios highlight the advantages of the proposed trust model. The initial trust score scheme, the dynamic weighting system, the integration of trust in all trust evaluation steps, and the blockchain technology are key elements to enable a trustworthy and reliable M2M environment.

7.2.4 Trust-Consensus Protocol Evaluation

Section 5.1 proposed a novel trust-based consensus protocol called Trust-CP. This protocol includes trust elements in all steps of its workflow, starting from the selection of the block creator until the validation of new blocks. The Trust-CP is an important aspect of this research used not only for the blockchain activities but also for several other M2M community activities. Therefore, this section runs different scenarios to evaluate the attack robustness of the Trust-CP in comparison with other existing consensus protocols.
Some parts in this section were published in (Nguyen, 2019; Shala et al., 2019c).

Scenario Settings

The Trust-CP and other consensus protocols are evaluated under the influence of several attack types. These attacks are explained in the following:

- Attack 1: One or more nodes try to spam the local memory pools of other nodes by broadcasting fake transactions. Afterwards, these transactions can be added by the block creator to a new block. This block is distributed to other nodes for validation and inclusion in the blockchain.

- Attack 2: The block creator tries to harm the system by including fake transactions in a new block and broadcasting it to validation nodes. The process results in a new block accepted to the blockchain. The transactions inside that block contain fake low trust scores about trustworthy nodes.

The scenarios are running on several virtual machines on the Core Emulator (as introduced in section 7.2.2). The essential functionalities of the different consensus protocols are implemented prototypically in Java. Besides the Trust-CP, the evaluation includes traditional consensus protocols (PoW, PoS, DPoS, Nano, Ripple, and Tangle), theoretically evaluated in section 5.1.

In the following some additional details on the implemented application:

- The prototypical implementation consists of a simplified approach of the core functionalities of the different consensus protocols. Only the key ideas and concepts of the consensus protocols presented in section 5.1 were considered and implemented (with a focus on the consensus workflow).
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- Implementation was carried out with Java without specific consensus protocol libraries. Thus, the prototypical implementation does not consist of the official implementation of the protocols, which might be used in a real-world environment.

- The important contribution is not on the complexity of the implementation but on the produced environment showing the key aspects of the novelties as proof of concept. The value is not in the code but on the presented trust model and its resilience compared to related approaches.

The following settings and conditions are used to assess the robustness of the different consensus protocols:

- Every participating blockchain node has 1000 transactions in its local memory pool.

- The percentage of malicious nodes changes throughout the scenarios.

- The number of fake transactions within the 1000 transactions is increased through the scenarios from 100 to 900 fake transactions.

- Every block includes one transaction.

Results

The aim of the scenarios is to compare the performance of the different consensus protocols when running attacks against them. The ratio between correct and fake blocks is used as an indicator for the assessment. Throughout the scenarios, the number of fake transactions and the percentage of malicious nodes are continuously increased.
The first scenario assumes that all participating nodes are trustworthy. Moreover, it considers that there are fake transactions in the local memory pools of the nodes. Figure 7.42 shows the outcomes of the first scenario. It highlights that fake transactions do not influence Trust-CP. The Trust-CP includes only correct and high trusted transactions in a new block, even if there are many fake ones. Another feature of the Trust-CP is that it assigns trust scores for each transaction based on its originator. The functionality of the Trust-CP enables it to filter out fake transactions and to include only good ones. Figure 7.42 also shows that traditional consensus protocols do not perform well under the increasing number of fake transactions in the network. The figure also reveals that traditional consensus protocols do not have a mechanism to distinguish between trusted or untrusted transactions. Only the Ripple consensus protocol relies on transaction similarity. With an increasing number of fake transactions, the probability of passing the Ripple similarity check is high.

![Figure 7.42: Fake transaction in various protocols (0% malicious nodes) (Shala et al., 2019c)](image)

The next scenarios include malicious nodes controlling the block creation and validation part. For these scenarios, the percentage of malicious nodes is continuously increased.
Figures 7.43 – 7.47 show the performance of the different consensus protocols under these conditions. The results show that except for the proposed Trust-CP, all other traditional protocols have a decreasing resilience with the increasing number of malicious nodes and the number of fake transactions. The bad performance is due to the fact that traditional consensus protocols rely on computing power or simple selection algorithms to perform block creation activities and do not include trust in any part. Thus, if a malicious node is selected as a block creator, it creates a block, solves the cryptographical puzzle, and broadcasts the block to others for validation. The other nodes verify the hash values and the keys of the created block and accept them. They do not consider the trustworthiness of the block, block creator, or the transactions part of the block. The higher the percentage of malicious nodes in the network, the higher the probability of selecting one malicious block creator. Overall, the performance of the reviewed traditional consensus protocol is continually decreasing. One example is the Ripple consensus protocol. Without malicious nodes in the network, it performs like the other ones. When adding malicious nodes, its overall security breaks down because of the similarity check feature of Ripple. By increasing the number of malicious nodes, the probability that the malicious nodes will have the same fake transactions for the similarity check is high. As a result, the number of fake transactions in the ledger is also high. The DPoS consensus protocol performs better than the others in the beginning (see Figure 7.43 and Figure 7.44). It can be argued by the fact that the DPoS uses a voting mechanism to select the block creation leader. As long as the number of malicious nodes in the network is not equal to or higher than 50%, the other nodes are more likely to elect a good node as a leader, resulting in a higher number of correct blocks in the ledger.
Figure 7.43: Fake transaction in various protocols (16% malicious nodes) (Shala et al., 2019c)

Figure 7.44: Fake transaction in various protocols (32% malicious nodes) (Shala et al., 2019c)

Figure 7.45: Fake transaction in various protocols (50% malicious nodes) (Shala et al., 2019c)
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This chapter presented the research prototype and the framework evaluation. Section 7.1 has assessed whether the framework meets the different requirements derived in section 3.3. The outcomes of the evaluation show that the proposed framework fulfils these requirements. Section 7.2 has presented the implemented prototype used to prove the concepts introduced within these theses. The prototype separated the essential
functionalities of the proposed framework into two main parts consisting of functional testing and trust evaluation.

The proof of concept for functional testing was demonstrated using a use case with several nodes providing different services and combining these to create a cooperative M2M service. The proof of concept illustrated the whole workflow of testing the functionality of single and cooperative M2M services. It has shown the transformation of the existing SCXML service description to a test model used by a test generation tool to derive appropriate test cases. Finally, these test cases are executed on the SUTs using the execution environment of Eclipse Titan.

The proof of concept for the proposed trust evaluation system focused on illustrating the core functionality of the blockchain-based trust management system. All the nodes are using a blockchain network to store the trust information. Moreover, the Trust-CP is used to achieve consensus for new blocks. A graphical user interface enables end-users to control and monitor the trust status of their own or third-party M2M services. The presented GUI also provides the possibility to show the trust evolution for a specific M2M entity.

Another focus of the proof of concept for the trust evaluation system was its resilience against different attacks. The results of the various scenarios show that the introduced trust model is less affected by various trust attacks. Combining the trust model with the blockchain and the Trust-CP makes the approach more resilient than other models when the number of malicious nodes providing false trust information is increased. Trust scores are securely stored in the blockchain, and only trustworthy nodes perform the trust evaluation activities. The Trust-CP ensures that only trusted transactions coming from
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trusted sources are included in the blockchain. In addition, the initial trust score of the proposed approach supports earlier detection of malicious behaviour in the community. Finally, section 7.2 included the evaluation of the novel Trust-CP in relation to traditional blockchain-based consensus protocols. Therefore, the percentage of fake transactions and malicious nodes was manipulated, and the performance of the protocols measured. The scenarios concluded with outstanding results of the Trust-CP.

Overall, the evaluation and outcomes in this chapter have demonstrated the main functionality of the proposed framework and proved its applicability and resilience.
8 Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter concludes the thesis by summarising the main achievements of the research work (section 8.1). Identified limitations of the research are discussed in section 8.2. Finally, section 8.3 suggests potential ideas for further research.

8.1 Achievements of the Research

This research work was dedicated to the proposed and benchmarked novel approach for trust evaluation and corresponding functional testing of decentralised M2M services. The integration of end-users and their personal environment devices into the M2M service provision process is an emerging and promising approach for the community. However, chapter 2 identified that the lack of trust within the entities and unreliable M2M services are the main deficits harming the success of decentralised and end-user-based M2M service marketplaces.

Based on these findings, chapter 3 performed an exhaustive literature review of relevant and most current works in the field of testing and trust in M2M/IoT. Current trust approaches mainly suffer from insecure trust data storage, missing trust information on new M2M entities, and incomplete trust models. Existing test approaches are not end-user-friendly, rely on standard service development lifecycles, and provide inappropriate test development strategies. The analyses of these projects lead to several requirements relevant for a novel framework addressing trust and test issues. The assessment of the related projects illustrated that none of them fulfilled these requirements and reinforced
the necessity for an optimised approach for ensuring trust and correct working M2M services within the M2M community.

A novel framework has been designed based on the identified strengths and limitations of existing works (refer to chapter 4). The three main components of the proposed framework architecture are the trust engine, test engine, and P2P storage engine. The P2P storage engine was introduced to ensure the high integrity of all relevant data in the M2M community. It consists of the DHT and the Blockchain storage, which provide both a decentralised architecture decoupled from centralised operators. The DHT is used for the most recent data, whereas the blockchain for storing the history of all transactions. End-users also have the possibility to perform integrity check-ups by comparing the data from both storage types. The P2P storage engine also serves as a data source to support the trust evaluation and functional testing processes. The trust engine is the core element of the novel framework and covers all trust evaluation activities within the M2M community. It enables the evaluation of new and existing M2M entities. Moreover, it uses a comprehensive trust model depicted with several trust metrics to assess trust in the community. The test engine enables end-user-friendly functional testing of services and supports the trust engine for trust evaluation activities. Blockchain principles were also integrated into the different components of the framework to support the maintenance of the decentralised network and to optimise the different workflows through trust-based consensus-building schemes. The proposed framework can be included and operated within the service creation environment located in the environment of end-users. The combination of trust, testing, and blockchain to optimise decentralised M2M services forms the general novelty of this research.
Trust information is sensitive data and essential to ensure the right trust in a decentralised network (refer to chapter 5). Therefore, this research proposed to store trust data in a blockchain. Blockchain technology is known as a tamper-proof ledger and decentralised consensus-building system. In the context of blockchain, a deep analysis of existing consensus protocols was done, and the main limitations identified. Based on this evaluation, a novel consensus protocol called Trust-CP was proposed for the blockchain and also used to optimise other parts of the framework. The integration of blockchain within the proposed framework and the trust-based consensus protocol build two further novelties in this research.

Another novelty of this research is the synergy of testing and trust evaluation activities. This combination enables the trust assessment for new M2M entities joining the community (see chapter 5). Service testing is also part of the trust model used to evaluate existing M2M entities. It forms an important pillar within the different trust metrics. It confirms the functional behaviour of different services and is a good starting point to build trust relationships among the nodes.

Chapter 6 introduced a novel trust evaluation system covering different aspects of an M2M entity. It comprises service- and peer-related attributes such as service functionality, service performance, consumer experience, or participation willingness in various community tasks. These attributes are assessed through different community activities. Two of these activities are maintaining the blockchain network and acting as a test agent in the M2M community. Incorporating several elements into the trust evaluation process ensures a competition-based challenge among the M2M members, enhancing the quality of the computed trust score. The competition character of the
proposed approach incentivises the nodes to perform various necessary activities to boost up their trust scores.

Another key novelty of this research is the synergy of blockchain and trust to form a blockchain-based trust evaluation system. The trust evaluation activities were merged with the blockchain ones. Thus, blockchain transactions containing trust information are sent among the nodes and confirmed using the newly introduced Trust-CP. Additionally, a trust computation and aggregation scheme, including a dynamic weighting system, was introduced. These proposals, resulting in the combination of blockchain principles, Trust-CP, and trust evaluation, enable a more resilient M2M community and ensure trustworthy trust relationships among the nodes.

The proposed framework was theoretically and practically evaluated in chapter 7. The theoretical evaluation concluded that the framework fulfils all of the identified requirements. The practical evaluation included aspects of service testing, trust management, consensus-building, and attack resilience. The workflow of the proposed service testing approach was shown through a use case scenario. The trust management was illustrated with an end-user-friendly user interface and included trust evaluation activities, blockchain maintenance, and trust-based consensus protocol. The performance of the proposed trust model and the novel Trust-CP were evaluated using several scenarios and attack types. The evaluation results highlighted the outstanding performance of the proposed framework in comparison with other existing approaches.

In summary, this research work has met all of the objectives outlined in chapter 1. It has resulted in the design of a framework for trust evaluation and corresponding functional testing of decentralised M2M services. Beyond, the proposed framework can be
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This research project has met all objectives and presented several novelties to enable trust in decentralised M2M communities. However, some limitations were unavoidable as they are outside the scope of this research and require an extraordinary expenditure in areas where no novel findings were expected. The limitations are summarised below:

1. As part of the trust approach, this research has presented an end-user-friendly service testing concept where every node part in the M2M community has the possibility to act as a test agent. The focus was on optimising the existing system models and creating test models which can be used for test case generation. However, further investigations on test case techniques and execution are not conducted as the value of knowledge would be limited. There are already several well-established approaches regarding test generation.

2. Although they are part of the service testing and trust evaluation concept, the integration of test data and performance testing are not finally investigated in this research. Test data coming from the blockchain storage is used in combination with abstract test cases to perform test executions. Performance testing is proposed to be
used in addition to functional testing for evaluating the initial trust score of M2M entities. Both concepts in this research can be further expanded.

3. Some trust metrics, such as service monitoring or rating, are not incorporated within the trust evaluation prototype as they are not key novelties in this research. Nevertheless, the research prototype aimed to show that the proposed approach is viable and also that it is resilient against different trust attacks.

4. The presented prototype for evaluating functional testing is used to show the general workflow for testing a cooperative M2M service. However, the service testing component is implemented as a single system outside the trust evaluation. This aspect is not considered in the implementation as it would not have brought much added value.

5. The application of the proposed framework to optimise the M2M service provision approach and the integration of smart contracts are not considered in the prototype evaluation as they present prospective works and are outside of the scope of this research thesis.

Despite these limitations, the research project has made valid contributions to the knowledge and research community.

8.3 Future Work

The synergy of blockchain technology and trust has powerful attributions to effectively counteract security and trust-related issues present in decentralised communities. As such, it enables a strong perspective for end-user-based M2M service provision and beyond it. This research has advanced the field for trust evaluation of decentralised M2M services.
Nevertheless, some suggestions and areas for future work have been identified and are summarised below.

1. This research gives other researchers a comprehensive overview of trust evaluation and blockchain within the domain of M2M/IoT. The proposed blockchain-based trust model can serve as a good basis for further research on increasing the trustworthiness in M2M communities by incorporating blockchain. The combination of blockchain and trust opens new research questions and directions. Further research may use this to identify open issues in other fields. Other fields of interest could include (but are not limited to) VANETs, Flying Ad-Hoc Networks (FANETs) or the Internet of Everything (IoE).

2. Another interesting aspect is the incorporation of the proposed concepts within the workflow of M2M service provision. Further work should investigate the admission of new M2M entities in the M2M community, the registration of M2M services, the creation of cooperative M2M services, and the data management in the M2M community, and how the proposed framework can be used to increase the overall confidence of the M2M service provision workflow.

3. Further improvements could include the application of smart contracts to enable trustless agreements between entities and the automation of different processes without relying on third parties. The integration of trust concepts within smart contracts provides new avenues for research, such as automated and trusted service provision or for performing service tests and trust evaluations.

4. Further research could be carried out to review other trust metric parameters and attributes that can be used to extend the trust model. One aim should be to improve the capabilities of the trust model and apply it in different use cases to achieve a
considerable generalisation level. Also, potential scalability issues could be identified and addressed.

5. Recently, the next generation of the Internet called Web3 is rising up. The Web3 is characterised by incorporating blockchain for information storage, smart contracts for agreement executions, end-users serving as maintenance entities, and the development of decentralised application within this network. The trustworthiness of the Web3 is still an open research issue where the introduced blockchain-based trust model fits very well to the Web3 architecture as it considers, similar to the Web3, completely decentralised networks, blockchain for integrity reasons, and the integration of end-users in decision-making processes. Incorporating the presented approach within the next generation Internet is also part of future work and can contribute to further research in academia.

6. The ideas regarding the combination of trust and smart contracts for trust automation within the decentralised M2M community can be further developed, e.g., through several other scenarios in M2M and beyond.

7. Future work could include further considerations on different testing aspects such as the methodology for describing end-user-based M2M services, the generation of reusable test modules and test data, the derivation of extended test suites for complex M2M service functionality, and the process for testing cooperative M2M services.
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### Appendix A – Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>AI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>API</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>BMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>CORE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>DAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DLT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DPoS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DTN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>e-DSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ETSI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**F**
FANET	Flying Ad-Hoc Network

**G**
GUI	Graphical User Interface

**H**
HiL	Hardware in the Loop

**I**
IFD	Interface Description
IoE	Internet of Everything
IoT	Internet of Things
IoV	Internet of Vehicles
ITU	International Telecommunication Union

**L**
LCF	Leverage of Common Friends

**M**
M2M	Machine-to-Machine Communication
MBT	Model-based Testing
MBTAAS	Model-based Testing as a Service
MiL	Model in the Loop
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEPI</td>
<td>Network Experiment Programming Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2P</td>
<td>Peer-to-Peer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIM</td>
<td>Platform Independent Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKI</td>
<td>Public Key Infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoA</td>
<td>Proof of Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoS</td>
<td>Proof of Stake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POS</td>
<td>Point of Sales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoW</td>
<td>Proof of Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoS</td>
<td>Quality of Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR</td>
<td>Service/Application Registry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Service Consumer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCE</td>
<td>Service Creation Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCXML</td>
<td>State Chart extensible Markup Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDP</td>
<td>Service Delivery Platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiL</td>
<td>Software in the Loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIoT</td>
<td>Social Internet of Things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIP</td>
<td>Session Initiation Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOA</td>
<td>Service Oriented Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS1</td>
<td>Remote M2M Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUT</td>
<td>System under Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERMS</td>
<td>Terms of Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEU</td>
<td>Test Execution Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGU</td>
<td>Test Generation Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiL</td>
<td>Thing in the Loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust-CP</td>
<td>Trust Consensus Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTCN-3</td>
<td>Testing and Test Control Notation Version 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTE</td>
<td>Test Engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUE</td>
<td>Trust Engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI</td>
<td>User Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UML</td>
<td>Unified Modelling Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNL</td>
<td>Unique Node List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VANET</td>
<td>Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSDL</td>
<td>Web Services Description Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xIL</td>
<td>x in the Loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XML</td>
<td>Extensible Markup Language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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